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Thank you for using PixelPoint POS.
 
This guide contains information about front-end operations that have to do with both service staff
and  management.  Part  I  (Employee Functions)  addresses  all  features,  functions  and  operations
that  general  users  would  experience  in  different  types  of  establishments.  Part  II  (Manager
Functions) addresses all front-end functions that only a manager would have a need to know.

The table of contents and the index will be of great help to you in locating the information you are
looking  for.  You  are  advised  to  make  extensive  use  of  both  of  them.  In  addition,  this  printed
document includes an extensive glossary in the back matter which will aid you if any concept is
unclear.

With all of the many different ways systems can be configured, you may find a screen or process
within your system that is different from what is described in this guide. Front-end operations not
included in this guide can be found in other guides posted on the PAR Partner Center. 

If you need further assistance, please consult your ParTech Dealer. They will be more than happy
to assist you with your system needs. For further information on PixelPoint POS and the various
add-on modules, visit www.pixelpointpos.com.
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About ParTech

PAR  Technology  Corporation  is  an  industry  leader  in  systems  and  service  solutions  for  the
hospitality  industry.  For  more  than  30  years,  PAR  has  developed  technology  solutions  for
hospitality companies: restaurant, hotel,  spa, retail,  entertainment venues and cruise ships.  We
are committed to delivering innovative solutions that optimize the guest experience.

With point-of-sale systems in more than 50,000 restaurants and more than 110 countries, PAR is
redefining the point of sale to bring technological innovation to all corners of the enterprise. Our
software  is  complemented  by  reliable  hardware  and  is  backed  by  PAR's  international  services
infrastructure.

We are also a leading global provider of hospitality management solutions for enterprises such as
city-center  hotels,  destination  spa  and  golf  properties,  cruise  ships,  and  casino  resorts.  Our

pioneering SMS|Host® Hospitality Management System set the standard in guest-centric property
management  systems.  We  are  now  revolutionizing  the  industry  with  the  ATRIO™  hospitality
technology platform. ATRIO is moving hospitality to "The Cloud", a new user experience and to a

new  business  paradigm.  We  also  offer  SpaSoft®,  a  dynamic  activities  management/scheduling
software solution, specifically designed to meet the unique needs of resorts, day spas, medi-spas
and health clubs.

In addition to PAR's hospitality  solutions,  PAR is  a leading provider of  technical  solutions to  the
government sector. PAR's Government business is a wholly owned subsidiary of PAR Technology
Corporation  and  is  comprised  of  PAR  Government  Systems  Corporation  and  Rome  Research
Corporation.,  PAR's Government business delivers innovative information management  solutions
through advanced technology and professional services to Federal,  State, and local Government
agencies as well as private industry customers throughout the world.

Par Technology Corporation stock is  traded on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol
PAR.

History

PAR's origins date back to 1968 when PAR Technology Corporation was founded as a high tech,
government  contracting  firm.  PAR  is  an  acronym  for  "Pattern  Analysis  and  Recognition".  PAR's
founder, John W. Sammon, was determined to utilize "technology transfer" as an engine of new
opportunity as he and his colleagues developed and transferred government funded research and
development  initiatives  to  the  commercial  sector  as  viable  products  with  real  business
applications. PAR then successfully embarked upon a mission to use this transferred technology to
develop the industry's first stand alone POS terminal for McDonald's Corporation in 1978.
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Legal Information

PAR EverServ® POS PixelPoint®  
End-User License Agreement

BY  CLICKING  ACCEPT  BELOW,  YOU  ACKNOWLEDGE  THAT  YOU  HAVE  READ,
UNDERSTOOD, AND AGREED TO BE BOUND BY THE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT. IF
YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT,  PLEASE
CLICK THE DO NOT AGREE BELOW AND EXIT FROM THIS APPLICATION.

The following patents apply to some areas of functionality within the PAR EverServ PixelPoint software : Pat.
6,384,850; 6,871,325; 6,982,733; 8,146,077.

This  PAR EverServ® POS PixelPoint® End-User  License Agreement  (“Agreement”)  sets  forth  the  terms and
conditions under which you are granted a limited license to use: (a) the PAR EverServ POS PixelPoint software
and  any  third  party  software,  each  as  provided  in  digital  form  with  which  this  Agreement  is  provided  (the
“Software”);  (b)  any  explanatory  written  materials,  videos,  technical  reference  documents,  and  Internet  and
other web delivered content provided or made available to you by PAR or its  distributors (“Documentation”);
and (c) modified versions, releases, upgrades, updates, additions, and copies of the Software, if any, licensed to
you by PAR (collectively, “Updates”).  Collectively the Software, Documentation and Updates are referred to as
the “Licensed Materials”. 

PAR grants  to  you  a  nonexclusive,  non-transferable  license  to  use  the  Licensed  Materials  upon  the  following
terms and conditions:

1. Use of the Licensed Materials 

1.1 Single Terminal Installs:  You may install  and use the Software: (a) on that number of single
terminal  computers,  and/or  (b)  for  use  by  that  number  of  end  users;  each  as  permitted  by  the
hardware  licensing  devices  approved  by,  and  delivered  by,  PAR  on  with  the  Software  (the
“Permitted Number of Computers and Users”).

1.2 Multi-terminal Installs:  You may install  one copy of  the Software on a single file  server  for
the purpose of downloading,  installing and using the Software on a hard disk or other storage
device of up to the Permitted Number of Computers that are on the same internal network as the
file server. Any use of the Software on any other network is not permitted.

1.3 Maximum  Usage:  In  no  event  shall  the  Software  be  installed  or  used  on  any  number  of
computers  or  made  available  to  any  number  of  users  in  excess  of  the  Permitted  Number  of
Computers and Users.

1.4 No  Modification  or  Viewing:  You  may  not  modify,  alter,  enhance,  reverse-engineer,
disassemble,  decompile,  make any attempt  to  view or  use the  source code of  the  Software,  or
create  any  derivative  works  from  the  Software.   Any  activity  to  obtain  the  underlying
information  or  code  that  is  not  visible  to  the  user  in  connection  with  the  normal  use  of  the
Software is prohibited.  Any attempt relating to any of the foregoing will be a material violation
of this Agreement.

1.5 No  Distribution  for  Profit:  The  Software  may  not  be  used,  disclosed,  made  accessible  or
distributed for profit.

1.6 Copyright  Notices:  All  copyright  and  other  proprietary  rights  notices  and  legends  shall  be
maintained unaltered on the Software.

1.7 No Sale.   The Licensed Materials are licensed, not sold.

1.8 Read/Write Access.   With PAR’s prior written consent, you may use or allow a third party on
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your  behalf  to  use:  (a)  the  username  and  password  (“Authorizations”)  to  access  the  Software
databases  and  (b)  the  technical  reference  document  explaining  the  read/write  access  for  the
Software databases for the sole purpose of importing data into the Software databases residing
on the terminals located in your restaurants.  Contact PAR or your reseller for more information.
A separate license agreement may be required.

2. Proprietary Rights.  All title, ownership and copyrights to the Licensed Materials and any copies that
you are permitted to make, and all intellectual and industrial rights therein (including without limitation,
copyrights,  trademarks,  patents,  industrial  designs,  trade names and trade secrets),  are  owned by  PAR
and its licensors, and the structure, organization, and code of the Software and any Updates thereto are
the  valuable  trade  secrets  of  PAR and  its  licensors.  The  Licensed  Materials  are  also  protected  by  the
copyright laws of various countries, international copyright treaties as well as other intellectual property
laws  and  treaties.   You  may  not  copy  the  Licensed  Materials,  except  as  set  forth  in  the  ‘Use  of  the
Licensed Materials’ section above.  Trademarks can only be used to identify printed output produced by
the Software and such use does not give you any rights of ownership in that trademark. Except as stated
above, this Agreement does not grant you any intellectual or industrial property rights in the Licensed
Materials.

3. Transfer.  You  may  not  rent,  lease,  sublease,  lend,  disclose,  host  or  otherwise  share  the  Licensed
Materials  in  any  manner  whatsoever.  You  may  not  assign  or  transfer  this  Agreement  or  the  Licensed
Materials to any third party without PAR’s prior written consent.

4. Software Updates. If the Software is an Update to a previous version of the Software, you must possess
a  valid  license  to  such  previous  version  to  use  the  Update,  and  you  may  use  the  previous  version  for
ninety  (90)  days after  you receive the Update to  assist  you in  the transition  to  the  Update.  After  such
time you no longer have a license to use the previous version, except for the sole purpose of enabling
you to install the Update.  At all times the use of any Update shall be governed by the provisions of this
Agreement.

5. Software  Maintenance.  (Software  Maintenance  must  be  purchased  separately  if  you  are  not
purchasing  the  Software  under  a  Subscription  Model).  PAR  will  provide  the  following  Software
Maintenance Services for the Software:  

5.1 Service Packs. PAR shall provide Service Packs to you on a periodic basis as such corrections
and bug fixes are developed and bundled. Service Packs mean bug fixes and corrections for the
PAR EverServ  PixelPoint® Software.

5.2 Revisions.   PAR  shall  provide  Revisions  to  you  on  a  periodic  basis.  Revisions  mean  new
releases  of  the  PAR  EverServ  PixelPoint®  Software  which  may  include  corrections,
modifications and enhancements. The PAR EverServ  PixelPoint® Software is identified by a
number, in the form of X.Y, Z where X is the version number, Y is the release number and Z is
the build number. An increment in Y or Z is a Revision. 

5.3 Upgrades.  PAR  shall  provide  Upgrades  to  you  on  an  annual  basis.  Upgrades  mean  a  new
version  of  the  PAR EverServ  PixelPoint®  Software  which  may  include  significant  changes
from  the  previous  version.  The  PAR  EverServ  PixelPoint®  Software  is  identified  by  a
number, in the form of X.Y, Z where X is the version number and Y is the release number.  An
increment in X or Y is an Upgrade. 

5.4 Exclusions. Software Maintenance does not include any of the following (i) telephone or email
reporting  of  defects,  responding  to  your  inquiries  or  other  support  services;  (ii)  customized
modifications or enhancements to the PAR EverServ  PixelPoint® Software other than Service
Packs,  Revisions  and  Upgrades,  (iii)  user  education  and  training,  (iv)  implementation  or
installation  assistance,  (v)  consultation  for  new  programs  or  equipment,  (vi)  correction  of
problems  and  assistance  regarding  problems  caused  by  operator  errors  (such  as  entering  of
incorrect data, not following recommended procedures and keeping inadequate backup copies),
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(vii)  hardware  problems  including  any  malfunction  of  hardware,  (viii)  correction  of  errors
attributable  to  software  other  than  the  Software,  (ix)  maintenance  services  for  any  third  party
products used in connection with the Software notwithstanding that we may have recommended
or supplied such third  party  products,  and (x)  problems arising due to  external  causes such as
accident, disaster, electrostatic discharge, fire, flood, lightning, wind or water damage.  

5.5 Annual  Software  Maintenance  Fees.  Annual  Software  Maintenance  Fees  (except  if  you  are
purchasing under a Subscription Model) shall be due and payable within thirty (30) days of the
date  of  PARs  invoice  thereof  ,  prior  to  the  commencement  of  each  said  twelve  (12)  month
period and shall be billed at PARs then current rates. 

6. NO WARRANTY. PAR DOES NOT WARRANT THE SOFTWARE ITSELF. THE SOFTWARE IS
PROVIDED “AS IS”  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,  EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED
INCLUDING BUT  NOT  LIMITED TO  WARRANTIES  OF  MERCHANTABILITY  AND  FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. 

No distributor, dealer or any other entity or person is authorized to expand or alter this warranty or any
other provisions of this Agreement.  PAR does not warrant that the functions contained in the Software
will meet your requirements or that the operation of the Software will be uninterrupted or error-free or
free from malicious code.

THE  FOREGOING  STATES  THE  SOLE  AND  EXCLUSIVE  REMEDIES  FOR  PAR'S  OR  ITS
SUPPLIERS' BREACH OF WARRANTY.  

7. DISCLAIMER  OF  WARRANTIES.  EXCEPT  FOR  THE  LIMITED  WARRANTY  EXPRESSLY
SET  FORTH  IN  SECTION  5  ABOVE,  PAR,  AND  ITS  SUPPLIERS,  LICENSORS  AND
DISTRIBUTORS MAKE NO REPRESENTATIONS, WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS, EXPRESS,
IMPLIED,  OR  STATUTORY,  AND  EXPRESSLY  DISCLAIM  TO  THE  FULLEST  EXTENT
PERMITTED  BY  APPLICABLE  LAW  ALL  OTHER  REPRESENTATIONS,  WARRANTIES  AND
CONDITIONS,  EITHER  EXPRESS  OR  IMPLIED,  AS  TO  ANY  AND  ALL  OTHER  MATTERS,
INCLUDING  BUT  NOT  LIMITED  TO  NON-INFRINGEMENT  OF  THIRD-PARTY  RIGHTS,
MERCHANTABILITY,  MERCHANTABLE  QUALITY  OR  FITNESS  FOR  ANY  PARTICULAR
PURPOSE  AND  PAR,  AND  ITS  SUPPLIERS  DO  NOT  AND  CANNOT  WARRANT  THE
PERFORMANCE OR RESULTS YOU MAY OBTAIN BY USING THE LICENSED MATERIALS.
You  assume  full  responsibility  for  the  selection  of  the  Licensed  Materials  to  achieve  your  intended
results, for the selection and purchase of any equipment necessary to use the Licensed Materials and for
the installation,  use and results  obtained from the Licensed Materials.   You are  responsible  for  taking
precautionary  measures  to  prevent  the  loss  or  destruction  of  your  data  and  databases  such  as,  for
example, making regular backups and verifying the results obtained from using the Licensed Materials,
and  PAR,  and  its  suppliers,  shall  have  no  liability  whatsoever  for  any  such  loss  or  destruction.  Some
states  or  jurisdictions  do  not  allow the  exclusion  of  implied  warranties  or  limitations  on  how long  an
implied  warranty  may  last,  so  the  above  limitations  may  not  apply  to  you.  To  the  fullest  extent
permissible, any implied warranties determined to exist are limited to thirty (30) days.

8. Limitation of Liability.  

(a) FOR  ANY  BREACH  OR  DEFAULT  BY  PAR  OF  ANY  OF  THE  PROVISIONS  OF  THIS
AGREEMENT, OR WITH RESPECT TO ANY CLAIM ARISING FROM OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT  OR  THE  LICENSED  MATERIALS,  PIXELPOINT’S  ENTIRE  LIABILITY  FOR
CUSTOMER’S  DIRECT,  PROVABLE  DAMAGES  SHALL  IN  NO  EVENT  EXCEED  THE
AMOUNT PAID FOR THE LICENSED MATERIALS THAT ARE THE SUBJECT OF THE CLAIM,
AND IN THE AGGREGATE WITH RESPECT TO ALL CLAIMS UNDER OR RELATED TO THIS
AGREEMENT, THE AMOUNT PAID FOR THE LICENSED MATERIALS.

(b) TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL
PAR  OR  ITS  SUPPLIERS,  LICENSORS  AND  DISTRIBUTORS  BE  LIABLE  FOR  ANY
CONSEQUENTIAL,  INDIRECT,  INCIDENTAL,  PUNITIVE,  OR  SPECIAL  DAMAGES
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WHATSOEVER, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY LOST PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS,
LOST BUSINESS, LOST DATA OR ANY OTHER LOSS SUFFERED OR INCURRED BY YOU OR
ANY  THIRD  PARTY  ARISING  FROM  OR  IN  CONNECTION  WITH  THE  LICENSED
MATERIALS OR PAR’S TERMINATION OF THIS AGREEMENT IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
TERMS  HEREOF,  EVEN  IF  A  REPRESENTATIVE  OF  PAR,  OR  ANY  OF  ITS  SUPPLIERS,
LICENSORS  OR  DISTRIBUTORS  HAS  BEEN  ADVISED  OF  THE  POSSIBILITY  OF  SUCH
DAMAGES,  OR FOR ANY CLAIM  BY  ANY  THIRD  PARTY.   PAR  OR  ITS  SUPPLIERS  WILL
NOT HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY UNTRUE STATEMENT OR REPRESENTATION MADE
BY THEIR AGENTS OR ANYONE ELSE (WHETHER INNOCENTLY OR NEGLIGENTLY) UPON
WHICH YOU RELIED UPON IN ENTERING INTO THIS AGREEMENT.  

(c) THE LIMITATIONS, EXCLUSIONS AND DISCLAIMERS IN THIS AGREEMENT SHALL
APPLY IRRESPECTIVE OF THE NATURE OF THE CAUSE OF ACTION, DEMAND OR CLAIM,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO BREACH OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, STRICT
LIABILITY  OR  ANY  OTHER  LEGAL  THEORY  AND  SHALL  SURVIVE  A  FUNDAMENTAL
BREACH  OR  BREACHES  OR  THE  FAILURE  OF  THE  ESSENTIAL  PURPOSE  OF  THIS
AGREEMENT OR ANY REMEDY HEREIN.

(d) The  aforesaid  limitation  liability  shall  not  be  construed  as  limited  to  defects  in  the  Licensed
Materials, but shall also apply to all defects/mistakes in: (1) preset data programmed by PAR; and (2)
defects in Documentation. Under no circumstances shall PAR be liable for any damages resulting from
failure of the Software to comply with specifications of any local governmental authority. You shall be
responsible  for  determining  the  applicability  of  any  local  laws  or  regulations  in  any  specific  country
with  respect  to  use  of  the  Software  and  shall  also  inform  PAR  prior  to  your  acceptance  of  this
Agreement of any such laws or regulations. Any additional costs associated with compliance with such
laws or regulations shall be borne by you.

9. Termination.    Without  limiting  any  rights  or  remedies  available  to  it  at  law  or  in  equity,  upon
providing you with written notice PAR may terminate this Agreement in the event of your breach of this
Agreement, including, but not limited to, your failure to pay Annual Software Maintenance Fees, and in
such instances when, in PAR’s sole judgment, a cure can be effected, your failure to cure such breach
within ten (10) days of written notice thereof.  Upon termination you shall cease all use of the Licensed
Materials, and return or permanently destroy all copies of the Licensed Materials.  Upon PAR’s request,
you  shall  certify  in  writing  that  the  Licensed  Materials  and  all  copies  thereof  have  been  returned  or
permanently destroyed.

10. Governing Law.  This Agreement shall be construed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the
State of New York.  You hereby agree to submit  to  the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of  the United
States District Court for the Northern District of New York and the Supreme Court of the State of New
York  for  the  purposes  of  adjudicating  any  dispute  or  action  arising  out  of  or  in  connection  with  this
Agreement.  This Agreement will  not  be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts  for
the International Sale of Goods, the application of which is expressly excluded.  

11. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. If the Software is acquired by or on behalf of a unit or agency of
the United States Government, the Software and has been developed entirely at private expense and is
delivered and licensed as "Commercial Items", as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. §2.101, consisting of
"Commercial  Computer  Licensed  Software"  and  "Commercial  Computer  Licensed  Software
Documentation",  as  such terms are  used  in  48  C.F.R.  §12.212  or  48  C.F.R.  §227.7202,  as  applicable.
Consistent  with  48  C.F.R.  §12.212  or  48  C.F.R.  §227.7202-1  through  227.7202-4,  as  applicable,  the
Commercial  Computer  Licensed  Software  and  Commercial  Computer  Licensed  Software
Documentation are being licensed to U.S. Government end users (a) only as Commercial Items and (b)
with only those rights as are granted to all other end users pursuant to the terms and conditions herein.
Unpublished-rights reserved under the copyright laws of the United States.  

12. Export Restrictions. You agree that you will not export or re-export the Software except as authorized
by United States law and the laws of the jurisdiction in which the Software was obtained. In particular,
but  without  limitation,  the  Software  may  not  be  exported  or  re-exported  (a)  into  any  U.S.  embargoed
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countries or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nationals or
the  U.S.  Department  of  Commerce  Denied  Person’s  List  or  Entity  List.  By  using  the  Software,  you
represent and warrant that you are not located in any such country or on any such list. You also agree
that you will not use these products for any purposes prohibited by United States law, including, without
limitation,  the  development,  design,  manufacture  or  production  of  nuclear,  missiles,  or  chemical  or
biological weapons.

13. Compliance  with  Licenses.  You  agree  that  upon  request  of  PAR  or  PAR's  representative,  you  will
within thirty (30) days fully document and provide an officer’s certificate that your use of any and all
Licensed Materials at the time of the request is in conformity with your valid licenses from PAR.

14. Applicability  of  License.   The  terms  and  conditions  of  this  Agreement  shall  apply  to  all  Licensed
Materials ordered by and delivered to you or your representatives as well as all Updates or subsequent
license purchases unless superseded by a license agreement bearing a later date.  If you are purchasing
licenses  for  multiple  site  locations,  the  terms  and  conditions  of  this  Agreement  shall  apply  to  the
installation locations identified in your sales agreement.

15. Consumer Mobile/On-line Ordering.   (Applicable to use within the U.S. only).  PAR currently has a
License  Agreement  with  Ameranth,  Inc.  Your  sale  or  use  of  the  Software  to  process  mobile/on-line
ordering  for  food/beverage  orders,  payment  processing,  restaurant  reservations  and  the  processing  of
such transactions on a wireless handheld computing device and on internet web pages is not covered by PAR’s License
Agreement with Ameranth, absent a separate license Agreement (or other authorization) from Ameranth to you or a third
party that you license from to process such transactions. 

16. Installation  by  Agent  or  other  Third  Party.   If  you  are  downloading  or  installing  the  Software  on
behalf of another person or entity, you hereby represent and warrant that you have the authority to bind
the party or entity for which you are performing the download or installation to the terms and conditions
of this Agreement.  If you do not have such authority, you may not download or install the Software.

17. SAP Crystal Reports Runtime Product.  SAP Crystal Reports runtime product (“Runtime Product”) is
provided with the Software.  You agree not to:

modify, disassemble, decompile, translate, adapt or reverse-engineer the Runtime Product or
the report file (.RPT) format; 

distribute the Runtime Product to any third party or use the Runtime Product on a rental or
timesharing basis or to operate a service bureau facility for the benefit of third-parties; 

use  the  Runtime  Product  to  create  for  distribution  a  product  that  is  generally  competitive
with SAP’s product offerings; 

use  the  Runtime  Product  to  create  for  distribution  a  product  that  converts  the  report  file
(.RPT)  format  to  an  alternative  report  file  format  used  by  any  general-purpose  report
writing, data analysis or report delivery product that is not the property of SAP.

18. SAP Sybase SQL iAnywhere (Prepay) and SAP ASP.  

18.1 Definitions Applicable to this Section 18.

"Limited Use" or "ADL" means use of the Programs, as incorporated within the Software, is
only for purposes of running the Software (and is  not  for running other  applications),  and
that access to the Programs, by you or by another application, is solely through the Software
interface.
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“Programs” means SQL Anywhere client/server RDBMS.

"PSLTs" means  the additional  or supplemental Free Download  Components terms 
and  conditions  specific  to a particular Program ("Product  Specific  License Terms"), 
which  are  posted  on  www.sybase.com/pslt  as  of  the  date  of  the  order   for  such
Programs;   wherein,  the  reference   to  "the  iAnywhere   Agreement   accompanying  this
Program" shall mean the Agreement.  By installing  or using the Program in any way,
Partner   acknowledges   and  agrees   that  it  has  read,  understands   and  agrees   to  the
applicable  Product Specific License Terms.

"Seat" means a specific identifiable unique access or of information, such as (but not limited
to) a terminal, personal computer, single user workstation, personal digital assistant (PDA),
or wireless or real time device.

"Server" means a computer containing software that permits it  to await and fulfill  services
to other computers.

18.2 PAR sublicenses to you the SAP Sybase SQL Anywhere (Prepay) software in accordance with
the following terms and conditions:

You are only granted a non-exclusive, non-transferable right to use the Program(s) for your
own internal business purposes.

You may only use the Program(s) with and as part of the Software, and you are prohibited
from using the Prograrn(s) for application development purposes or on a standalone basis.

Your  use  of  the  Prograrn(s),  as  incorporated  into  the  Software,  shall  be  restricted  to  the
number of Seats and/or Servers (as applicable) equal to the respective number of Seat and
Server Licenses purchased by you.

You shall be prohibited from (a) sublicensing, timesharing, rental, facility management, or
service bureau use of the Program(s); and (b) permitting third parties to remotely access and
use  the  Program,  as  incorporated  within  the  Software,  over  the  internet,  unless  PAR  has
paid iAnywhere the applicable fees for  any such usage of  the  Programs.  "Service  bureau"
shall mean an arrangement pursuant to which (i) third parties are permitted to access and use
the  Programs,  as  incorporated  within  the  Software,  directly  or  indirectly  by  any  means  to
process their own data; or (ii) you use the Programs, as incorporated within the Software, to
process the data of any third party.

iAnywhere retains title to the Program(s), and all copies thereof, and associated intellectual
property rights therein.  You may not copy the Program(s),  except  for inactive backup and
archival purposes, and must include on any copy of a Program(s) all copyright, government
restricted rights and other proprietary notices or legends included on the Program(s) when it
was provided to you.

iAnywhere,  as  licensor  of  software  included  in  the  Software,  is  an  intended  third  party
beneficiaries of this sublicense agreement and may enforce it directly against you.

iAnywhere  and  its  licensors  shall  not  be  responsible  for  any  direct,  indirect,  incidental,
special and consequential damages.

Only object code versions of the Prograrn(s)  are licensed to you,  and reverse engineering,
disassembly or decompilation to derive source code shall be prohibited (except to the extent
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expressly allowed under applicable law without possibility of waiver).

You  agree  to  comply  with  all  export  and  re-export  restrictions  and  regulations  ("Export
Restrictions") imposed by the governments of the United States and the United Kingdom.

If  you  are  the  U.S.  government,  use,  duplication  or  disclosure  of  the  Program(s)  and
documentation  by  you  shall  be  subject  to  terms  and  conditions  consistent  with  any
applicable FAR provisions, for example, FAR 52.227-19.

Although  copyrighted,  the  Program(s)  is  unpublished  and  contain  proprietary  and
confidential  information  of  iAnywhere.  You  will  agree  to  maintain  the  Program(s)  in
confidence  and  shall  use  a  reasonable  degree  of  care  to  protect  the  confidentiality  of  the
Program(s).

Upon termination of this Agreement, you shall destroy or return all copies of the Program
(s).

PAR  shall  have  the  right  to  conduct  and/or  direct  an  independent  accounting  firm  to
conduct,  during  normal  business  hours,  an  audit  of  your  appropriate  records  to  verify
compliance with the terms of the sublicense agreement.

You shall be restricted to Limited Use of the Program(s).

Any provision associated with the Free Download Components identified in the PSLT that
is required to be passed on to an End User licensee, as indicated in the PSLT.  

19. Provisions Applicable Only to Subscription Model.

19.1 TERM – The Initial Term of the Subscription Model shall commence on the date you purchase
the subscription, and shall continue for one (1) year thereafter.  Upon the expiration of the Initial
Term, your subscription shall automatically renew for successive one (1) year terms (“Renewal
Terms”), unless you provide PAR with written notice of non-renewal at least (60) days prior to
the end of the Initial Term or any Renewal Term.  The Initial Term or the Renewal Term shall
be referred to collectively herein as the “Term.”

19.2 SUBSCRIPTION  FEES  -  To  subscribe,  you,  or  a  reseller  of  the  subscription,  shall  pay  the
subscription fees per license as ordered. The Subscription Fees shall be non-refundable, except
as otherwise provided herein. PAR will provide you with thirty (30) days notice of any change
in  the  Subscription  Fees  prior  to  any  Renewal  Term.  Subscription  Fees  include  Software
Maintenance as set forth in Section 5.

19.3 PAYMENT –You consent to PAR, or a reseller of the subscription, charging your credit card in
advance for the amount of the Subscription Fees in accordance with the payment terms selected
by you when you subscribed.  You agree to notify PAR, or a reseller of the subscription, at least
thirty (30) days prior to the date your credit card will expire.  If you fail to provide PAR, or a
reseller  of  the  subscription,  with  such  notification,  your  subscription  will  be  automatically
cancelled without notice to you and you will be unable to use the Software.

19.4 TERMINATION. 

(a) PAR, or a reseller of the subscription, shall have the right to terminate this Agreement
and your subscription should you, or a reseller of the subscription, on your behalf, fails
to make any payment within ten (10) days of its due date. 
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(b) PAR, or a reseller of a subscription, shall also have the right to immediately terminate
this  Agreement,  including  all  license  rights  granted  to  you,  without  refund  of  any
Subscription Fees paid, by written notice to you (i) if you become insolvent or become a
party to any bankruptcy or receivership proceeding prior to full payment of all amounts
payable hereunder, (ii) if you sell or assign your rights, duties, or obligations under this
Agreement to any person or entity, in whole or in part, whether by assignment, merger,
transfer  of  assets,  operation  of  law,  or  otherwise,  without  obtaining  our  prior  written
consent,  or  (iii)  upon  your  breach  of  this  Agreement,  or  (iv)  upon  a  violation  of  our
proprietary rights under this Agreement. Your obligation to pay all charges which have
accrued  will  survive  any  termination  of  this  Agreement.  PAR’s  termination  of  this
Agreement will be in addition to any other remedies PAR may have at law or in equity. 

20. General Provisions.  This Agreement shall automatically terminate, without prejudice to any of PAR’s
rights  hereunder,  upon  failure  by  you  to  comply  with  its  terms,  in  which  event  you  must  destroy  all
copies of the Licensed Materials. This Agreement may only be modified by way of a written document
duly signed by an authorized officer of PAR.  If any provision of this Agreement is deemed invalid or
unenforceable  by  any  court  having  competent  jurisdiction,  that  particular  provision  will  be  deemed
modified  to  the  extent  necessary  to  make  the  provision  valid  and  enforceable,  and  the  remaining
provisions will remain in full force and effect.  This Agreement shall be binding upon, and shall enure to
the benefit of, the parties hereto and their agents, successors and permitted assigns.
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Running PixelPoint Software

There  are  two  PixelPoint  agents  that  must  be  running  in  order  for  the  POS  and  BackOffice  to
function. They are PixelSQLBase - the PixelPoint SQL Engine, and PixelPoint License Manager.

Since these agents must both be running before other PixelPoint software will be able to, it is best
to create shortcuts to these two agents so that after a system reboot, it will be easy to start up
the PixelSQLBase engine and License Manager to connect to the DB through it. PixelPoint software
will then be ready to run.
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Employee Functions

This  section  addresses  all  features  and  functions  that  have  to  do  with  general  employee
operations,  including  the  majority  of  front-end  operations.  It  begins  with  information  that  is
applicable to all employees.

The  first  chapter  ("Screen  Overviews")  gives  overviews  of  the  screens  most  frequently  seen
during use of PixelPoint POS. The second chapter ("Time and Attendance") contains information
about how all employees use the system to record the time they spend at the establishment.
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Screen Overviews

This  chapter  provides  overviews  of  some of  the  main  screens  you  may  see  during  your  use  of
PixelPoint  POS,  in  order  to  help  you  familiarize  yourself  with  the  way  the  software  looks.  The
screens included here generally apply to most types of operations. For screens that mainly apply
to  your  specific  type  of  establishment,  see  "Orders",  or  the  appropriate  chapter  of  "Service
Modes". Screens discussed in this section are:

Login Screen
Your Settings Screen
Billboard Screen
Table  Screen
Transaction View Screen
Your Trans Screen
Keyboard Screen
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Login Screen

This screen appears when PixelPoint POS first starts up. The PAR logo and PixelPoint logo shown
in  the  image  below  appear  for  10  seconds,  followed  by  the  JPG  images  "LOGIN01"  and
"BOTTOM01"  which  are  located  in  the  "\PixelPOS\Images\Login"  folder.  "LOGIN01"  covers
approximately  80% of  the login  screen from the top left  corner  down and across.  "BOTTOM01"
runs along the bottom of the screen from the bottom left up until the station number label.

You can add your  own graphic  images  and banners.  Either  replace  Login01 and Bottom01 with
new JPG or PNG images, or add additional ones. After the initial hard-coded images display for 10
seconds, Login01 and Bottom01 will display for 10 seconds, followed by Login02 and Bottom02 if
they exist, and so on. The cycle will start over when all images have been shown.

Tip:  The DelayAd policy in Policy Setup defines the number of seconds a single login image
displays  for.  By  default,  the  images  will  cycle  every  10  seconds.  You  can  change  this  by
changing the value of this policy (from the default "10").

Tip:  To return this screen from any other screen, use the keyboard command sequence CRTL
+ALT+L.

See "Logging In and Out" for information regarding logging in on this screen.
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Your Settings Screen

The  Your  Settings  screen  provides  access  to  all  shift-operations  functions.  A  brief  overview  is
provided below; applicable sections provide additional information.
 

System Interfaces

Your  general  use  of  the  system  is  determined  by  the  system  interface  you  select.  You  are
assigned a default system interface, but if you have management authorization you can change it
if you wish (by pressing the [System Interface] button on this screen). If you change this setting,
you will need to log out and then back in, in order for the selected interface to take effect.
 

Restaurant  Seating:  This  is  for  users  such  as  waiters  and  waitresses.  The  Table  Layout
Screen displays when you log in, so you can select a table to open a check.

Quick Order: This is for users such as Quick Service order takers, cashiers and bartenders.
A blank check or the Transaction View Screen displays when you log into the system. You do
not interact with tables in this mode.

Host/Hostess: This is for hosts and hostesses. The Table Layout Screen displays when you
log  in,  so  you  can  select  a  table  to  open  a  check.  In  addition,  there  is  a  [Reservations]
button  in  the  bottom-right  corner;  this  button  displays  the  table  management  screen,
enabling  you  to  manage  reservations  and  table  seating.  See  "Host(ess)  Screen"  for  more
information.

Driver: This is for delivery drivers. The Driver screen displays when you log in, so you can
pick delivery orders and process delivery runs. See "Driver Screen" for more information.

Delivery  Mode:  This  is  for  delivery  (and  take  out)  order  takers.  The  Order  Taker  Screen
displays when you log in, so you can process delivery and take out orders. See "Order Taker
Screen" for more information.

Clock In/Out Only: This is for Time & Attendance users, which is a group of job positions
(usually  including  bussers,  kitchen  staff,  etc.)  that  only  need  access  to  the  Your  Settings
screen.  From  this  screen  you  can  apply  cash  tips,  cash  out,  clock  out,  and  check  your
schedule. See "Time and Attendance Only Users" for more information.
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Tip:  It is possible to change the function of the System button at the bottom of the screen in
Quick Order mode. Normally it is used to switch from Quick Order mode to the Table Layout
screen. With the DisableTableLayoutScreen policy enabled, the Table Layout screen is replaced
with a configurable Quick Menu.

Your Settings Screen Buttons

Cash Drawer:  In  PixelPoint  POS,  you can have up to three cash drawers  at  each station.  This
button assigns you to a certain drawer number and gives you access to that number drawer at
each  station.  So,  for  example,  if  you  are  assigned  to  Drawer  #2,  you  can  access  the  second
drawer  on  every  station  (excepting  those  stations  where  the  cash  drawer  is  locked  (something
which [Lock Drawer] and [Unlock Drawer] control)).

Lock Drawer / Unlock Drawer: [Lock Drawer]  restricts  access of  a cash drawer to  a specific
station. Say you are assigned to Drawer #2 and that you are on Station #3. Instead of everyone
assigned to Drawer #2 being able to access the second cash drawer at the station, pressing [Lock
Drawer] would restrict access so that no other server can use it.
 

When the cash drawer is locked, the button is labeled [Unlock Drawer]. Selecting it releases the
locked drawer.

Print Report: Enables management to print reports about your use of the system.

Transfer All Checks: Enables you to transfer all of your open checks to another employee. It is
commonly used during a shift change, when one server takes over another server's tables. This
function typically needs management authorization. Also see "Employee Functions".

Schedule: Brings you to the Schedule Time Sheet, which enables you to look at your schedule for
the next two weeks and to request time off. (See "Your Schedule".)

Contests:  Brings  you  to  the  Employee  Contests  screen,  which  contains  information  about  the
contests you are a part of. (See "Contests".)

Cash Out: Starts the Cash Out function, in which the system calculates and reports  your sales
and time clock information. See "Cashing Out" for more information.

Clock Out Emp: Starts  the Clock Out  function,  in  which the system stops your  time clock and
logs you out of the system. See "Clocking Out" for more information.

Declare Cash Tips: Your establishment may want you to report  your cash tips when you cash
out. To report them, you select this button and enter the amount. The "Cash Tips" field above this
button will reflect the amount you have entered. See "Cashing Out" for more information.

Break  Start:  You  must  tell  the  system  when  you  start  a  break;  you  do  this  by  selecting  this
button.  [Break  Start]  pauses  your  time  clock  and  logs  you  out.  See  "Breaks"  for  more
information.

Adjustments

Float: The system may automatically prompt you to declare your float amount when you clock in,
or it may automatically assume you are starting with a pre-specified amount. If it does neither of
these, then you must declare the float yourself. To do so, use this button.
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Pay  IN:  Used  to  declare  an  amount  of  money  put  into  the  till  outside  of  regular  order
transactions. (See "Pay In".)

Pay OUT: Used to declare an amount of money taken out of the till for reasons other than giving
customers change. (See "Pay Out".)

Pick Up:  Used to  record  the  withdrawal  of  cash  from the  till,  for  safekeeping  elsewhere  in  the
establishment. This button prints a slip that the manager needs to sign. Keep this signed slip in
the drawer to account for the missing money when you do your cash out. (See "Pick Ups".)

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Change Password: Allows the employee to change their access code.

Add Tips: Displays the Apply Charge Tips window. PixelPoint's Authorization Manager module is
required for this function to work. (See "Tips".)

Your  Trans:  Brings  you  to  the  Your  Trans  Screen,  which  enables  you  to  work  with  your
transactions without modifying the contents of the orders. From here you can view and unclose
any of your transactions and also print a receipt for any of them. (See "Your Trans Screen".)

Save: Saves your settings and closes the screen, returning you to your default screen.
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Billboard Screen

The Billboard Screen provides you with pertinent order information that may change from one day
to the next.
 

Billboard Screen Layout

1. Billboard Message Box
Contains messages that management wants staff to see.

2. Today's Specials
Displays all  items that have been flagged as daily specials.  If  your specials change from day to
day or week to week, this is an excellent place to see what the current specials are.

3. Desserts
Displays the current desserts your establishment offers. If your dessert list changes sometimes,
you can look at the current list here.

4. Items That Are Sold Out
Lists  all  of  the products  that  have been marked as sold  out  (and so are unavailable  for  order).
See "Product Functions" for more details about Sold Out items.

Billboard Screen Buttons

Print Specials: Generates and prints a hard copy list of the specials and their prices.

Sold OUT Item: Sets an item (be it a special or dessert) as sold out. Select the item from either
the Today's Specials or Dessert list and then select this button. Also see "Product Functions".

Print Desserts: Generates a hard copy of the desserts and their prices.

Print Sold out items: Prints a list of unavailable (that is, sold out) items and their prices. You
can carry this with you as a reminder.
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Sold IN Item: Enables you to reset any sold out item as being available for sale again. Select the
item  from  the  Items  That  Are  Sold  Out  list  and  then  select  this  button.  Also  see  "Product
Functions".

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Help: Opens PixelPoint help.

Item  Information:  Displays  detailed  information  about  a  product;  triggers  the  How  To  Make
function (See here).

Leave: Exits the screen, returning you to your system interface's default screen.
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Table Layout Screen

The Table Layout screen is a graphic representation of the dining area of the establishment. You
use it to access your customer checks and employee-related functions. The backdrop of the floor
layout can be customized using an image of your choice. Changing the backdrop does not affect
the saved FLR file that stores the table setup information, nor does it affect objects created using
Table Layout Setup.

To apply a custom graphic backdrop to your Table Layout screen, copy the desired JPG image into
the PixelPOS folder, and rename it "FloorLayout.jpg". The system will automatically use an image
that  follows  this  naming  convention  and  has  the  JPG  file  extension.  Make  sure  that  the  image
matches  the screen resolution  of  the stations.  For  example,  if  the stations  are  set  to  800x600,
use an image that is also sized to 800x600.

If  you  are  working  with  multiple  dining  sections  and  want  to  have  a  different  image  for  each
section,  merge  or  stitch  the  images  together  in  "FloorLayout.jpg"  so  you  have  a  single  larger
image. For example, a JPG file with 2 backdrops could be 1600x600 (one 800x600 image next to
another 800x600 image).

With the backdrop image applied,  simply  position the tables  in  Table Layout  Setup so they suit
the image.

Note:  If you want to have different floor layout files for different stations, you can do this by
editing  the  FloorBackGround  policy  in  Policy  Setup.  Alternatively,  you  can  add  the  line
"FloorBackGround=filename.jpg" (where "filename.jpg" is the name of the JPG file you want to
use) to "Pixel32.ini", under the appropriate station's section.
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Table Layout Screen Layout

1. Floor Display Area
Lists  the  dining  sections  at  your  establishment;  the  establishment  may  have  several  (such  as
smoking, non-smoking, patio, etc..) To change the floor display area (1) to show another dining
section, touch the name of the dining section in this window.

2. Dining Section Window
Lists  the  dining  sections  at  your  establishment;  the  establishment  may  have  several  (such  as
smoking, non-smoking, patio, etc.). To change the floor display area (1) to show another dining
section, touch the name of the dining section in this window.

3. Table Legend
Explains what each table color code represents. Yellow tables are being looked after by another
server  (and  are  likely  inaccessible  to  you).  Blue  tables  are  available;  no  server  is  currently
working on them. Red tables are ones currently in your care (and are likely inaccessible to other
servers). Green tables are ones that the guest check has been printed for, and so are ones that
should be vacant soon.
 
Information about all of the other table statuses, appearances and icons can be found by selecting
[Table Info] and then [Legend]. (See "Table Info Toolbar".)

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system. Just to the right of this button is a display that indicates the
current user, date and time.

Table  Info:  Displays  a  group  of  functions  that  give  you  detailed  information  about  the  tables
included on the floor layout. (See "Table Info Toolbar".)

Your  Settings:  Takes  you  to  the  Your  Settings  screen,  which  enables  you  to  access  all  shift-
operations  functions  (like  cashing  out,  clocking  out  and  going  on  breaks)  (See  "Your  Settings
Screen".)

Billboard: Takes you to the Billboard screen, which enables you to view quick information about
daily  specials,  desserts,  sold  out  items  and  other  things  employees  should  know  about.  (See
"Billboard Screen".)

Manager:  Takes you to the Manager Functions menu.  All  functions in  here need management-
level security access. (See "Manager Functions Menu".)

Quick Order: Takes you into a quick order check. When you leave this check, the system returns
you to regular Table Service operations. This button is intended for one-time quick orders only. If
you  regularly  place  quick  orders,  it  is  recommended  that  you  change  your  system interface  to
Quick Service mode. (See "Quick Orders".)

Transaction View / Seating View: Switches between views. [Transaction View] enables you to
view checks as individual transactions; also enables you to view 'saved' checks, which are quick
order checks that are still open (bar tabs, for example). You can return to Table Layout view from
the  Transaction  View  screen  by  selecting  the  [Seating  View]  button.  See  "Transaction  View
Screen" for more information about this button and its function.

Send Command:  Enables  you to  initiate  bussing  commands.  When you  select  this  button,  the
system  prompts  you  for  a  table  number.  When  you  enter  a  table  number,  a  list  of  bussing
commands  displays.  Upon  selecting  one,  the  bussing  command  will  print  in  the  kitchen  (or
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wherever the establishment has set bussing commands to be printed). (See "Bussing".)

Detail Info: Gives detailed information and statistics about a particular table after you select it.
(See "Detail Info".)

ZoomIn  &  ZoomOut:  Enable  you  to  adjust  the  scale  of  the  floor  display,  making  individual
tables  bigger  or  smaller,  and  thus  fitting  more  or  fewer  tables  on  the  screen.  This  is  useful  if
switching from a small dining area to one covering a large area (such as a banquet room). If the
floor display does not appear as desired, press [Zoom Out] until the screen returns to its default
scale. These buttons can be disabled and may not appear on your screen.
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Detail Info

Clicking on a table after clicking on [Detail Info] brings up an information box showing that table's
location on the layout and listing information such as the number of customers, the value of the
check, the amount of time since the last order, and other details, as seen in the image below.
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Table Info Toolbar

The  Table  Info  toolbar  enables  you  to  access  a  number  of  functions  that  give  you  graphic
information about what is happening at the tables on the floor.

 
Clicking on one of the five pie chart icons in the first row turns the graphic for each of the open
tables into a pie chart, giving you a visual way to compare tables.

Pie Chart Icons

Since Last: Displays a graph showing how long it has been since an item was ordered for one of
the  customers  at  the  table.  Tables  with  a  larger  amount  of  gray  have  gone  longer  without
ordering something.

Duration:  Displays  a  graph  showing  how  long  tables  have  been  seated.  Tables  with  a  larger
amount of gray have been seated longer.

Money Spent: Displays a graph showing the relative values of the check on each table. Tables
with a larger amount of gray have ordered more in terms of cost.

Money/Time: Shows a percent graph displaying the ratio of how much money has been spent at
the table to how long customers at the table have been seated. Tables with a larger amount of
gray have spent more money in less time.

Money/Cust: Shows a percent graph displaying the ratio of how much money has been spent to
how many customers are seated at the table. Individual guests at tables with a larger amount of
gray have spent more money.

Who  is  here?:  Enables  you  to  view  who  is  seated  at  open  tables.  You  can  look  up  this
information by table number or member name; you can also look at just your own tables or other
servers' tables. This function is often used in conjunction with the Host/Hostess operation mode
to  locate  where  a  reservation  has  been  seated  (See  "Host(ess)  Screen").  See  below  for  a
screenshot of the Who is Here screen.

Course:  Shows  which  course  each  table  last  ordered  (For  example,  Appetizer,  Main  Course,
Dessert). Displays the full course name across each table.

Reservations: This icon is present if your establishment uses Reservations. Shows which tables
have reservations booked on them and when the next one for each table is scheduled for. Tables
with more color have a reservation due sooner.  The number of  minutes that have passed since
the scheduled time for past due reservations are given in parentheses.

Legend: Displays a full table legend, showing and explaining all of the different ways tables may
look on the Table Layout Screen. See "Table Legend".
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Who is here?

As explained above, selecting [Who is here?] brings up a list  of  all  of  the members and named
reservations who are currently seated on the floor. The screen appears as follows.
 

You can sort this list by table number, by member name or isolate tables that are being managed
by  you  (identified  as  the  red  tables.)  The  purpose  of  this  screen  is  to  assist  management  with
customer service by identifying by name, members seated at the various tables.

It also serves hosts by identifying where a reservation has been seated. For example: Jane has
placed a reservation in her name. She arrives first and is seated at Table 4. Her friend Sue arrives
later  but  the  host  does  not  know  which  table  to  her  to  because  the  reservation  is  gone  once
someone  claims  it.  Using  this  function,  the  host  can  see  that  Sue’s  name  (used  for  the
reservation) appears at Table 4.
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Table Legend

Selecting [Table Legend] on the Table Info Toolbar displays the Table Layout screen legend. This
screen is a key explaining the many ways tables may appear on the Table Layout Screen.
 

There are three parts to the Table Legend. The first screen that displays is the Tables tab, which
shows the most common ways tables will display, including the different colors they may have.

The indicators tab explains the circular icons that can appear on the tables themselves, depending
on how your system is configured.

If you switch to the Statistics tab, the following screen displays, showing you how to read the pie
chart graphs that display with many of the Table Info functions.
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Transaction View Mode

This mode of operation is commonly used by bartenders and drive-thru personnel. Quick Service
modes can be programmed to default to either this screen or a blank check, so that when you log
in, the system takes you directly to the Transaction View screen.
 
In addition to being the default screen for these modes, the Transaction View screen is accessible
in Table Service by selecting [Transaction View] from the Table Layout Screen.
 

This  screen  shows  all  of  the  open/saved  checks  on  the  right  and  the  contents  of  the  selected
check in the window on the left. If you have applied a label to the Quick Service check, using the
Label function (See here), the Transaction field in the right window will display the check's label.

If you wish to retrieve the selected saved check, select [Use Check]. If you wish to create a new
check,  select  [New  Check].  Selecting  either  of  these  buttons  brings  you  to  the  Order  Screen.
When you close  or  save  the  check,  the  system returns  you  to  the  Transaction  View screen.  As
noted above, [New Check] does not appear when you access this screen when in Table Service
mode.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Seating View: Represents the current view mode. Selecting this will change the screen back to
the  seating  layout  screen  containing  the  table  layout  and  this  icon  will  change  back  to
[Transaction View].
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Your Trans Screen
Your Settings / Your Trans

This screen enables you to see and work with your transactions all on one screen. You can view
and unclose any of your transactions and you can also print a receipt for any of them.

Transaction Screen Layout

1. Transaction Filter Window
Enables you to restrict the transactions that are listed to ones that meet certain criteria (rather
than seeing them all). For example, if you only want to see delivery transactions, you can select
Member/Deliveries, and the system will filter out all other transactions from the Transaction Detail
Window (4).

2. Transaction Summary Area
Displays a summary of the transactions in the Transaction Detail Window (4). It shows the total
number of customers, total number of transactions and total gross (final total) sales.

3. Open/Closed Buttons
Switch  the  transactions  listed  in  the  Transaction  Detail  Window  (4)  to  either  open  transactions
(those that have not been completely processed yet) or closed transactions (those that have been
fully settled).

4. Transaction Detail Window
Lists  transactions  and  displays  detailed  information  about  each  one.  This  display  changes
depending  on  what  filter  you  select  in  the  Transaction  Filter  Window  (1)  and  depending  on
whether you view open or closed transactions. You can sort the transactions by clicking on any of
the column titles. Touch the column's title bar once to sort in descending order and touch it again
to sort in ascending order.
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5. Transaction Buttons
The  Transaction  Screen  buttons  shown  in  the  image  above  are  each  described  below  in
"Transaction Screen Buttons".

Transaction Screen Buttons

Print  Receipt:  Prints  (or  re-prints)  the  receipt  for  whichever  check  is  highlighted  in  the
Transaction Detail Window.

Print Receipt By #: Prints a receipt for a transaction that you specify by entering its transaction
number.  Depending  on  your  system programming,  this  button  may  display  its  own  menu.  This
menu  enables  you  to  print  all  receipts  for  a  transaction  number,  open  date  or  date  range  you
specify.

View  By  #:  Displays  information  about  a  check  that  you  specify  by  entering  its  transaction
number.  The  new  window shows  the  contents  of  the  order  and  the  totals  on  the  check.  If  the
transaction is not yet settled, you can select [Use Check] to open the check.

Unclose By #: Uncloses a check that you specify by entering its transaction number.

All  Types:  Enables  you to filter  transactions based on sales  type.  This  button displays a list  of
sales types (as well as the option "All Types") when it is selected, prompting you to select one of
them.  So,  say  you  only  want  to  see  Dine-In  transactions;  you  can  restrict  the  list  in  the
Transaction Detail Window by selecting "Dine-In" from the list of sales types.

Member/Delivery: Retrieves a check that you specify by selecting the member that was applied
to it. The check must have a member applied to it for this search to work.

Help: Opens PixelPoint help.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

View: Displays content  and price information for  the highlighted transaction.  This  button is  the
same as [View By #], except that it shows information for the highlighted check—it does not ask
you for a transaction number.

Un-Close: Uncloses the highlighted transaction.

Select Employee: Enables you to filter  transactions for  a  specific  employee.  Functional  only  in
the Manager's version, the Transaction Viewer function (See here).

Show All Employees: Displays transactions for all employees. Functional only in the Manager's
version, the Transaction Viewer function (See here).

Leave: Exits the screen and returns you to the Your Settings Screen.
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Keyboard Screen

This screen enables you to 'type' text using your touch screen. There are buttons for each of the
keys you may need for entering things like member names and addresses.

If you are in a region that does not typically use the QWERTY layout for keyboards, your screen
should  instead  appear  with  the  keys  in  an  order  you  are  accustomed  to  (such  as  AZERTY,  for
example).

 
If your system is set up to use a non-default keyboard screen, it may look something a little more
like that  below.  Keyboard screens can be programmed with  other  function  buttons  on them,  to
make it easier for you to enter in the information you need.
 

For example, the screen shown here has a [Label CC Name] function button that prompts you to
swipe a credit card and then automatically inputs the full name stored on the credit card, so you
do not need to type in the name at all.

This  screen  also  has  a  [Lookups]  function  button.  This  button  may  work  in  any  one  of  several
ways. It will usually be programmed to display a list of buttons for commonly-used words at your
establishment; what kind of words are listed depends on your establishment.

Your  management  can have this  programmed any way they like.  You may have several  lookup
buttons  —  like  one  for  the  cities  your  establishment  serves  and  one  for  common  driving
instruction words (like "Left", "Right", and the four cardinal directions.)
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Time and Attendance

This chapter covers everything you need to know about using PixelPoint POS's built-in time clock
to record the amount of time, and the way you spend that time, at your establishment.

The time clock is usually applied to all employees, including those who do not use the system for
any other function (like kitchen staff.) Topics in this section are:

Clocking In

Logging In and Out

Breaks

Clocking Out

Clock In Out Authorization

Time and Attendance Only Users

Your Schedule

Contests

Internal Mail
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Clocking In

Clocking in is what you do at the beginning of every shift in order to tell the system that you have
started working.
 

To Clock In:
1. From  a  station's  login  screen,  swipe  your  employee  access  card  through  the  station’s

magnetic card reader.
Employees without a card may clock in by touching the [Manual Login] button located
in  the  top  right  corner  of  the  login  screen  (if  available).  Doing  so  presents  a  keypad
display. Enter your access code and press [OK].
If you are set up with multiple job positions (for example, you might be able to clock in
as a server or as a bartender), the system displays each job position and asks you to
select one for this shift.

2. Press [Yes] when the system asks you to confirm that you wish to clock in. [No] will simply
return you to the login screen.

The system may prompt for a manager to authorize your clock in. Ask your manager to
swipe their card to authorize it.

 
Upon clocking in, the system also logs you in (unless you are set for clock in and out only) and
brings you to the default screen for your system interface. See "Your Settings Screen" for more
information.
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Logging In and Out

You must be logged in to have access to the system. The frequency you need to log in depends
on your establishment and your job position; you may need to log in only once during your shift,
or you may need to log in many times.

If you are the only one who uses the station during your shift (as may be the case if you are a
cashier  or  bartender),  then  there  may  be  no  need  to  log  in  and  out  every  time  you  use  the
system. You can remain logged in for the entire duration of your shift. However, if the station is
going to be left unattended for any period of time, you should log out to ensure proper security.

Logging in can be done one of two ways; you can log in using an employee swipe card or you can
enter a manual access code. The process is the same as Clocking In. Once you have logged in,
the system will take you to your designated screen (determined by your operational mode). This
may be a Table Layout screen, a quick order check or another kind of screen (See "Your Settings
Screen").

Each  employee  has  their  own  unique  access  code  (be  it  using  a  swipe  card  or  manual  entry
number).  The  system uses  this  to  track  who  is  doing  what  on  the  system.  It  also  uses  this  to
determine what screens, functions and tables should be made available to you.

When you are  finished using the system,  you must  log  out  before  leaving the station.  This  will
return the station to the login screen so the next person can log in and access their own screens
and  functions.  Not  logging  out  may  result  in  you  being  responsible  for  the  next  user’s  guest
checks.

To Log In:
1. From  the  station’s  login  screen,  swipe  your  employee  card  through  the  magnetic  card

reader.
If  you  are  not  using  an  employee  swipe  card,  select  [Manual  Login]  in  the  top  right
corner of the screen. Enter your manual access code and press [OK].
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The system logs you into the point-of-sale system and brings you to the default screen for your
system interface. See "Your Settings Screen" for more information.

To Log Out:
1. Select the logout button in the bottom left corner of the screen.

The system may need you to complete transactions before logging out. Close the open
check(s) in order to log out.

The system returns you to the login screen.
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Breaks

When you go on a break, your time clock will pause. Log back in to resume the time clock.

To Start Your Break:
1. From the Table Layout screen, select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Break Start].

 

 
3. Select [Yes] or [No] when the system asks you if this is a Meal Break (depending on what

kind of break you are taking).
A window may appear asking for management authorization. If so, a manager will have
to swipe their card to authorize the break.

The system logs you out and pauses the time clock.

To End Your Break:
1. Log in.
2. Select [Yes] when the system asks if you finished your break.

 

The system logs you in and starts the time clock again.
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Clocking Out
At the end of your shift, you clock out. This stops the time clock and tells the system that you are
no longer working.

To Clock Out:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Clock Out Emp].

The system may prompt for a manager to authorize you clocking out.

The system may need you to cash out first. If so, it will display a notification box. Cash
out and then clock out. See "Cashing Out" for more information about what to do in this
situation.

 
When you clock out, the system prints a time slip indicating start time, end time and total hours
worked. It then returns you to the login screen.
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Clock In/Out Authorization
If using PixelPoint's Employee Scheduler module, you may find some restriction as to when you
can and cannot clock in and out. Your establishment can dictate how long before and after your
scheduled time you  may clock  in  and  out.  If  you  attempt  to  clock  in/out  beyond this  allowable
grace period, the system will prevent you from doing so.
 

If you do attempt to clock in or out beyond this time window, the system notifies you of this and
presents you with three options.

Override Schedule: Clocks you in or out of the POS system. In the event it is essential that you
clock out beyond the scheduled time, you would use this button to override your schedule. You
may need management authorization to do this.

Use Scheduled Time: Clocks you in or out of the POS system, but shows on your time clock that
you clocked out as per the scheduled time. This does not credit you with any additional time.

Cancel: Does not clock you in or out; returns you to the previous screen.
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Time & Attendance Only Users

PixelPoint  POS's  time clock  function  can  be  used  by  all  staff,  including  those  not  designated  as
POS users (such as kitchen and clean up staff). If you only need access to the system for clocking
in and out, you will still have the ability to do some other related tasks on the POS.

Clocking In
When you clock in, the system immediately returns you to the log in screen.

Your Settings Screen Functions
The next time you log in (that is, after having clocked in), you will be taken to the Your Settings
screen.  Though  not  as  comprehensive  as  the  Your  Settings  screen  for  other  POS  users,  this
screen  nevertheless  enables  you  to  use  numerous  functions.  See  "Your  Settings  Screen"  for
information about these functions.
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Your Schedule
Your Settings / Schedule

If the establishment is using PixelPoint's Employee Scheduler, you can view your schedule, print it
and request time off all through this one screen.

[Employee Settings]
Returns you to the Your Settings Screen.

[Training Mode]
Turns training mode off or on. This requires management authorization. (See "Training Mode".)

[Print Next 2 Weeks Schedule]
Prints  your  scheduled shifts  for  the  next  two weeks.  These  are  set  up  by  the  person  using  the
Employee Scheduler.

[Request Time Off]
Starts the process of submitting a request for time off. These requests are completed using the
screen below, on which you select the day and indicate the time you wish off.
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To Request Time Off:
1. Select the day from the request calendar on the Schedule screen.
2. The time when you  want  your  time off  to  begin  is  displayed  under  the  calendar.  Use  the

buttons below it to change the hour and minutes.
3. Select [OK].
4. A window display asks if you want the whole day off.

If you choose [No] you will then be able to enter the end time.

5. A confirmation window shows the requested time off you entered.
6. Your  schedule  calendar  displays  the  request  (note  the  highlighted  days  in  the  first  image

above).

The  scheduler  will  now be  able  to  see  the  request  in  the  scheduler  program and  can
determine whether to grant it or not.

Note:  This information is also available to staff who only use the time clock function.
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Contests
Your Settings / Contests

Your  establishment  may  have  contests  or  competitions  set  up  where  you  can  get  bonuses  and
rewards for things like selling specific products or certain kinds of products. The Contests Screen
enables you to see the contests happening at your location.

 

Contests Screen Layout

1. Contest List
The contests  that  are currently  happening at  your  location  and that  you are  a  part  of.  This  list
changes  if  you  select  [Show  Previous  Contests].  See  the  button  descriptions  below  for  more
information.

2. Contest Details
The  current  statistics  for  the  selected  contest.  When  the  screen  first  loads,  it  shows  the
employees involved in the first current contest (in the list on the left). It shows the ranking of the
employees, their names and the number of points each one has. This set up changes if you select
[Show Products]. See the button descriptions below for more information.

3. Graphic Display
A  graph,  showing  the  current  results  of  the  contest.  This  graph  will  change  as  you  sell  more
products, reflecting your success in the competition.

Contests Screen Buttons

Show Previous Contests: Displays contests that have ended. If you select this, the button label
will  change  to  [Show  Current  Contests],  which  will  enable  you  to  switch  back  to  showing  the
contests that are happening now.

Show Products: Lists products that have been sold in the competition so far and the amount of
points  each  product  has  given.  If  you  select  this,  the  button  label  will  change  to  [Show
Employees] and enable you to switch back to showing the employees.

Close: Closes this screen.
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Internal Mail

PixelPoint  POS has  an  internal  mail  function  that  is  controlled  by  management  in  BackOffice.  A
mail  message  can  be  sent  to  everyone,  to  all  employees  in  a  specific  job  position,  or  to  an
individual person. There are three types of messages you can receive:

Mail Message
This type of message is used for long messages that contain substantial and detailed information.

Broadcast Message
This type of message can be used to deliver short, one- or two-line, messages.
 

Response Mail
This type of message is used whenever management would like to ask the recipient(s) a question
and receive a yes or no answer.

Ensure you select a “yes” or “no” answer for this type of mail.
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Till Functions

This section is about money management within PixelPoint POS. It covers subjects like how (and
why) money is put in and taken out of cash drawers before, during, and after shifts. The contents
are:
 

Overview
Floats

Pick Ups

Pay In

Pay Out

Cashing Out

Cash Out Report

Tender Balancing

Till Assignment
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Overview

In  establishments  where  employees  frequently  change  stations  or  registers,  or  where  several
people  need  access  to  the  same  cash  drawer,  till  functionality  may  help.  The  default  rule  of
accountability in PixelPoint is that the person who closes the check is the person responsible for
the cash (or credit slip). When this rule will not work, use till assignment to keep track of money.

Note:  Till management must first be set up in BackOffice before it can be used by the POS.
To  set  it  up,  enable  the  EmployeeTills  policy  in  Policy  Setup,  create  an  employee  record  in
Employee Setup for each till (with a till-type name such as "Till 1" or "Till 2"), assign a swipe
card to each employee, and make sure that each cash insert is given one of the cards. Finally,
ensure that the card always stays with the insert and not with the employee using it.

 
When till  assignment  is  enabled and properly  configured,  an  [Assign  Till]  button  and white  "Till
Not Assigned" bar will  appear in the corner of the Login Screen. To sign into the till,  select this
button and swipe the associated till  card.  The till  gets cashed out  at  the end of  the shift  and a
Cash Out Report gets printed for this till.
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Floats

A float is the amount of money you start with at the beginning of your shift. The purpose of this
money is to enable you to provide change to customers.
 
PixelPoint is capable of automatically prompting you to enter your float amount upon clocking in.
It is also capable of assuming a fixed float amount upon clocking in.
 
If  neither  of  these  options  is  programmed,  the  process  for  conducting  a  float  declaration  is  as
below.

To Declare a Float:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Float].
3. Enter the amount of the float on the numeric keypad that displays.
4. Select [OK]. A confirmation window displays: You entered __. Is this correct?
5. Select  [Yes]  to  continue.  Select  [No]  to  return  to  the  keypad,  if  you  want  to  change  the

amount.
6. The  system  prints  a  float  slip  providing  all  necessary  information.  It  needs  a  manager’s

signature for validation. Place this in the till to verify your initial float.
The  total  balance  on  the  float  slip  includes  any  adjustments  done  before  the  float
declaration.

 
The system returns you to the Your Settings screen and the adjustments  box now displays the
value of the float you entered.
 
If it displayed a value before the float, that value will change to a new balance, taking the float
into account. See "Your Settings Screen" for a screenshot.
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Pick Ups

A pickup is when your till becomes too full with cash and a manager takes some of it to put in the
office  safe.  The  pickup  function  is  used  to  account  for  this  removal  of  cash.  (This  may  also  be
referred to as “skimming” or “bleeding”.)

To Conduct a Pickup:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Pickup].
3. Enter the amount of the Pick Up on the numeric keypad that displays.
4. Select [OK]. A confirmation window displays: You entered __ is this correct?
5. Select  [Yes]  to  continue.  Select  [No]  to  return  to  the  keypad,  if  you  want  to  change  the

amount.
6. The system prints  a pickup slip  providing all  necessary information.  It  needs a manager’s

signature for validation. Place this in the till to explain the lack of money.
The total balance on the pickup slip includes any adjustments done before the pickup
declaration.

 
The system returns you to the Your Settings screen and the adjustments  box now displays the
value of the pickup you entered.
 
If  it  displayed  a  value  before  the  pickup,  that  value  will  change  to  a  new  balance,  taking  the
pickup into account. See "Your Settings Screen" for a screenshot.
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Pay In

A pay-in occurs when you put money into your till without associating it with a sale. An example
of a pay-in is when someone owes money to the establishment and has come to pay it off.

To Conduct a Pay-in:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Pay IN].
3. Enter the amount of the Pay In on the numeric keypad that displays.
4. Select [OK]. A confirmation window displays: You entered __. Is this correct?
5. Select [Yes] to continue. Select [No] to return to the keypad, if you want to change the

amount.
6. Select the best pay-in reason from the list in the window that displays.
7. Type a brief description about this pay-in on the keyboard that displays.
8. Select [OK].
9. The system prints a pay-in slip providing all necessary information. It needs a manager’s

signature for validation. Place this in the till to explain the extra money.
The total balance on the pay-in slip includes any adjustments done before the pay-in
declaration.

 
The system returns you to the Your Settings screen and the adjustments  box now displays the
value of the pay-in you entered. If it displayed a value before the pay-in, that value will change to
a new balance, taking the pay-in into account. See "Your Settings Screen" for a screenshot.
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Pay Out

A pay-out occurs when you take money from your till without associating it to a sale. An example
of a pay-out would be paying someone for cleaning or providing emergency supplies.

To Conduct a Pay-out:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Pay OUT].
3. Enter the amount of the pay-out on the numeric keypad that displays.
4. Select [OK]. A confirmation window displays: You entered __. Is this correct?
5. Select  [Yes]  to  continue.  Select  [No]  to  return  to  the  keypad,  if  you  want  to  change  the

amount.
6. Select the best pay-out reason from the list in the window that displays.
7. Type a brief description about this pay-out on the keyboard that displays.
8. Select [OK].
9. The system prints a pay-out slip providing all necessary information. It needs a manager’s

signature for validation. Place this in the till to explain the lack of money.
The total balance on the pay-out slip includes any adjustments done before the pay-out
declaration.

 
The system returns you to the Your Settings screen and the adjustments  box now displays the
value  of  the  pay-out  you  entered.  If  it  displayed  a  value  before  the  pay-out,  that  value  will
change  to  a  new  balance,  taking  the  pay-out  into  account.  See  "Your  Settings  Screen"  for  a
screenshot.
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Cashing Out

At the end of  the shift,  employees who have been closing checks may have to cash out  before
clocking  out.  In  order  to  cash  out,  all  of  your  checks  must  be  either  closed  or  transferred  to
another server.
 
Cashing out collects and summarizes all sales data and generates an Employee Cash Out report.
This report identifies transaction information, such as the total, the method of payment used and
the tip received.
 
If  till  assignment has been set up, and you have shared a till  with coworkers during your shift,
you do not need to cash out. However, someone needs to cash out the till. See "Till Assignment"
for more information.

 
To Cash Out:

1. Select [Your Settings] from the Table Layout screen.
2. Select [Cash Out].

A tender balance screen may display, asking you to enter how much you have in your
drawer for each method of payment. If this happens, you will need to balance your till.
The cash out process in this situation is described in full in "Tender Balancing".

The system may request that a manager authorize you to do a cash out.

A window may appear stating ‘Employee Has Open Tables, Will Not Close.’ This means
you have tables still open that you must either close or transfer to another server.

A window may appear stating ‘Employee Has Open Charges.’ This means you still need
to add a tip to some of your charge transactions. Apply all tips then attempt to cash out
again. (See "Tips".)

You may be prompted to declare cash tips.
3. A  display  window  will  appear  asking  whether  you  wish  a  detailed  report  or  not.  [No]

generates  a  summarized  version  of  the  report.  [Yes]  generates  the  same report  but  with
more detailed information. Press one or the other.

4. Present the report to management. At this point, you can also Clock Out.

 
The person who closes the check is responsible for the money collected (regardless of who started
the check). Cashing out does not end your shift, and so it is possible to cash out more than once
during a single shift.
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Cash Out Report

The Employee Cash Out report provides information about your activities during your shift.  This
includes  time  clock  information,  sales  information,  money  collected  and  tip  information.  Listed
below is a detailed breakdown of the report's contents.
 

Cash Out Report Layout

1. Time clock activity
Each shift is given a unique index number called a punch index. Under this is a breakdown of shift
work.  It  shows  when  you  clocked  in,  when  you  cashed  out,  and  when  your  breaks  were.  It
calculates your total hours worked and compares that to your scheduled time (if applicable.)

2. Sales activity
The Product section shows item sales by summary group (for example Food, Bar and Beverage).
The number in square brackets shows the quantity sold and the number on the right shows the
monetary amount sold. Under the summary groups are similar displays for coupons, refunds and
returns.

3. Transaction activity
Shows overall  statistics  about  transactions  performed during the  shift.  If  cash  tip  declaration  is
applicable, it will show up at the bottom of this section. It is placed here to avoid confusion with
charge tips, which are applied to summary calculations at the bottom of the report.

4. Sales, by method of payment
Shows  transactions  that  used  each  method  of  payment,  how  much  was  tendered  for  each
transaction, how much tip was applied, and the final total.

Note:   Cash  tips  are  change.  If  cash  tips  are  reported,  they  will  be  found  in  the  previous
section.
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5. Adjustments
Till Adjustments — Floats and pick-ups.

Tip (Charge Card) — A breakdown of all charge tips that are owed to you.

Till PayIn/Out — All pay-ins and pay-outs.

6. POS Calculated
The grand total for this method of payment. If you did a tender balance before cashing out, the
numbers you declared during the tender balance are represented as Employee Declared. If there
is a discrepancy between POS Calculated and Employee Declared, the difference shows as Over/
Short.

7. Summary of results

Cash (Base Currency) = Sum of cash POS tendered + Pay-ins – Payouts

Adjustments = Till adjustments + Pay-ins – Payouts

Cash (with Adjustments) = Cash + Adjustments

Charge (no Tip) = Sum of charges POS tendered - Charge tips

Charge Tip = Sum of charge tips

Charge (with Tip) = Charge (no Tip) + Charge tip

Tendered (no tip) = Sum of POS tendered + Pay-ins – Payouts – Charge tips

Tendered (with Tip) = Sum of POS tendered + Pay-ins – Payouts
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Tender Balancing

Tender balancing is when you compare the amount of money you should have received for orders
to  the  amount  of  money  you  actually  received  for  orders.  Ideally  the  two  amounts  will  be  the
same,  but  there  are  often  differences.  The  process  of  tender  balancing  is  a  little  different
depending on whether you do it at the end of the day or at the end of your own shift.
 

The image above is a screenshot of the Tender Balance window. Its main components are:

1. Methods of Payment Window
Displays each method of payment you have to enter totals for.

2. Numeric Keypad
Used for entering totals or each tender.

3. Adjustments Window
Shows what the system has calculated for charge tips and adjustments. All of this information
is reported in your cash out report.

4. Control Buttons
Used to assist with keypad entry. You can use the [Add] button to enter credit slips one-by-
one rather than have to add them up then enter the final number.

End of Shift

Let  us  say  it  is  the end of  your  shift,  and when you cash out,  the system presents  you  with  a
Tender Balance screen,  which asks you to enter  totals  for  records  of  payment  into  the system.
This  is  the  beginning  of  the  Tender  balance  process.  Count  the  cash,  credit  card  receipts  and
other records of payment in your till, and enter these totals.
 
PixelPoint POS then compares those totals to what it calculates you should have. If your numbers
match the system's, you have a balanced till. If any numbers do not match, they are counted as
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an over if you have more than the system calculates, or a short if you have less.

To Balance your Till:
1. Count the money in your till at the end of your shift.
2. Select [Your Settings].
3. Select [Cash Out].
4. Select [Yes] or [No] when the system asks if you want a detailed report.
5. Enter  your  total  for  the highlighted method of  payment,  using the numeric  keypad,  when

the Tender Balance screen displays.
You can use [Add] to calculate the totals as you type them in, rather than adding up all
of  the  numbers  before  entering  them  in.  This  is  particularly  useful  when  adding  up
credit card slips.
Select [Clear] if you make a mistake when entering the number.

6. Select [Enter] to accept the total.
7. Select [+\-] once if the amount is negative and twice if it is positive.
8. The system compares the total you entered to what it calculates you should have.

Any difference in the numbers will be shown as an over or a short (meaning that your
balance is over or under what it should be).
The "Calculated" column may not be visible. This is called a blind tender balance. The
establishment determines whether this column is shown or not.

9. Move  from  one  method  of  payment  to  the  next  by  using  the  arrow  keys  located  on  the
right.

You  can  re-enter  totals  simply  by  highlighting  the  method  of  payment  and  entering
another number.

10.When  you  have  finished  entering  the  totals  for  every  method  of  payment,  select  [OK]  to
print the "Cash Out Report".

Note:  [Transfer All Checks] and [Cash Out] will disappear from the Your Settings screen after
Cashing Out because there are no checks to transfer and there is nothing to cash out.

End of Day

The Tender Balance function can be done as part of the End of Day routine rather than as an End
of Shift process. If it is part of the End of Day routine, tender balancing is done by a manager.

To access this function:
1. Select [Manager] (on the Floor Layout screen).
2. Select [Sales Functions].
3. Select [Tender Balance].
4. Follow the directions as stated in the End of Shift section (Click here). However, enter the

sum totals from all employees' sales—not just yours.
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Till Assignment

PixelPoint's general rule for accountability is that the person who closes the check is the person
responsible for the cash (or credit slip.)
 
This works in most cases, but not necessarily in all.  For example, there are times when several
people may need access to the same cash drawer or when a drawer insert has to move between
different cash drawers or stations. In situations like these, till management may be needed.

Tip:  To turn till management on, enable the EmployeeTills policy in BackOffice Policy Setup. 

 

 
Once till management has been enabled, you will see the [Assign Till] button on the lower-right
corner of the login screen. Below this is a white bar that displays the status on the till assignment.

Before signing into a station, you must first assign a till to it. A till is a cash drawer insert. Each
insert is assigned its own swipe card. The till card should remain with the insert at all times. It is
only needed when assigning and unassigning the till to a station.
 

Upon  assigning  the  till  to  the  station,  you  will  see  the  message  ‘Till  Not  Assigned’  change  to
display  the  name of  the  assigned  till  (such  as  Till  #2).  From this  point  on,  any  employee  who
signs into that station will have their sales allocated to Till #2. At the time of cash out, sales will
show up in the till’s cash out report and not the employee’s cash out report. This is because the
employee's  cash  out  report  will  not  correspond  to  what  is  actually  in  the  till,  if  more  than  one
employee was using that till.

To assign a till:
1. Select [Assign Till] (on the right of the login screen).
2. Swipe the till card. The system returns to the login screen and displays the till name in the

white bar.
3. Log in as you normally would. Place the swipe card in the cash drawer.

 

 
The  EnforceTillEmployeeCard  policy,  when enabled,  verifies  that  an  employee  card  is  a  till  card
before  assigning  it  to  a  till.  It  also  offers  the  capability  of  enforcing  till  assignment.  When
enforced, employees will be unable to log in if the till is not yet assigned.
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To unassign a till:
1. Select [Unassign Till] (on the right of the login screen (this only appears after a till has been

assigned)).
2. Select [Yes] when the system asks you to confirm that you want to unassign the till.
3. Swipe the till  card.  The system returns  to  the login  screen and displays  the message ‘Till

Not Assigned’ in the white bar.
4. Place the swipe card in the drawer insert and take the insert with you.

 

Cashouts with a Till

Since payments are allocated to the till (rather than the employees using it), individual servers do
not have to Cash Out for themselves. However, someone must cash out the till.

To Cash Out a Till:
1. Select [Unassign Till] from the log in screen.
2. Select [Yes] when the system asks you to confirm that you want to unassign the till.
3. Choose one of the available options when the system prompts you to.

Cashout (X-Read): Cashes you out without unassigning the till.

Cashout (Z-Read): Unassigns the till, cashes you out and clocks you out.

Unassign Till: Unassigns the till so you can take the insert and re-assign it to another
station. The station will not be usable until another till is assigned to it.

 

 
The Employee Cash Out report for the till includes a "Cashier Transactions" section. This section
contains sales information for each employee who used the till (as seen in the image below.)
 

To assign sales to the till rather than the employee, modify the EmployeeTillOwnsSales policy. All
sales data will then be allocated to the till instead of individual employees.
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Orders

This section covers how to use the system to place orders.  Topics include things like the Order
Screen, how to settle a check, apply members, printing and much more.
 
Some  topics  in  this  chapter  apply  more  to  establishments  with  dine-in  seating;  for  ordering
aspects specific to other types of operations, see the appropriate section of "Service Modes". This
chapter has the following sections:
 

Order Screen

Finish Screen

Settling A Check

Forced Questions

Shift Products

Split Checks

Tips

Voids

Deposits
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Order Screen

The Order Screen is displayed when you open a check (for Quick Service or Table Service). This
screen  is  the  focal  point  of  your  transaction.  You  place  the  order  here  and  send  it  off  to  the
kitchen,  bar  or  other  destination  to  be  made.  This  screen  also  gives  you  access  to  the  Finish
Screen to accept payment.
 

Though  the  layout  and  content  of  your  screen  may  be  different  from  this  example,  the  screen
components and functions are still the same. Buttons are entirely customizable. They can appear
as  colored  shapes  with  labels,  they  can  appear  as  images,  or  they  can  appear  with  as  any
combination  in  between.  These  images  are  applied  in  Order  Page  Setup  and  Product  Setup  by
selecting  [Button  Image]  or  within  Form  Designer.  The  appearance  of  the  button  can  also  be
programmed (either as an individual button or all buttons in a grid) within Form Designer.

It is suggested that you place all order page images in the "\PixelPOS\Images\OrderPages" folder
and all  product images in the "\PixelPOS\Images\Products" folder. This principle also applies for
any other images you may wish to apply such as Member and Employee pictures.
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Order Screen Layout

1. Item List
Shows the contents of the order. As items are selected from the Product Grid (3), they are added
to this display along with their quantity and price. Items may appear in many different ways and
colors, depending on how your system is configured. There are also different types of items that
may display here. See "Item List Window" for detailed information about how items appear here.

2. Check Total Window
Shows  the  check's  net  total  and  total  after  taxes.  These  numbers  change  as  priced  items  are
ordered or voided.

3. Product Grid
Contains all ordering products (menu items, as well as modifier items and command items). When
you  select  a  product,  it  displays  in  the  Item List  section  (1).  For  example,  if  you  select  [Small
Milk], the Order Receipt Window will display 1 Small Milk and its price. Select [Small Milk] again
and the quantity will change to 2. If you order any other product before selecting [Small Milk] a
second time, the second milk will show on its own separate line, instead of the quantity changing
to  2.  Selecting  a  product  here  also  causes  the  contents  of  the  Modifier  Grid  (4)  to  change  to
display modifier pages appropriate to that product.

4. Modifier Grid
Contains the modifier pages. When you select a modifier page, the contents of the Product Grid
(3) change to display modifier items appropriate to that button. For example, if you select [Food
Holds], the Product Grid will display all hold modifiers that relate to food products. If the number
of modifiers exceeds the number of buttons that can display on the screen, press the modify page
button  again  to  access  the  next  group  of  modifier  buttons.  For  example,  say  you  select  [Food
Holds] and it shows the first 20 modifiers. To view the next 20 modifiers, you would select [Food
Holds] again.

5. Order Page Grid
Contains order pages. When you select an order page, the contents of the Product Grid change to
display  ordering  products  appropriate  to  that  button.  For  example,  if  you  select  [Salads],  the
Product Grid (3) will  display salad products.  Additional pages, if  there are any, are accessed by
using the arrow buttons (8).

6. Function Buttons
Used  for  accessing  special  functions  directly  from  the  Order  Screen.  There  are  many  different
function buttons you may have on your Order Screen, but the following are on the default Table
Service template:

Void  Item:  Removes  the  last  ordered  item,  or  a  selected  item,  from  the  Order  Receipt
Window.

Sale Type: (labeled [Dine-IN] in the image above) — Enables you to identify and/or change
the type of sale to ensure the order is processed accordingly.

Member: Retrieves the Member screen, so you can assign a member to the check.

Print Receipt: Prints the receipt or guest check.

Re-Order:  Reorders  previously  ordered  items;  presents  you  with  a  list  of  ordered  items,
from which you select the items you wish to reorder.

7. Status Line
The status line is a black bar dividing the rest of the Order Screen from the blue toolbar). Starting
on the left, the status line displays the number of customers applied to the table/check. Just to
the right,  it  shows the seating time (when a  table  was  opened),  if  in  Table  Service  mode (See
"Table Service"). If in Quick Service mode (See here), it displays the value of the previous order.
Next, in the middle section, the status line displays the member name or the check label (if either
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is applicable). It then displays the amount of change that was last owed to a customer. On the
very right, it displays the name of the employee who is responsible for the check.

8. Arrow Buttons
Used for scrolling through the Order Page Grid. Pressing the down arrow scrolls down to the next
set of order page button rows. You typically use these buttons for toggling between meal menus.
For example, say the establishment has a breakfast menu displayed in the Order Page Grid. When
lunch time comes, you press the down arrow and it displays the lunch menu. The new menu page
will show on the Order Page Grid until you press one of the arrows to move up to the breakfast
menu or down to the dinner menu. The system automatically returns you to the top level menu at
the beginning of your next shift.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system, returning the display back to the login screen. Just to the
right  is  a  display  indicating  the  number  of  the  table  that  this  order  is  for.  If  in  Quick  Service
mode, the number will be have a Q before it (indicating Quick Service).

@1: Shows quantity. Selecting this brings up a numeric keypad. Enter the number of items you
wish to order and then press [OK]. The quantity button display will change to show that number;
it  reflects  the  quantity  of  the  product  that  will  be  added  to  the  order  when  you  next  select  a
product button. For example, if you chose 5, the button will display as [@5]. If you select [>9]
before entering the desired quantity, you can apply fractional quantities, such as 0.5 or 12.75, or
enter  whole quantities  that  have two digits.  The quantity  button can be used for  voids  as  well.
See "Voids" for further details.

Finish: Takes you to the Finish Screen, where you apply discounts, coupons and settle the check.
See "Finish Screen" for further information.

Split Check: Present in Table Service mode only. Takes you to the Split Checks screen, which will
enable you to split the check between customers. See "Split Checks" for further information.

Save  Check  /  Get  Check:  Present  in  Quick  Service  mode  only.  This  button  is  either  [Save
Check]  or  [Get  Check],  depending  on  where  you  are  within  a  transaction.  If  the  check  on  the
screen is  blank,  the button is  [Get  Check].  Selecting  it  retrieves  saved checks.  Once you order
something, the button changes to [Save Check]. Selecting it saves the check for future retrieval.
These two functions are typically used for applying Tabs in a Quick Service environment. They can
be removed from the screen through advanced programming.

Functions:  Takes  you  to  the  Functions  Menu,  from  where  you  can  apply  a  wide  variety  of
functions to the check. See "Functions Menu" for further information.

Leave Table: Present in Table Service mode only. Saves and exits the check and returns you to
the Table Layout Screen.

System:  Present  in  Quick  Service  mode  only.  Takes  you  to  the  Table  Layout  screen.  It  is
equivalent to the [Leave] button in other service modes.
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Finish Screen
Order Screen / Finish

Finish Screen Layout

1. Item List
Contains  the  items  that  were  ordered,  their  quantities  and  prices.  See  Item  List  Window  for
detailed information about this screen component.

2. Totals Window
Shows the net total, all applicable taxes and gratuities, and the final total of the check.

3. Table Number
The number of the table being served. In Quick Service it shows as Q1.

4. Amount Received
The amount received from the customer. Entered by using the keypad or quick tender buttons.
The amount owed is also shown on the previous page in the amount received.

5. Payment Options
A list of all of the methods of payment your establishment accepts.

Function Buttons

Void Item: Removes an item from the check.
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Sales  Type:  Enables  you  to  identify  and/or  change  the  type  of  sale  to  ensure  the  order  is
processed accordingly. This button is labeled [Dine-IN] in the image above, and so this order is
set for Dine-In.

No Tax: Removes tax from the check.

Payments:  Displays  a  window giving  details  about  the  payments  that  have  been  made  on  the
current check.
 

Divide By: Splits the check total, enabling you to inform customers what their individual share of
it comes to, if more than one guest is paying for a single check.

Quick Tender Buttons: The buttons labeled [100], [50], etc. are quick tender buttons; each one
represents  a  different  amount  of  money  received.  Selecting  one  of  these  buttons  puts  the
corresponding amount into the "Amount Received" area (#4 above). Say the total is $37.39 and
the customer gives you a $50 bill. Rather than using the keypad to enter it, you can select [50]
and the system will put in "50" for you.

Next $: A preset payment button that assumes that the value of the customer's payment is equal
to the total, rounded up to the next full dollar amount. If the total is $28.76, selecting this button
will assume a payment of $29.

Apply  CASH:  The  Payment  Button.  By  default,  it  is  labeled  as  [Apply  Cash],  but  this  label
changes  when  you  select  a  different  method  of  payment  from  the  Payment  Options  Window.
Apply the payment by using this button after you have entered the Amount Received (4) on the
numeric keypad, or by using quick tender buttons.

Note:  Your template may not use these particular buttons; this section describes the default
Table Service template.
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Toolbar Icons

Help: Provides on-line help.

Print Receipt: Prints the check. When selected after tendering, it will also print the receipt.

Note:  The ReprintXReceipt policy can be used to limit the number of times that a receipt can
be  printed.  The  ReprintWhatReceipt  policy  controls  whether  the  limit  applies  to  closed
transaction receipts, unclosed transaction receipts, or both.

Coupons: Displays all of the coupons and discounts which can be applied to the order.

Gift Card: Opens the Gift Card wizard, which enables you to sell  gift  cards. See "Settle To Gift
Card" for more information.

Leave: Exits the screen, returning you to your system interface's default screen.
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Item List Window

This  screen  component  shows  the  contents  of  the  order.  There  is  always  one  of  these  on  the
Order Screen and Finish Screen, but it can be used on other screens, too, such as on customer
displays, if your establishment uses those.
 

As items are ordered, they are added to this display, along with their quantity and price. There
are also different types of items that may display here. The various kinds of items can appear in
different ways and with different colors, according to their status and type, as well as how your
system is configured. This section explains the most common kinds of items and how they appear
here in the Item List.
 

The currently selected item in the Item List displays with white text against a red background.

Ordering Products and Modifiers

When items are added to the order, their lines, including those for modifiers, display with an aqua
background by default. When they are sent to their remote printer(s), their background becomes
white. You can tell which items on an order have already been sent to the kitchen or bar by the
fact that they have a white background. If they have an aqua background, then the kitchen/bar
has not seen them.

Ordering products are printed in black text by default. Modifier line items are printed in blue text
and the item descriptions are indented on their lines (compared to their ordering products).

Kitchen Commands, Course Bands, and other items

Many  other  kinds  of  items  are  programmed  to  appear  with  different  colors  by  default  (Your
establishment  may  have  had  these  items  programmed  to  appear  with  colors  other  than  the
default colors). Typically these other items are programmed to have a different color background
and appear as highlighted bands on the Item list.

For example, the default color for items like Hold and Fire commands is maroon or dark red (and
they have white text).
 

 
Course bands by default have a gray background with black text.
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Other items may have different colors. For example, rated items usually have a blue background
and refunded items have a green background.

Course Prefixes

If  your  establishment's  menu  and  business  is  organized  around  courses,  your  system  can  be
configured to help you order and time them. In addition to the course bands discussed above, for
example, the Item List can be configured in a number of ways to show what course each item is a
part of. This helps you know what course the table is currently on, what the guests at the table
have ordered for each of the courses, and what courses they have yet to order.
 

Each line item in the Item list can have a prefix or number showing the course for the item. The
first image below shows the Item list without any prefixes or numbers. The images below show
the Item list for the same order, with the system configured to show the course for each line item
in different ways.
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Settling A Check

After  you  present  a  table  with  the  check(s)  (in  Table  Service),  or  after  entering  a  customer's
order  in  Quick  Service,  it  is  time  settle  the  check.  No  matter  what  method  of  payment  the
customer is using, the beginning of the process is the same:
 

1. Retrieve  the  check  by  selecting  the  table  (by  clicking  on  its  icon),  or  by  selecting  [Get
Check] (if in Quick Service). The order screen displays.

In many Quick Service establishments, the check may already be on the screen. In this
case, simply do step 2.

2. Select [Finish].

 
This will bring you to the Finish Screen. If configured to do so, when a member has been applied
to the check and they have enough points for a client retention offer, the Client Retention coupon
window will appear on the Finish screen.

Note: The coupons shown above appear because they have the Client Points Coupon option
selected in Coupon Setup.

Tip:  To configure the Client Retention Coupons window to appear on the Finish screen, turn
the  AllowPointsRedemptionInKiosk  policy  on  and  make  sure  that  Disable  Auto-Prompt  for
Member Coupons is not enabled in BackOffice System Setup.

Tip:  The AllowCurrentTransactionPoints  policy  can be used to  prevent  users  from cashing  in
the points that they just earned from the current check towards a discount. The free fries and
drink  shown  in  the  image  above  were  earned  entirely  by  the  25  points  in  the  member's
account prior to that transaction.

The remainder  of  this  section  discusses  the  various  methods  of  payments  that  may be  used  in
settling  checks,  and discusses  what  to  do  on  the  Finish  Screen  for  each  method of  payment  in
order to complete the process of settling the order.

Settle To Cash

Settle To Debit

Settle To Credit Card

Settle To Member Account

Settle To Gift Card

Settle To Multiple Tenders
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Settle to Cash

Cash refers to your local currency. If your establishment accepts multiple denominations, they will
have their own payment titles. See "Settle To Foreign Currency" (below) for more information.

To Settle To Cash:
1. Use the keypad on the Finish Screen to type in the amount of cash given to you.

If you are given exact change, you do not need to enter the amount using the keypad.
Simply proceed to step 2; the system will assume exact change.

2. Select  the  Payment  button  (which  shows  Cash  by  default).  The  total  in  the  Amount  Due
Window changes to show change owing.

The cash drawer may open and a final receipt may print.

You may need management authorization here.

3. Select the Payment button or [Leave] to exit the Finish screen, or the logout button to log
out.

Although  it  is  settled  after  Step  2,  the  check  will  not  be  finalized  until  you  complete
Step 3.

To Settle To Foreign Currency:
 Select the desired currency from the Payment Options Window on the Finish Screen.

Notice that  the amount needed for  that  denomination is  shown next  to its  title  in  the
Payment Options Window.

1. Use the keypad to type in the amount (in that currency) given to you.
2. Select  the  Payment  button.  The  amount  due  will  now  show  change  owing  in  your

establishment's base currency.
Notice that, in the same way as above, change owing for that denomination is shown
next  to  its  title  in  the  Payment  Options  Window,  but  is  also  shown  on  the  Payment
button.

The cash drawer may open and a final receipt may print.

You may need management authorization for this step.

3. Select the Payment button or [Leave] to exit the Finish screen, or the logout button to log
out.

Although  it  is  settled  after  Step  3,  the  check  will  not  be  finalized  until  you  complete
Step 4.

Note:   Your  establishment  may  be  set  up  to  accept  one  or  more  currencies  from  other
countries.  Each foreign currency will  be listed separately in the Payment Options Window on
the Finish Screen.
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Settle To Debit

Settlement  to  debit  can  be  done  with  and  without  PixelPoint's  credit  authorization  system
(Authorization Manager). The process is a little different depending on how your establishment is
set up. If you have PixelPoint Authorization Manager, proceed to the bottom part of this section
(To Settle to Debit With Authorization Manager).
 

If you do not have PixelPoint Authorization Manager, then a separate debit system must manage
the actual bank settlement of the transaction. Swipe, enter and settle the transaction through this
system as per the manufacturer's instructions.
 

However, you still  need to complete the transaction within PixelPoint POS. Follow the procedure
below.

To Settle to Debit Without Authorization Manager:
1. Use the keypad on the Finish Screen to type in the final amount approved through the debit

machine. If the debit system enables you to apply a debit tip, over-tender the amount you
enter; this amount must represent the final total including debit tip.

2. Select [Debit] from the Payment Options Window.
3. Select the Payment button. If you over-tender the transaction, the debit tip is displayed as

change. This will be reflected in your Cash Out Report.
The cash drawer may open and a final receipt may print.

You may need management authorization for this.

4. Select the Payment button or [Leave] to exit the Finish screen, or the logout button to log
out.

To Settle to Debit With Authorization Manager:
1. Select [Debit] from the Payment Options Window on the Finish Screen.
2. Select the Payment button.
3. Swipe the debit card through the card reader when prompted.

You may need management authorization for this.

4. At  this  point,  PixelPoint  interfaces  with  the  debit  card  system.  Follow  the  debit  system's
prompts.

If approved, the debit receipt prints and the system closes the check.

If  declined,  the  check  remains  open  and  the  system  waits  for  you  to  use  another
method of payment. Inform the customer and ask for another method of payment.
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Settle To Credit Card

As with settling transactions to debit (See "Settle To Debit"), settlement to a credit card can be
done  with  and  without  PixelPoint's  credit  authorization  system  (Authorization  Manager).  The
process is a little different depending on how your establishment is set up. If you have PixelPoint
Authorization  Manager,  skip  the  next  part  and  proceed  to  the  one  entitled  "To  Settle  to  Credit
Card With Authorization Manager".
 

If you do not have PixelPoint Authorization Manager, then a separate credit system must manage
the pre-authorization,  application of  charge tip  and final  settlement of  the transaction.  The first
part of the process is to swipe, enter and settle the transaction through this system as per the
manufacturer's  instructions.  Next,  follow  the  steps  below  to  record  this  information  within
PixelPoint POS and to finish settling the transaction.

To Settle to Credit Card Without Authorization Manager:
1. Use the keypad on the Finish Screen to type in the amount that the customer has signed for

on the credit slip (this is the bottom-line total including charge tip).
2. Select the desired credit payment from the Payment Options Window. The Payment button

will automatically change to that method of payment.
3. Select  the  Payment  button.  If  you  have  over-tendered  the  transaction,  the  charge  tip  is

displayed as change. This will be reflected in your Cash Out Report.
The cash drawer may open and a final receipt may print.

You may need management authorization.

4. Select the Payment button or [Leave] to exit the Finish screen, or the Logout button to log
out.

To Settle to Credit Card With Authorization Manager:
1. Select the desired credit payment from the Payment Options Window on the Finish Screen.
2. Select the Payment button.
3. Swipe the credit card through the card reader when prompted.

You may need management authorization.

4. Once  you  swipe  the  card,  the  system  brings  you  to  the  Table  Layout  screen  or  a  blank
check (depending on whether you are in Table Service or Quick Service) while it processes
the charge.

If approved, the charge slip prints and the system closes the check.

If  declined,  the  check  remains  open  and  the  system  waits  for  you  to  use  another
method of payment. Inform the customer and ask for a different method of payment.

5. The system prints two copies of the charge slip (separately on single-ply paper and together
on dual-ply paper). Take the charge slip to the customer to be signed.

For more information about charge slips, and to see an example of what one looks like,
see "Local Printing".

6. Retrieve your copy of the signed charge slip.
7. Apply the charge tip. (See "Tips".)

Pre-Authorized Credit Void

Say you are using Authorization Manager and have closed a check to a credit card which you now
want to undo. You must void the pre-authorization before retrieving the check for re-tendering.
Manager authorization is required to do this.
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To Void a Credit Transaction:
1. Select [Manager] from the Table Layout screen.
2. Select [Authorization Manager].
3. Select the transaction from the List Pre-Authorized display.
4. Select [Void].
5. Follow the prompts and select [Unclose]. This uncloses the transaction, enabling you to re-

tender it.
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Settle To Member Account

Member accounts are member records with a credit limit has been granted by the establishment.
Instead  of  billing  the  member  for  every  order  or  transaction,  the  establishment  bills  him/her
periodically, and the member makes payments toward the balance. Regardless of the member's
balance, the member's account can still be used for collecting client retention points, which can be
applied to member promotions.  See "Members"  and the "Member  Screen"  for  more information
about members.

To Settle to Member Account:
1. Select [On Account] from the Payment Options on the Finish Screen.
2. Select the Payment button.
3. Swipe the member card through the station's card reader when prompted.

If  there is  no card, apply the member to the check by name or phone number using
[Functions]  and  then  [Member/Delivery].  You  may  also  be  able  to  use  a  custom
function button on the order screen (if it has been set up for you).
You may need management authorization to do this.

4. Once  you  swipe  the  card,  the  system  brings  you  to  the  Table  Layout  screen  or  a  blank
check (depending on whether you are in Table Service or Quick Service) while it processes
the charge.

If approved, the charge slip prints and the system closes the check.

If  declined,  the  check  remains  open  and  the  system  waits  for  you  to  use  another
method of payment. Inform the customer and ask for a different method of payment.
Close the check using multiple tendering if you want to include the account's existing
balance.

 

 
5. The system prints two copies of the charge slip (separately on single-ply paper and together

on dual-ply paper). Take the charge slip to the customer to be signed.
6. Retrieve your copy of the signed charge slip.
7. Apply the charge tip. (See "Tips".)
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Settle To Gift Card

Gift  Cards  are  member  accounts  that  have  a  pre-paid  credit  balance.  This  balance  can  be
replenished to any amount at any time. Should it reach a zero balance, the card can still be used
for collecting client retention points, which can be applied to member promotions.
 

In  a  situation  where  a  customer  wishes  to  use  a  gift  card  as  partial  payment,  PixelPoint  pre-
authorizes  up  to  the  maximum amount  allowable  on  the  card.  For  example,  say  that  Joe  pays
using a gift card. The total is $100, but he only has $80 in available funds. Rather than reject the
entire  payment,  PixelPoint  will  accept  the  $80  as  partial  payment,  leaving  the  remaining  $20
outstanding for an alternate method of payment.

To Settle to Gift Card:
1. Select [Gift Card] (or whatever your gift card payment method is called) from the Payment

Options Window on the Finish screen.
2. Select the Payment button.
3. Swipe the gift card through the station's card reader when prompted.

You may need management authorization to do this.

4. Confirm the identity of the gift card.
5. Once  you  swipe  the  card,  the  system  brings  you  to  the  Table  Layout  screen  or  a  blank

check (depending on whether you are in Table Service mode or Quick Service mode) while
it processes the charge.

If approved, the charge slip prints and the system closes the check.

If  declined,  the  check  remains  open  and the  system shows  you  a  message  indicating
that the payment did not go through and displaying the allowable balance on the card.
Inform the customer and ask for a different method of payment.

 

 
6. The system prints two copies of the charge slip (separately on single-ply paper and together

on dual-ply paper). Take the charge slip to the customer to be signed.
7. Retrieve your copy of the signed charge slip.
8. Apply the charge tip. (See "Tips".)
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Settle To Multiple Tenders

Multiple tendering,  also called split  tendering,  is  when a transaction is  closed to more than one
method of payment. For example, say that the amount of a check is $38.34. The customer gives
you $10 cash, asks that $10 be put on Visa®, and that the remainder be put on MasterCard®.
This  transaction  would  be  closed  to  three  different  methods  of  payment.  When  split  tendering,
always  begin  with  the  amount  of  cash  given  to  you,  and  then  apply  the  remaining  methods  of
payment after that.
 

Your  Finish  Screen  may  use  a  form  that  shows  all  of  the  different  tenders  used  to  settle  the
transaction in a Payments window at the top (as shown below).
 

To Settle to Multiple Tenders:
1. Enter the amount of cash (in the above example, $10) by using the keypad or quick tender

buttons on the Finish screen.
2. Select the Payment button (it should show Cash). A blue window appears showing that you

entered $10 cash and the total owing changes, showing the amount that is still outstanding.
3. Enter the next amount ($10 again, in this case).

If  not  using  PixelPoint  Authorization  Manager,  pre-authorize  the  credit  card  and  have
the customer  sign  the charge slip  first.  If  the customer  left  a  charge tip,  over-tender
the  credit  card  portion.  For  example,  if  the  customer  left  a  $5  tip,  you  would  enter
$15.00 rather than $10.00. The system will record that you are owed a $5 charge tip.

4. Select the desired credit payment in the Payment Options Window.
5. Select the Payment button.
6. Give the charge slip to the customer to sign when it prints. Keep your copy.
7. Repeat  steps  3-6  for  the  MasterCard®,  except  select  MasterCard®  from  the  Payment

Options Window and enter whatever the remaining amount is (rather than the $10 included
in Step 3).

8. Apply the charge tip (if applicable).

Partial Payment Screen

If configured to do so, the partial payment screen may appear when you are settling to multiple
tenders.  If  the  amount  you  tender,  for  example,  is  less  than  the  whole  total,  this  form  may
display.  It  will  also  display  if  you  use  [Divide  By]  to  separate  the  total  into  parts.  The  partial
payment screen enables you to adjust and modify the separate parts of the total and to tender
each one.

 
This screen can also be programmed to display only when gratuity is included on the check.
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Forced Questions

A window may automatically pop up when you order an item, asking you to select  some of the
options on it. This is referred to as a Forced Question (or Forced Modifier). PixelPoint assists you
by asking that you provide additional needed information when ordering this specific item. Forced
Questions may appear differently, depending on how your system is setup. They may display in a
window,  or  they  may  have  their  own  screen  (This  screen  can  contain  all  sorts  of  different
elements, such as the entire contents of the check, a product image, nutritional information, or
other  things).  Below  is  a  window  version  of  a  forced  question,  followed  by  the  same  forced
question appearing on its own screen.
 

 

 
Whenever a menu offers "Your Choice Of...", this is usually a Forced Question, because it requires
that the customer select from various options. Some common examples of Forced Questions are:
 

Meat Temperature [rare, medium, well done]
Salad Dressing [french, italian, ranch]
Sauce [mild, medium, hot]
Flavor [vanilla, chocolate, strawberry]

 
Forced  Questions  have  different  selection  criteria.  For  example,  they  may  enable  you  to  select
only  one  item,  like  in  the  examples  listed  above,  or  they  may  enable  you  to  choose  multiple
options, such as with toppings for burgers, sandwiches or pizzas.

The image above shows a Forced Question that prompts you to select toppings for a pizza. This
particular  question  enables  you  to  select  multiple  toppings.  You  may  also  be  able  to  select  the
same  item  more  than  once.  Notice  that  in  the  upper  left  area  it  indicates  that  the  minimum
number of answers is "0" and the maximum number of answers is "10". This means that you do
not have to have any toppings and you can have a maximum of 10 toppings.
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Forced Questions can be presented in two different formats—button or list—whether in a window
or on a separate question screen. In the button format, each possible answer has its own button.
Using this format, the question may enable you to select the same item more than once. In the
list  format,  each  possible  answer  is  a  line  in  a  list  of  options.  The  list  format  works  well  when
there are many items to choose from and you need to have them fit onto the screen in a way that
it is easy to find the one you are looking for.
 

 
Both  formats  list  the  minimum and  maximum number  of  choices,  list  the  price  associated  with
each  option,  in  case  there  is  an  additional  cost  for  choosing  it,  and  enable  you  to  split  options
(See "Split Modifiers" below). You can only select an option once with the list format, however.

Split Modifiers

In  the  pizza  toppings  example,  there  is  also  a  [Split]  button,  indicating  that  you  can  split  the
modifiers.  When  you  select  [Split],  a  keypad  displays,  prompting  you  to  enter  the  number  of
splits.  If  you select  "2",  that  would  mean that  the toppings  for  this  pizza  would  be split  in  half
(that is, each topping would be on half of the pizza, and you can select a different topping for the
other  half).  If  you  choose  "3",  it  would  be  split  into  thirds  and  so  on.  The  maximum allowable
splits is determined by the programming of the Forced Question.

Shown  above  is  the  same  Forced  Question  as  before,  but  using  a  split  of  two  (the  image  is
showing the second split of two, with different toppings selected). Each pizza topping on this split
applies to only half of the pizza (and the quantity of each is halved). If the question was using a
split of three, the portion of each topping would be one third of a full topping. There is no limit to
the number of splits PixelPoint POS can handle, however there is a limit to the number of splits
for  each  question;  as  mentioned,  this  limit  is  specified  in  the  programming  of  the  Forced
Question.
 

If  you  order  pizza  toppings  before  pressing  [Split],  they  will  apply  to  the  whole  pizza,  but  will
show up individually  on each split  (with a quantity  of  "0.50"  (or  "0.33"  for  a  split  of  "3")).  The
system automatically carries over any modifiers already selected and distributes them across the
splits. Any modifiers you select after you press [Split] will just apply to the current split.

Note:   You cannot  void  a selection within  a Forced Question without  removing the item the
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question  is  attached  to.  However,  refunding  can  be  item-specific  once  the  master  item  has
been sent to the kitchen or bar. This also means that when moving items between tables or
split checks, all modifiers move with the master item. The product and its forced modifiers are
treated as one combined unit.

All At Once

In  situations  where  ordering  an  item  involves  multiple  questions,  the  questions  may  all  be
presented on the screen at the same time. For example,  say you order a burger combo; it  has
several  questions—what  burger  type,  what  toppings,  what  side  item(s)  and  what  flavor  of
beverage. Rather than display all of these one at a time, the system can display them all at once.
This  gives  you  flexibility  in  applying  the  answers  and  enables  you  to  make  changes  on  the  fly
before submitting the item and sending it off for processing.
 

 

Note:  All At Once is not practical for handheld devices which cannot display many questions
at once.

Also Note:  Priced modifiers show up with the price included on the button display.

When your system uses All At Once and you are answering a question where customers can select
a particular option more than once, you cannot clear your selections by pressing the button again
(as this would simply order the option again). You can clear your answers to a single question by
touching the question title on the left side of the screen.

Break Button

If  you  use  the  Quantity  button  ([@1])  to  order  an  item  that  has  an  All  At  Once  question,  the
question window will have a break button in the bottom-left corner.
 

This button enables you to answer Forced Questions for each item separately—although a family
may order two burger combos, for example, chances are they will not want the same drink or side
for both; this button enables you to customize each one.
 

When  you  select  the  button,  the  bottom  of  the  Forced  Question  window  changes  to  display  a
number for each instance of the item being ordered (as in the image below). For example, if you
place an order for three Burger Combos and select [Break], you would get the display below and
you would select the [1] to answer the Forced Questions for the first Burger Combo, the [2] to
answer them for the second, and the [3] to answer them for the third.
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Shift Products

Your Order Screen and menu may be set up to use shift products. If it is, you will likely have a
shift product button for each size that your establishment offers products in.
 

To use the shift products programmed into your system, simply select the button for the size of
the product being ordered and then select the type of product from the product grid.

If a product is not available in a particular size, the system will  alert you by displaying an alert
message.

These shift buttons may also be in the product grid on the Order Screen, rather than appearing as
function buttons. They are used in the same way, no matter where they are on the screen.
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Split Checks
Order Screen / Split Checks
 
Say  that  the  guests  at  a  table  ask  for  separate  checks.  Each  guest  wants  to  receive  their  own
receipt and pay just for the items they ordered. You do this by splitting the check.

The large rectangular boxes in the image above represent splits. Click on a gray box to create a
new split.

To Split a Check:
1. Select [Split Checks] from the Order Screen. The Split Checks screen displays with a split

already created.
2. Select an item you want to move to a new split.
3. Touch the white area on a blank split. The item will be moved.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 until you have moved all of the necessary items.

If a product has modifiers, select the item and all attached modifiers will move with it.

If seats have been applied, select the seat and all attached products will move with it.

5. Select the blue title bar of any of the split windows to go into that split and use that check.

To Split an Item:
1. Select the item you wish to split.
2. Select [Split Items].
3. Select the splits (the white areas) you want to share the item with.
4. Select [Finish Splitting]. The quantity and price of the item will be split proportionally.
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Split Checks Buttons

Close All Empty Checks: Closes all blank splits.

Split Items: Appears when you select an item on a split check. You can use this to share an item
between split checks.

More Checks: You can view up to four splits on the screen at one time. To view additional split
boxes, select the [More Checks] button that points to the right.  To scroll  back to the splits  you
have already created, select the [More Checks] button that points to the left.

Last Check: Brings you to the end of the splits; this saves you from having to select  the right
[More Checks] button many times when you have a lot of open splits.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system. Just to the right is a display that indicates the table number.

Help: Provides on-line help.

Label: Enables you to select a split by selecting its label on the list of splits that appears.

Clear Selection: Cancels the selection you just made.

Functions: Displays a menu that you can use to perform functions on the currently selected split.
See the [Functions] section below for details about each function.

Print  All  Receipts:  Enables  you  to  print  the  receipts  for  all  of  the  splits  at  once,  rather  than
having to go into each split and print them separately.

Leave: Exits the screen, returning you to your system interface's default screen.

Function Buttons

These icons display on a vertical toolbar when the [Functions] button on the main blue toolbar is
selected. The [Functions] button only appears on the main toolbar after a split check is clicked on.

Label:  Enables  you  to  give  the  selected  split  a  label  (which  also  appears  at  the  top  of  the
Functions menu).

Set # of Customers: Adjusts the number of customers applied to this split.

Select All: Selects all items on the split, enabling you to move them all at once.

Print Receipt: Prints the receipt for this split.

Cancel: Closes the menu.
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Tips
Your Settings / Add Tips

There are generally two different kinds of tips—charge tips and cash tips. Cash tips are those left
for you at a table in cash form. Charge tips are tips added on to debit or credit transactions.

Charge Tips

Customers can directly apply charge tips at the time of closing the check if they are using a pin
pad.  Otherwise,  transactions  must  be  followed  up  by  entering  the  charge  tip  amount  into  the
system.

Depending on your establishment, this task may be given to you or to your manager.  In either
case, you cannot cash out without doing this first.  PixelPoint's  Authorization Manager module is
required for this function to work.

 
To add charge tips:

1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Add Tips].
3. Select the transaction you want to add a tip to from the list on the left when the Add Tips

window displays, or use [Search By Ref] to enter the reference number.

 

4. Select [Add Tip] and enter the amount of the tip.
If the customer provided a total including tip without calculating the actual amount of
the  tip,  you  can  select  [Total  (w/TIP)]  and  enter  that  total.  The  system  will  then
calculate the tip amount for you.

If the customer chose not to include a charge tip, select [No Tip] or enter a zero for tip.

5. Select [OK].

 
Though it is recommended that you process each charge tip at the earliest opportunity, you can
process all of them just before cashing out.

Tip:  The AddTipUponApproval policy can be used to show an [Add Tip Now?] button whenever
an authorized payment is approved, or to take the user directly to the Add Tips screen.
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Tips Screen Buttons

Add Tip: Prompts you to enter the amount of charge tip to add to the transaction.

No Tip: Completes a pre-authorized payment that has no tip to be added.

Total  (w/TIP):  Used  to  enter  a  final  total,  if  the  customer  has  specified  that,  but  has  not
calculated the amount of the tip. This button automatically calculates the amount of tip included
in the Final Total.

Search By Ref: Displays a keypad, enabling you to enter the reference number of a transaction
you want to apply a tip to. This is useful if the list of transactions on the left of the window is long
and you want to find a specific check quickly.

Close: Closes the window.

Cash Tips

Your establishment may or may not want you to declare your cash tips. If it does, you need to tell
the system how much money customers gave you in tips.

To declare cash tips:
1. Select [Your Settings].
2. Select [Declare Cash Tips].
3. Enter the amount of your cash tips when the numeric keypad displays.

 

 
The total  you entered displays  under  the [Declare  Cash Tips]  button,  and  the  tip  declaration  is
included in your Employee Cash Out report.

Tip Pooling

Some establishments prefer to pool their tips and share them out among employees. PixelPoint is
capable of accommodating this as well. Here is what happens when an establishment pools tips:

1. Everyone combines their tips together.
2. Management adds them all up.
3. Management  runs  a  report  called  "Employee  Tip  Summary"  at  the  end  of  the  day;  this

report asks for the total amount of tips.
4. The report breaks down the allocation of tips based on:

Job Position (For example, bartenders may get 25% of the tip pool and servers may get
30%).

Hours Worked (Say, for example, Sue worked the bar for eight hours and Fred worked
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it for two. Sue would get 80% of the bartender portion).
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Voids

There  are  several  ways  you  can  void  items  through  PixelPoint  POS.  They  are  each  discussed
below. The system is capable of tracking any kind of void.

Pre-Void
Select [Void] to remove the last item on the check. If the item has not been sent yet (be it to a
kitchen, bar or wherever), you do not need to do anything else. This is referred to as a pre-void
because the void is done before the item is sent.

Basic Void
When you void an item that has already been sent, the system prompts you to select a reason as
to why the item is being voided. You may need management authorization to void already-sent
items.  Upon  completing  the  void  and  leaving  the  check,  the  system  sends  the  void  to  the
designated remote printer, telling the preparation staff to abandon making the item.

Selective Void
If you select an item on the check and then select [Void], the item you select (rather than the last
item) will be voided. If you select a modifier and then select [Void], the system will tell you that
you need to void the master item in order to void the modifier, and will  ask you if  you want to
void the master item now. All other modifiers associated with the master item will  be voided as
well.  Select  [Yes]  to  void  the  master  item  and  all  modifiers  associated  with  it.  Select  [No]  to
return to the check without voiding any items.

Quantity Void
If you have ordered five coffees and want to remove one of them, select the line [5 Coffee] and
then select [Void]. The quantity of coffees will be reduced to four. Every time you select [Void],
one coffee will  be voided. You can also use the quantity button to void items. Say you want to
void three of the five coffees mentioned above. To do this:
 

1. Select the [5 Coffee] line on the Item List.
2. Select [@1].
3. Select [3]. [@1] changes to [@3].
4. Select [Void].
5. Select a reason.

 
The line description changes to [2 Coffee] (as in the image below).
 

Note:   You  cannot  pre-void  an  item  in  a  Forced  Question  without  removing  the  item  the
question is  attached to.  However,  voids can be item-specific  once the master item has been
sent to the kitchen or bar.
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Deposits

This section explains how you can add a deposit for a customer and apply that deposit when you
close the transaction. Check with your manager to see if the Add Deposit function is enabled on
your system; it must be in order for you to be able to take deposits.

Adding a Deposit

To add a deposit:
1. Open a table or quick order.
2. Select [Finish].
3. Enter the amount the customer wants to deposit.
4. Click [Add Deposit].

 

 
The  deposit  has  been  added  to  the  transaction  and  [Add  Deposit]  changes  to  [Cancel
Deposit], which you can use if, for example, you enter the deposit amount incorrectly.

5. Select  the  Payment  Method  (this  example  uses  a  credit  card,  although  cash  deposits  are
common as well).

 

 
6. Select the deposit button at the bottom of the screen.

 

 
Once the payment is approved, it  will  be listed as the single payment method available.  At this
point  you  can  leave  the  transaction  and/or  apply  orders.  A  customer  receipt  will  print  to  be
signed.
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Applying a Deposit

Deposits are applied like any payment method (See "Settling A Check" for information about how
to apply  payment  methods  in  general).  When you enter  a  check  that  has  a  deposit  added,  the
deposit is listed as the payment method on the finish screen.

To apply the deposit, you simply select [Apply Deposit].

If the deposit was made using a credit card, the total charge is simply the final total — not the full
deposit  amount.  The  'change'  is  returned  to  the  card  automatically.  If  the  deposit  was  placed
using cash, and there is any remaining change (that is, if  the deposit amount was greater than
the final  total),  the system displays the amount  that  must  be given to the customer  (as  in  the
image below).
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If the final total exceeds the amount the customer deposited, the customer will need to provide
additional payment in order to close the transaction. This is just like closing to multiple tenders
(See  "Settle  To  Multiple  Tenders").  After  you  apply  the  deposit,  the  other  payment  methods
programmed into the system will display as normal on the Finish screen.

Order Deposit Limit

If an order deposit limit has been set, you cannot order items on the Order screen if doing so will
bring the final total higher than that limit.

A warning message will display when you try to order an item that brings the full check amount to
a total  greater  than  what  is  allowed.  The  item will  not  be  added to  the  order.  (In  the  scenario
shown below, the user attempted to add a $9.00 item to the order with a $50 deposit. A deposit
limit of 100% is in place.) If no order deposit limit has been set, items can be added indefinitely.
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Printing

This  chapter  deals  with  all  of  the  printing  done through PixelPoint  POS.  It  discusses  things  like
checks, receipts, charge slips, cash out summaries, and all other kinds of print outs.

Printing  in  PixelPoint  can  be  divided  into  two  types—local  printing  and  remote  printing.  Local
printing  is  presented  first  (Click  here)  in  this  chapter  and  is  followed by  Remote  printing  (Click
here).  Finally,  this  chapter  includes  information  about  how  to  print  receipts  themselves  (Click
here).
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Local Printing

The term Local Printing refers to printing you do at the local printer (that is, the one that is at the
station).

Checks & Receipts
You  can  generate  both  a  check  and  a  receipt  by  selecting  [Finish]  and  then  [Print  Receipt].
Among the various items shown on these printouts are the quantities, descriptions and prices of
the items that were ordered. Items are grouped together in categories like food items, bar items,
non-alcoholic items and merchandise items.
 
The difference between a check and a receipt is that a check is given to the customer before they
have paid, so they know what they owe. It therefore contains no information about how the order
was  paid  for.  A  receipt,  however,  is  printed  after  the  transaction  has  been  settled,  and  does
include information about the methods of payment used. The examples below are typical, but it is
possible to change their layout and contents. The printout on the left is a sample check and the
printout on the right is a sample receipt.
 

Charge Slips
If  using  credit  authorization  (PixelPoint's  Authorization  Manager),  charge  slips  print  at  the  local
printer. Again, although the example below is typical, you can change the layout and contents of
charge ships.
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Cash Out
An employee cash  out  report  provides  detailed  information  about  an  employee's  activity  during
the shift. It provides sales-related information, time clock information and statistical information
about  the number  of  customers,  transactions,  voids,  discounts  and  much more.  See  "Cash  Out
Report" for more information.

Clock Out
The clock out slip tells managers when employees clocked in, went on break and clocked out. It
needs manager authorization to print.
 

Management Reports
Local  printers  can  print  management  reports,  which  provide  sales,  time  clock  and  operational
information. To retrieve these, select [Manager], [Sales Functions], and then one of the reports.
Access to these reports is generally restricted to managers, however.

Employee Schedules
If using PixelPoint's Employee Scheduler module, you can print out your schedule for the next one
or  two  weeks.  To  do  this,  select  [Your  Settings]  then  [Print  Next  Week's  Schedule].  See  "Your
Settings Screen".

How To Make
A description of every item on the menu can be programmed into the system. If a description for
a  given  item  is  available,  you  can  print  it  by  selecting  [Functions],  [How  To  Make],  and  then
[Print]. See "How to Make Item" for more information.

Adjustments
[Your  Settings]  (See  here)  has  an  adjustments  section  for  pay  ins,  pay  outs,  pick  ups  and
declaring  floats.  The  local  printer  prints  a  receipt  slip  each  time  you  make  one  of  these
adjustments.

Billboard Lists
The Billboard Screen has three columns, listing the current specials, desserts and sold out items.
You can print any of these lists from this screen.
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Remote Printing

The  term  Remote  Printing  refers  to  printing  done  at  printers  not  next  to  the  station  you  are
working on. Remote printers are typically situated in the kitchen and at the bar. Remote printing
is done to assist in the preparation of orders.
 

 
Information at the top of the remote print identifies the order. The large number (#2140) in the
above  example  is  the  transaction  number.  On  the  next  line  down  is  the  date  and  time  of  the
order,  along  with  the  order  number.  The  next  line  displays  the  table  number  along  with  the
number of guests (in brackets.)

Sort By Seat
If you use seating at your establishment, this may be reflected on the remote print, so that the
person preparing the order knows which seat is getting which item(s.)
 

Sort By Report Category Printing Priority
The remote print may be sorted by report category, so that all  wines will  be together, all  beers
will be together, and so on.

Sort By Product Printing Priority
The remote print can be set up to show items in any order the establishment chooses. It can thus
decide,  for  example,  that  Product  Y  will  print  before  Product  X,  but  after  Product  W,  or  in  any
other order.

Sort By Course
If  the establishment  organizes its  menu items by  courses,  the remote print  may reflect  this,  in
that all appetizers will  be together, all  entrees will  be together and so on. The print will  sort by
course  no  matter  what  order  items  are  ordered  in.  So,  Appetizers  will  print  first  and  will  be
followed by Main Course items, which will then be followed by Desserts.

Course Prefixes
If  the  establishment  uses  courses,  line  items  on  remote  prints  may  start  with  a  course  prefix,
making  it  easy  to  identify  which  item  is  an  appetizer,  which  is  a  main  course  and  which  is  a
dessert.  This prefix could be a letter, number, symbol,  word or combination of  any of  these. In
the  example  remote  print  below,  the  course  prefix  has  a  letter  representing  the  course  (A  for
appetizer, for example) and a number representing the seat that ordered the item.
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Combined Sorts
You  can  combine  any  of  the  above  sorts.  For  example,  you  can  have  remote  prints  sorted  by
course  as  well  as  by  seat.  In  the  image  below,  the  prefixes  reflect  these  two  sorts;  the  letter
represents the course and the number represents the seat.
 

The  criteria  listed  above  can  be  separated  on  the  remote  print  by  a  dashed  line  or  a  page  cut
(depending on printer capability). For example, appetizers will print first and will be followed by a
separator,  then the main courses will  print  and be followed by a separator,  and so on.  Remote
printing  can  also  be  set  up  to  put  a  page  cut  separator  after  every  item  (not  just  after  each
course).
 

Print Consolidation
Say a large order prints  in  the kitchen.  The chef  needs to know what  meats  to  put  on the grill
right  away.  Remote  prints  may  have  a  consolidation  section  (which  summarizes  key  products
(such  as  grill  items))  for  this  purpose  (see  the  image  below).  Anything  can  be  included  in  the
consolidated  section  (not  just  whole  menu  items).  Consolidation  of  an  item  is  activated  in  the
item's programming in BackOffice.
 

Filter By Sale Type
Your establishment may have separate printers for different types of sales. For example, it may
have one printer for Dine-In meals and one printer for Take-Out meals.
 
If this is the case, the system determines which printer to send the meal to based on the sales
type selected when the order  is  placed.  There will  be  a  sales  type button on the Order  screen.
Make sure it is set to the appropriate sales type to ensure that the order goes to the right printer.
Otherwise, a customer seated at a table may get a meal in a box instead of on a plate.
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Printing Receipts

The  receipt  contains  a  header  (which  probably  includes  the  name  and  address  of  your
establishment)  and  a  footer  (containing  something  like  a  message  of  thanks  from  your
establishment). It also contains information regarding the table, server, time and date of service.
The main body of the receipt contains all chargeable items, their quantities and prices. Under this
is  the  total  before  taxes,  each  applicable  tax  and  the  final  total.  If  other  charges,  such  as
discounts or gratuities were applied, they will be shown as well.
 
Chargeable  items  are  grouped  so  that  all  food  is  together,  all  non-alcoholic  beverages  are
together, all merchandise items are together, and so on.
 

Note:   The  receipt  layout  at  your  establishment  may  not  match  the  example  above.  It  is
customizable.

 
To print a receipt:

1. Select [Finish]; this presents the Finish Check screen.
2. Select [Print Receipt] to print the guest check.
3. Select the logout button located in the lower-left corner of the screen to log out. Present the

check to the customer.

To Re-Print a Receipt:
 If the check has not been settled:

1. Open the check.
2. Select [Finish].
3. Select [Print Receipt]. The guest check prints with the word REPRINT on it (indicating that

this check was also printed earlier).

If the check has been settled:
1. Select [Your Settings] from the Table Layout screen.
2. Select [Your Trans].
3. Select [Show Closed Transactions].
4. Select the closed check from the list.
5. Select [Print Receipt].

If  you  know  the  transaction  number,  you  can  skip  steps  4  and  5  by  selecting  [Print
Receipt By #] and entering the transaction number.

You may need management authorization to re-print a receipt.

Note:  The word REPRINT will appear on the print.
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Advanced Types of Orders

Orders  can  be  less  straightforward  than  those  discussed  in  the  previous  chapter.  This  chapter
contains  various  topics  explaining  how  orders  can  have  many  further  variations.  For  example,
some products are not added to orders by pressing buttons on the touch screen, and sometimes
one product may have different prices at different times of the day. The contents of this section
are:
 

Barcodes & PLUs

Members

Member Screen

Price Levels

Product Types

Rentals

Selling Gift Cards

Weighed Items
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Barcodes & PLUs

Sometimes  there  is  an  easier  way  to  order  an  item  in  PixelPoint  POS  than  to  press  a  button
specifically devoted to that item (because there are too many similar products to have buttons for
all of them on one menu, for example.) Barcodes and PLUs are often used in these cases.
 

PixelPoint POS can be configured to interface with barcode scanning devices and can be set up to
scan different kinds of barcodes. The different types of barcodes are discussed individually below.
An alternative to barcodes, PLUs, are discussed at the end of this section.
 

A  barcode  scanner  is  needed  for  any  of  the  barcode  functions  to  work.  You  must  also  have  a
printer capable of printing barcodes in order for transaction barcodes to print.

Product Barcode
When you scan an item on the Finish screen, the system retrieves the product record containing
the corresponding UPC and adds the item to the transaction. This capability means that PixelPoint
is fully able to function in a large-scale retail environment.

Coupon Barcode
When you scan a coupon on the Finish screen, the system retrieves the coupon record containing
the corresponding UPC and applies the discount to the check

Transaction Barcode
Your establishment can have the customer check set up to print with a barcode that matches the
transaction reference number. When you scan the barcode on the check, the system retrieves the
transaction on the screen. This is often useful in situations and job positions like:

Cashiers retrieving guest checks.
Servers applying charge tips.
Delivery drivers selecting orders to be taken.

Authorization Slip Barcode
If the slips that print when a transaction is settled by credit  card have a barcode on them, you
can scan them at a station and the Add Tips screen will automatically open with the transaction
loaded (provided your system is configured to do this.) This makes it very easy to add charge tips
without having to sort through many transactions. See "Tips" for more information.

PLU Numbers
An alternative method of adding products to orders, besides individual buttons for each one and
besides scanning barcodes, is to enter a product reference number. Establishments with extensive
wine lists often do this; they will have a menu or list containing all of the wines they offer, with a
reference number printed next to each one.
 

A  function  button,  [PLU  Lookup],  can  be  applied  to  the  order  template  to  enable  you  to  order
items  using  their  reference  number.  A  keypad  displays  when  you  select  this  button.  Enter  the
reference number and select [OK]. The product with the corresponding reference number will be
applied to the check.
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Members

You  can  apply  members  to  your  PixelPoint  POS  system.  Members  are  used  for  a  variety  of
functions:
 

Incentive Programs

House Credit

Reservations

Delivery Orders

Take Out Orders

You can retrieve member information by last name, phone number or member card/number, by
using the Member Screen. If the member has a card, you can associate them with a transaction
simply by swiping the card while the check is up on the screen.

Incentive Programs
Some  establishments  like  to  track  customer  purchases  and  reward  them  with  discounts  or
merchandise.  You  can  do  this  by  giving  menu  items  point-values—a  number  of  points  that
members  earn  for  ordering  each  item.  When you  apply  a  member  to  a  check,  all  of  the  points
earned from the products the member ordered are then added to that member's account. Upon
reaching  specified  point  amounts,  the  member  becomes  eligible  for  certain  incentives.  For
example,  an establishment could have an incentive where customers can redeem 500 points  to
get something like a 25% discount off a meal.

House Credit
There are two forms of house credit that can be applied to members. One is on a gift card, which
is given to a customer with a pre-paid dollar value applied to it. The card is used as a method of
payment,  depleting  the  funds  that  were  pre-purchased.  The  customer  can  replenish  the  card
funds at any time and, even if the balance reaches zero, the card can still be used to retrieve the
member record and apply points for incentive programs.
 

The second form of house credit is a house account. Members are granted a line of credit with the
establishment.  They  pay  "On  Account"  and  can  be  billed  monthly.  The  member  can  also  apply
payments  at  their  convenience.  The account  has  a  credit  limit  and the balance  is  recorded  and
updated as purchases are applied to it.

Ordering
When a customer calls in a reservation, delivery order or take out order,  the establishment will
need  you  to  provide  a  name,  phone  number  and  perhaps  further  information.  Since  you  are
taking this information down anyway, it only makes sense to apply it to a member account. One
member account can be applied to all of these forms of ordering.

Member Groups
Different  members  can  belong  to  different  groups  and,in  so  doing,  acquire  different  incentives
within the system. Member groups may differ in any of the following:
 

Price: A member of one group may pay a different price for the same item ordered by the
member of another group.

Points: A member of one group may acquire 10 points for the same item that a member of
another group may acquire 20 points for.
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Discounts:  A member of  one group may have a  coupon automatically  applied  to  a  check
simply because of the group they belong to, whereas a member of another group does not
get this benefit.

Tax  Exemption:  A  member  of  one  group  may  be  exempt  from  a  particular  tax  that  a
member of another group has to pay.

 
Because different  groups may have different  incentive settings applied to  them, make sure you
apply the member to the proper group.

Note:   PixelPoint's  Authorization  Manager  module  is  required  for  any  member  activity
involving the application of credit, such as gift cards and house accounts.
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Member Screen

There are several tabs on the member screen. This section discusses the buttons found along the
blue toolbar at the bottom of all of the tabs, as well as the content of each of the tabs.

Toolbar Icons

Cancel: Exits you from the screen.

Keyboard: Can be used to enter characters into a text field for data entry. You can also simply
touch the desired field and type in the information using the keyboard window that launches.

New Member: Adds a new member.

Card Find: Retrieves a member record when you swipe a member's card.

Last  Name  Find:  Enables  you  to  find  a  member  record  by  inputting  the  last  name.  You  can
specify  a  partial  name  by  typing  in  the  text  box,  or  you  can  search  through  the  entire  list  of
members by selecting the [Last Name Find] button on the screen that displays.

Company Find:  Shows all  companies  that  have  members  assigned to  them.  If  more  than  one
employee works  for  a  company,  a  member  list  will  follow  the  company  list.  The  Company  Find
feature searches POS Company Name and Company fields in BackOffice Member Setup.

Telephone Find: Retrieves a member record when you enter a phone number.

Use Member: Applies the member record to the check.
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Info Tab

The Info tab contains basic information about the member, such as member name, address and
phone number. Along with this is delivery information, such as the zone in which the address is
located and directions to the customer's residence. Other information includes the member group
the  customer  belongs  to,  the  company  they  work  for  (in  the  event  the  establishment  bills  the
company  for  its  employee  transactions)  and  their  e-mail  address.  There  is  also  a  checkbox
indicating whether this is a Gift Certificate/Card account.
 

To enter information, simply touch the field you want to edit; this presents the keyboard screen.
The area in the bottom right shows the amount of credit available and the amount the member
currently owes.
 

Most of the fields on this screen are self-explanatory, but some need explanation:

Delivery Zone
Delivery destinations can be divided into zones, so drivers can more easily take or be given orders
in one general area, rather than taking them at random.

Directions
Driving instructions to get to the customer's residence. This information is included on the bill so
the driver can use it when delivering orders there.

Member Group
Members  are  often  part  of  groups  like  Seniors  and  Students.  The  establishment  decides  what
member groups it wants to have, and you choose from them when creating the record. Member
groups enable the establishment to adjust pricing levels by member group. See "Price Levels" for
more information.

Company Name
Members  can  be  associated  with  a  company.  For  example,  say  the  staff  of  a  nearby  company
frequently dines at your establishment. You can set these people up as members and associate
them with their company. You could then invoice the company each month for meals ordered by
its  staff,  making  it  easier  for  your  billing  system,  as  well  as  the  members  who  dine  at  your
establishment.

Is Gift Certificate
If  you are creating the member account because the member has purchased a gift  card,  check
this box. It tells the system that this member does not have a credit membership (but instead has
a gift card membership).
 

With  gift  card  memberships,  customers  pre-pay for  transactions  that  have  not  yet  taken  place.
When a transaction does take place, later on, funds are accessed through the gift  card and are
withdrawn from the account's balance.
 

With credit memberships, the establishment gives a credit limit to the member. The member, in
turn, is invoiced for transactions applied to their account. Order transactions do not reduce a pre-
paid balance, but are added on to a total that the member will pay later.
 

Both types of accounts need PixelPoint's Authorization Manager module to function.
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Ship To Tab

Displays  addresses  for  shipping  orders  to  this  member.  Some  people  may  not  want  orders
shipped to their home or billing address, but may want them shipped instead to some place like
their office or a warehouse location. Note that this tab may not be available on your system.

 
By default, [Same As Info] is selected on this tab; this means that there is no separate shipping
address for the member and that orders should be sent to the address on the "Info Tab". If there
are shipping addresses programmed in to the system, they will be listed as buttons below [Same
As Info].
 

You can enter a shipping address on this tab by filling in the contact information fields on it.
 

Select  [New]  to  add  an  additional  shipping  address.  Select  [Save]  when  you  are  finished.
[Remove] deletes this particular shipping address.
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Statistics Tab

The  Statistics  tab  shows  statistical  information  about  the  customer.  The  "Current  Points"  field
shows how many client retention points the member has. This number, along with other member
information, is printed on the receipt.
 
"Internal Memo", on the right, is an editable field that can contain extra information.
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Other Tab

The Other  tab contains  further  information  that  can be applied  to  a  personalized card.  You can
see a digital photograph of the customer (if there is one in the system), assign a swipe card to
the member record, and associate the member with a company in the event the company is to be
invoiced for the member's On Account purchases.
 

 
This  tab also  enables  you  to  specify  calendar  dates  that  concern  this  member.  There  are  three
different dates. The first of these is the member's birth date, which is self-explanatory. The two
other dates are explained below.

Anniversary Date
This is the date when the member record was first created. The system automatically enters it for
you.

Expiry Date
If  the  membership  is  canceled  or  expires  for  any  reason,  you  can  modify  this  date  (which  is
entered automatically when you first create the record) to reflect when the membership ended.
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Future Orders Tab

The  fourth  tab  enables  you  to  schedule  the  current  transaction  as  a  future  order,  instead  of
having the order made immediately. When associating a member to a future order, go to this tab
and  select  [Schedule]  (if  available).  Follow  the  instructions  to  determine  when  the  customer
needs the order ready. Using this feature, you can order meals hours or even days in advance of
processing  the  order.  Since  it  is  available  to  members  only,  the  Future  Orders  feature  is  one
advantage of having member accounts.
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Order History

The three blue buttons that appear when you select [Order History] contain information about the
last  three  meals  the  member  has  ordered  (provided  that  the  member  was  applied  to  each  of
them).
 

 
Selecting one of the buttons that display when you select [Order History] brings up a window that
provides details about the contents (and time) of  the order.  This window also has a [Re-Order]
button that automatically adds selected items to the current check.
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Price Levels

PixelPoint can be set up so that products have different prices in different situations. When one of
these situations is in effect, you may find that the price of an item or group of items has changed
from its "regular" price. These differences in pricing are called Price Levels.
 

One common event where you would find a difference in pricing is "Happy Hour". This is a period
in which many establishments reduce the price of their alcoholic beverages in an effort  to draw
more  customers.  A  price  level  can  be  scheduled  to  start  and  stop  at  specific  times,  like  with
Happy Hour, or to apply all of the time (like, for example, with student discounts, which usually
apply no matter what time or day it is).

Price By Report Category
In  this  situation,  prices  are  different  for  items  in  a  particular  report  category  or  group  of
categories,  and they are usually different only for a certain period of  time. For example,  Happy
Hour is usually an hour or two long and applies to liquor items only.

Price By Member Group
In  this  situation,  prices  are  different  for  a  particular  member  group;  at  some  establishments,
certain kinds of people get special pricing all of the time, or during a certain period of time. For
example,  students  often  get  discount  pricing.  By  applying  a  student  member  to  the  check,  the
prices  would  be  less  than  they  would  be  if  a  non-student  was  ordering.  Seniors  are  another
member group that often gets special pricing.

Price By Station
In  this  situation,  prices  are  different  depending  on  the  station  the  item  was  ordered  from.  For
example,  in  establishments  that  offer  both  casual  and  fine  dining,  the  stations  in  casual  dining
may offer a coffee for $1, whereas the stations in fine dining may offer that same coffee for $2.

Price By Sale Type
In  this  situation,  prices  are  different  depending  on  how  items  are  sold  (their  sales  type.)  For
example,  establishments  that  offer  both  delivery  and  sit-down  dining  may  increase  prices  for
delivery orders in order to take the cost of delivering the food into account.
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Product Types

Not all items that establishments use PixelPoint POS for are things that can be bought. Also, even
products that are bought sometimes need to be handled differently, as far as things like pricing
go. Because of this, PixelPoint POS has many different product types programmed for your use.
Each of these is explained in detail below.

Ordering Product
Any item that is listed on a menu is an ordering product. Ordering products have a price and print
on the receipt. A "Ham Sandwich" is an example of an ordering product.

Option
A modifier; something that modifies other products (typical modifiers are things like condiments,
sauces, etc..) Options may or may not carry a price. If the option does not have a price, it will not
print  on  the  receipt  (unless  individually  set  to  do  so  in  its  advanced  programming.)  An  option
must be associated to an ordering product. "Extra Cheese" is an example of an option.

Kitchen Command
A message that prints to a remote printer in the kitchen. It has no price and will not print on the
receipt. You can use kitchen commands to give instructions to kitchen staff without having to go
to the kitchen and tell them in person. "See server" is an example of a kitchen command.

Bussing Command
A message  intended  for  bussing  staff.  It  has  no  price,  will  not  print  on  the  receipt  and  has  no
screen button associated with it. You access bussing commands by selecting [Send Command] on
the  Table  Layout  Screen;  the  system  asks  you  to  select  the  desired  table  and  then  a  list  of
bussing  commands  displays.  After  you  select  a  bussing  command,  it  prints  at  the  designated
printer. "Clear Table" is an example of a bussing command.

Seating Position
A  numbered  order  marker,  enabling  you  to  separate  seats  (and  therefore  orders)  at  the  same
table. By using seating positions, you can separate people's orders on remote prints, split checks
more easily, and navigate through a table's order more efficiently. A seating position product has
no price and does not show up on the receipt.

Rated Product
A rental; a product with a price that increases as time passes. The timer for a rated product can
be stopped by selecting [Stop All Timers] or by printing the receipt. "Pool table" is an example of
a rated item. See "Rentals" for details about this product type.

Delay Print Command
A  command  that  pauses  remote  printing;  used  when  you  want  to  delay  the  printing  of  certain
items to the kitchen. For example, when placing an order, you could select the appetizers, select
"Delay" (which, say, is set for 10 minutes), and then select the entrees. In the kitchen, an order
would  print  containing  just  the  appetizers.  Ten  minutes  later,  another  order  would  print
containing the entrees. Delays can be programmed for any length of time or can be based on the
preparation time of the ordered items. Delays do not print on the receipt.
 

Delays  can  be  based  on  the  preparation  time  of  menu  items,  if  this  information  has  been
programmed into the menu items' product information. For example, say you order a soup and a
salad, apply a delay and then order a steak. The delay will look to the items ordered before it and
delay the printing of the steak by the preparation time of either the soup or the salad (whichever
is the longest); in this way, the steak will not be prepared before the customer has received the
appetizer.
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Delays  can  also  be  applied  in  a  Hold  &  Fire  operation,  in  which  the  delay  is  indefinite.  For
example, when ordering an appetizer and an entree, the entree will not print in the kitchen until
you void the delay.

Merchandise
A  retail  item.  It  is  selected  by  using  a  barcode  scanner  rather  than  the  touch  screen.  Upon
scanning the barcode, the item will appear on the check. Merchandise items print on the receipt.
"Large Polo Shirt" is an example of a merchandise item.

Minimum Charge
A product with a price that changes to ensure that the check total meets the minimum allowable
amount.  For example,  say that  the establishment  has a minimum charge of  $10;  all  customers
must pay this amount, no matter if what they order costs less. You select 'Minimum Charge', and
then  the  customer  asks  for  something  that  costs  $6.  When  you  order  the  item,  the  minimum
charge  will  change  its  price  to  $4,  so  the  total  is  $10.  If  the  customer  now  orders  something
costing $2, bringing the total worth of items to $8, the minimum charge will adjust its price to $2,
still keeping the total at $10. When the amount of the check surpasses the minimum charge, the
price of the minimum charge product will be zero and it will not show up on the receipt.

Ticket Number
A  product  that,  when  selected,  asks  you  to  enter  a  reference  number.  The  number  you  enter
attaches itself to the product label. A price can be applied to the ticket number and it can show up
on the receipt. Ticket numbers are used for things like limited edition products, which have serial
numbers  used  to  keep  track  of  what  specific  copies  have  been  sold.  For  example,  say  the
establishment  sells  boxes  of  Cuban cigars,  each of  which  has  a  serialized seal  label.  You  select
"Box Cuban Cigars"  and the system prompts  you to  enter  the  box's  serial  number.  The  receipt
shows both the product label and the serial number.

Cover Charge
An admission ticket. When this item is ordered it generates a ticket. This ticket is then given to
the customer as an entry ticket. Admission into a movie theater is an example of a cover charge
product. In this case, ordering an "Adult Admission" would print a ticket that the customer would
take to use to get into the theater.

Recipe Item
An item that  is  used to make ordering products;  recipe items are food ingredients  that  are not
usually sold by themselves (and so do not have their own buttons on the Order Screen). A recipe
item  is  used  to  post  raw  inventory  usage.  For  example,  say  the  chef  needs  to  process  the
inventory that was used for a buffet. Selecting [Post Inv Usage] presents a list of all recipe item
products, and the chef selects the items and quantities that were used from this list. This same
function can also be used for recording waste. See "Post Inventory Usage" for information about
this function.

Manual Keyboard
A  product  that  enables  you  to  type  in  a  name  or  description.  An  example  of  this  would  be
"Message  To  Chef".  When  you  select  'Manual  Keyboard',  the  system  displays  a  touch  screen
keyboard,  enabling you to  type a  brief  message that  will  be  included on the remote print.  This
product is a kind of customizable command product (See kitchen command and bussing command
above); instead of selecting a message from a list, you manually enter your own.
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Rentals

One of the types of products in PixelPoint POS is called a Rated Item (See "Product Types").
 

A rated item is  an ordering product  without  a  set  price.  Its  price is  instead determined by how
long the item is used. The longer the item is actively in use, the greater the price.
 

Some examples of rated items are:
Pool Tables

Bowling Lanes

Internet Access

 
The  remainder  of  this  section  takes  you  through  an  example  of  how  you  would  typically  use  a
rated  item  in  PixelPoint  POS.  Say  two  customers  enter  the  establishment  wishing  to  play  pool
(billiards). You:
 

1. Open a check and select [Pool Table]. This starts charging the customers for using a pool
table.

2. Soon  afterward,  you  return  to  the  check  and  you  see  that  it  shows  the  product  with  the
price of $0.33.

 

 
3. Returning to the check later on, you see that the price of the rental has now increased to

$23.33.
4. The customers decide to stop playing and one of them orders something to drink.
5. You select [Functions], then [Stop All Timers]. This halts the timer where it is. You also add

the beverage to the order.

 

Note:  Timers can also be stopped by selecting [Print Receipt].

6. After finishing their break, the customers decide to play pool some more. The server selects
[Pool Table] again and a new entry is added to the check. Its price starts to accumulate just
as the first entry did.

 

 
7. When the customers  decide to  stop  for  the  night,  you  settle  the  transaction  the  way  you

normally  would  (just  as  if  the  order  only  contained  ordering  products).  (See  "Settling  A
Check".)
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Selling Gift Cards

A gift card (or gift certificate) works much like a credit card in that you can pay for all or part of
an order or sale using the balance on the card. The difference however, is that the balance is pre-
purchased (usually by someone else). By using the card, you deplete those pre-purchased funds.
 

Once the funds are depleted however, the card may still be used for points in incentive programs.
The funds can also be replenished at any time.
 

 

In  a  situation  where  a  customer  wishes  to  use  a  gift  card  as  partial  payment,  PixelPoint  pre-
authorizes  up  to  the  maximum  amount  allowable  on  the  card.  For  example,  say  a  customer
named Joe pays using a gift card. The total is $100 but he only has $80 in available funds. Rather
than  reject  the  entire  payment,  PixelPoint  will  accept  the  $80  as  partial  payment,  leaving  the
remaining $20 outstanding for an alternate method of payment.
 
PixelPoint uses a “gift  card wizard” to simplify  the selling process.  The advantage of  the wizard
(aside from obvious simplicity) is  that  you can sell  multiple gift  cards in a single transaction.  It
also has the added benefit of applying to an existing check, rather than making you open a blank
one.

To Sell a Gift Card:
1. Go to the Finish screen and select [Gift Card].

 

 
2. Select a value by using one of the pre-set buttons or [Enter Amount].
3. If you want to apply the gift card to a specific member record, click on [Select] to bring up

the member screen. If you are assigning it to a gift card record, simply swipe it. If the gift
card does not have a magnetic strip, select [Manual Enter] to assign a number.

4. At  this  point,  you can repeat  the process to create another gift  card.  You can keep doing
this, for many cards, in a single transaction.

5. Select [Finish] when you are done. PixelPoint takes the information, processes the member/
gift card records and applies the selected balances to their respective accounts.

 
The system returns you to the Finish screen when it is finished. Each gift card record is applied as
a separate tender entry and displays both in the Totals window and in the Payments window that
opens when you select [Payments] (See the image below). In addition, the total sum of all of the
card values is added to the check and displays in the "Amount Due" window.
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To replenish a card balance:
1. Open a new check.
2. Select [Finish].
3. Enter the desired amount to be added to the Gift Card.
4. Select [On Account] as the method of payment.
5. Select [Yes] when the confirmation window displays.
6. Swipe the gift card when the system asks you to assign the swipe card.
7. Select  [Yes]  after  the  system  locates  the  member  record  and  displays  the  confirmation

window prompt.
8. Have the customer sign the credit sales slip when it prints.
9. Close the check to the desired method of payment.

The revised balance is applied immediately.
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Weighed Items

Some items are priced based on their  weight.  In such situations,  you need a weight  scale.  You
can  use  weighed  products  in  PixelPoint  POS  with  the  weight  scale  either  interfaced  to  the
PixelPoint system or as a separate component.

The programmed price of a weighed item is how much one unit of a certain weight costs. The unit
can be any kind of weight measurement; it can be in the Metric or Imperial system, and it can be
large or small (ounces or pounds, grams or kilograms, etc.). The only requirement is that the unit
the price is based on must be one that the scale displays.

The price that each customer pays for the item depends on how much of the item they order. The
weight  scale  determines  the  quantity.  For  example,  say  that  a  kilogram of  meat  costs  $2.  You
weigh the amount of meat the customer wishes to buy and the scale shows "1.25 kg". The price
that the customer would pay for the meat is $2.50 (2 x 1.25).

If  the  scale  is  interfaced  to  the  PixelPoint  system,  the  quantity/weight  is  automatically  applied
when you select the product. To order a weighed item in this case, you simply place the item on
the weight scale and select the appropriate product on the Order Screen.

If the scale is not interfaced to the PixelPoint system, you must apply the quantity/weight using
the  quantity  button.  To  do  this,  you  simply  select  [@1],  enter  the  weight  shown  on  the  scale
using the keypad that displays, and then select the appropriate product from the Order Screen.
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Functions Menu

There are many different ordering functions available to you when you place the order. You can
access many of  these from the Order Screen by selecting [Functions].  Others may be found on
the Order Screen itself, if your system is configured for them.

Listed at the bottom of the Functions Menu is pertinent information about your system. You will
find the version number of the PixelPoint system in the bottom-middle of the window. You may
need this if corresponding with a software support representative.

The "Open  Date"  is  in  the  bottom-left  of  the  window,  indicating  the  date  your  transactions  are
being posted to.  In the event that the End of  Day process was not run the previous night,  you
may notice that the Open Date is set to the day before even though the prints and receipts show
the current date. If you notice that this date is different from the current date, you should notify
your manager.

The station number in the bottom right corner identifies which station you are currently on.

Table Functions Menu Buttons

The following Table Functions Menu buttons are explained in the chapters that follow:

General Order Functions

How to Make Item
Charge Gratuity
Label

Table Service Functions

Set Number of Customers
Transfer Check
Move Table
Move Items
Create Splits By Seating
Detailed Order Info

Quick Service

Member Delivery

Bar Service

Stop All Timers
Re Order

General Manager Functions

Post Inventory Usage

Easy Add New Item

Void Entire Check

Extra Functions

Product Search

Label CC Name

Keep CC
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How to Make Item
Order Screen / Functions / How to Make Item
 
This  function  provides  item  information  for  a  selected  product.  Depending  on  what  your
establishment  has  put  in  to  the  system,  [How  to  Make  Item]  may  contain  preparation
instructions,  nutritional  content,  allergy-related  information  and  much  more.  If  your
establishment has not put in any information for a product, this function will not work when that
product is selected.
 

To use How to Make Item:
1. Open the check.
2. Select the item you wish to get information about.
3. Select [Functions].
4. Select [How to Make Item]. A window displays, showing an image of the item and a detailed

description. [Print] enables you to print the information.
5. Select [OK] to return to the Order Screen.

If you do not wish to order the item, select [Void] to remove it.

You can also use the [Sold OUT Item] and [Sold IN Item] buttons on this screen to flag items as
one or the other when you look up their product information. For more information about these
buttons, see "Product Functions".
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Charge Gratuity
Order Screen / Functions / Charge Gratuity

In some cases with larger parties, gratuity is added to the check.

To add a gratuity:
1. Select the table.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Charge Gratuity].
4. Enter the percentage (of the Net Total) to apply to the check. For example, "13.5" = 13.5%

.
5. Select [OK].

When  you  go  into  the  Finish  Screen  you  will  see  a  gratuity  added  to  the  check  (the  difference
between the "Final Total" and "Total (w/TIP)" values). It is also included on the printed receipt.

 
The  system  does  not  require  that  the  suggested  total  ("Total  (w/TIP)")  be  paid,  only  that  the
"Final  Total"  be  paid.  However,  if  your  local  laws  permit  it  and  your  establishment  wishes  to
enforce the total with tip, PixelPoint can do this.

Your system can also be programmed to automatically calculate an amount for the gratuity. If it
is programmed this way, you will not need to follow the steps above (unless you need to change
the amount of gratuity), but your Order Screen and Finish Screen will already show a "Total (w/
TIP)" line.
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Label
Order Screen / Functions / Label

When working with  saved checks,  a  label  can make it  considerably  easier  to  find  the  particular
one you want. The system assigns a reference number to each saved check; however,  you can
replace this number with a text label,  such as the customer's name, to help you find the check
later.

To apply a label:
1. Select [Functions] when the saved check is on the screen.
2. Select [Label].
3. Enter the desired label text.
4. Select [OK].

 
When you return to the check, you will see the label in the center of the black status bar on the
Order  screen.  You  will  also  see  the  label  on  the  Transaction  View  Screen  and  the  Split  Checks
screen (See here).
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Set Number of Customers
Order Screen / Functions / Set # of Customers
 
In Table Service mode PixelPoint prompts you to enter the number of customers when you open
the table. In Quick Service mode it will assume a customer count of one. If you want to change
the number of customers at a table, or you want to make a quick check order for more than one
person, you can use this function to do so.

To change the number of customers:
1. Open the check.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Set # of Customers].
4. Enter the new number of customers.

If  the number  is  greater  than 9,  select  [>9]  before  entering the number.  Then press
[OK].

When you enter the number on the keypad, the "# of Cust:" field on the Order Screen status bar
changes to reflect that number.
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Transfer Check
Order Screen / Functions / Transfer Check
 
This function transfers the check to another server.

To Transfer a Check:
1. Open the check.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Transfer Check].
4. Select the person you wish to transfer the check to; (s)he must be clocked in.

You may need management authorization at this point.

The  table's  icon  on  the  Table  Layout  screen  becomes  transparent,  indicating  that  it  belongs  to
another server. This also means that the server who received the check will be credited with the
sale when it is settled.
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Move Table
Order Screen / Functions / Move Table
 
Customers do not  always stay at  the first  table they sit  down at,  and sometimes they move to
join people seated at another table. You can use this function to handle either situation.

To move a check to another table:
1. Open the check to be moved.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Move Table].
4. Enter the table number you are moving the check to and select [OK].

If there is no one at the table you are moving the check to, the system returns you to the Table
Layout screen and moves the check to the new table.  If  there is  someone at  the table you are
moving the check to, the system asks you to confirm that you would like to join the tables. Select
[Yes] to merge the two checks together and [No] to cancel the move function.

Though  the  orders  will  be  merged  into  one  check,  they  will  still  remain  in  the  form  they  were
when brought across.

In the example above, seat numbering was used at both tables. Upon joining the two tables, the
seat numbers and their respective orders remain intact. This makes things very easy if you need
to split the check; each seat will be put into its own split, as shown below.
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Move Items
Order Screen / Functions / Move Items
 
If  you  mistakenly  place  an  order  on  the  wrong  table  and  you  wish  to  move  the  item(s)  to  the
proper table, you can use the Move Items function.

To move items to another table:
1. Open the check containing the item(s) to be moved.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Move Items].
4. Enter  the table  number  you wish  to  move the item(s)  to.  A  Split  Checks  screen displays,

showing a check for each table.

 

5. Select the item(s) you wish to move. The system highlights items as you select them.
If you select the wrong item, select [Clear Selections] to try again.

6. Touch the check for the table where you want the items to go.
7. Select  [Leave]  to  return  to  the  Table  Layout  screen  when  you  see  that  the  items  have

appeared on the right check.

Note:   You will  need management authorization if  you are moving an item after  the receipt
has been printed.
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Create Splits By Seating
Order Screen / Functions / Create Splits By Seating
 
Say that you have been working on an order and have applied seat numbers. The customers now
tell  you  that  they  would  like  separate  checks.  As  an  enhancement  to  applying  Split  Checks,
PixelPoint  developed the  [Create  Splits  By  Seating]  function.  This  enables  you  to  instantly  split
the check by each seat.
 

To create a split check for each seat:
1. Open the check.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Create Splits By Seating].
4. The Split  Checks  screen displays  with  individual  checks  already  made.  Each  split  contains

items that one customer ordered.
This function will not work unless seating has been applied.

5. Select [Leave] to return to the Table Layout screen.

Customers may not want a separate check for each and every seat. Sometimes they want some
seats combined. For example, one person may be buying for someone else, but not for a third or
fourth person at the table. If you want to combine any of the seats, you can move a seat's items
from one split to another. Say you want to combine seats three and four.

To combine split checks:
1. Select the bar labeled "Seat 3", located at the top of Split 3's item list.
2. Touch the white area around Seat 4's item list. All of the contents of Seat 3's split move to

Seat 4's split.
To  move  an  individual  item instead  of  the  whole  order,  select  only  the  item—not  the
seat title.

3. Settle Seat 3's split to $0.
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Detailed Order Info
Order Screen / Functions / Detailed Order Info
 
This function provides detailed information about the ordering of a selected item.
 

To use Detailed Order Info:
1. Open the check.
2. Select an ordered item.
3. Select [Functions].
4. Select [Detailed Order Info].  The Detailed Order Info window lists the name of  the server

who placed the order, the time it was placed, the station it was placed at, and its cost.
5. Select [OK] to close the window.
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Member/Delivery
Order Screen / Functions / Member/Delivery

This function can be used to look up, add, and modify a member's account, as well as to associate
a member with a check.

Tip:   Use  the  QuickMember  policy  in  BackOffice  to  configure  the  method  of  lookup.  The
StrictQuickMember policy can be used to return the user to the previous screen instead of the
Member form when they select the cancel button and when QuickMember is set to something
other than 0 (Normal Delivery).

Member/Delivery Buttons

Last Name Find:  Lists  all  of  the members in  the database (if  no text  has been typed into the
text box above it). Typing text in the text box narrows down the results returned by the button.

Keyboard: Displays a keyboard, enabling you to use a touch screen to type in the last name of
the member you want to find.

New  Member:  Takes  you  to  a  blank  member  record  on  the  Member  Screen,  enabling  you  to
create a new member.

Use  Member:  Associates  the  selected  member  with  the  check  and  returns  you  to  the  Order
Screen.

Cancel:  Takes  you  to  the  Member  Screen,  with  the  "Member  Default"  record  showing,  if  no
member is associated with the check. If a member is associated with the check, the screen shows
that record.

OK: Opens the selected member's record, taking you to the Member Screen and enabling you to
make changes to it.

Each Member Screen tab is described in the "Member Screen" section.
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Stop All Timers
Order Screen / Functions / Stop All Timers

This function stops the timer on a rental item (such as a pool table, bowling alley or golf clubs)
(See "Rentals" for more information).

 
To Stop a Timer:

1. Open the check.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Stop All Timers]. The system returns you to the Order Screen and halts the timer.

The rental amount displays on the check.

Note:  Printing the customer receipt also stops the timer.

 
If you want to rent the item again, simply select it from the Order Screen again. The rental will
appear on a separate line on the check each time you select it.
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Re-Order

Order Screen / Functions / Re-Order
 
Say that a group of  people have ordered their  drinks and now request  "another round".  Rather
than taking the whole order all over again, you can simply use the Re-Order function to retrieve a
list  of  what has been ordered.  By selecting the desired items on this  list,  you can send a fresh
order of these items to the bar (or kitchen).
 

To Reorder Items:
1. Retrieve the check.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Re-Order].
4. Select the items you wish to re-order.
5. Select [Re-Order].

 
The system returns you to the Order Screen and adds the selected items to the check. You can
then select additional items before sending the order.
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Post Inventory Usage
Order Screen / Functions / Post Inv Usage

Recipes for ordering products can be programmed into PixelPoint; ordering one of these products
depletes the stock items used to make it.  For example, say your establishment offers a Cheese
Sandwich and that the recipe for this product is:

2 slices of bread

1 slice of cheese

.5 ounce butter

.5 ounce mayonnaise

Every time someone orders a Cheese Sandwich, these items are depleted from your inventory (in
these  quantities).  However,  there  may  be  situations  when  you  need  to  deplete  inventory  for
things other than recipes. Post Inventory Usage enables you to do this.

Note:  PixelPoint's inventory system, StockBoy, is required for this function to work.

 

Buffet

One common situation where you would use Post Inventory Usage is a buffet.  No two plates of
food are exactly the same in a buffet so no set recipe can be applied.

To apply inventory to a buffet:
1. Open a new check.
2. Set the number of customers as 0.
3. Select [Functions].
4. Select [Post Inv Usage].
5. Select one of the items used in the buffet from the list of stock items that displays.
6. Enter the quantity that was used for the entire buffet. PixelPoint applies the stock item to

the check in the quantity you specify.
7. Repeat steps 3-6 for each inventory item used in the buffet.
8. Select [Finish] after entering all of the stock items that were used in the buffet.
9. Settle the check to $0; PixelPoint automatically adjusts the inventory levels.
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Easy Add New Item
Order Screen / Functions / Easy-add New Item

This  function  enables  you  to  add  products  to  PixelPoint  'on  the  fly,'  without  resorting  to
programming them through BackOffice.

To add new items to the menu:
1. Select a blank button on the Order Screen where you wish to add the item.
2. Select [Functions].
3. Select [Easy-add New Item].

You may need management authorization at this point.

4. Enter the name of the item.
5. Select the type of product.

If you are not sure about the product type, select "Ordering Product".

6. Enter the price.
7. Select whether this is a dessert (of the day).

8. Select whether this is a daily special.
If you answer "Yes" to either Special or Dessert, the item will be added to the Billboard
Screen.

9. Touch anywhere on the screen to refresh the display if the new item does not appear on the
Order Screen immediately.

Note:  This function should only be used to add new (and vital) items to the system. Before
adding the item, ensure that it does not already exist on the system.
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Void Entire Check
Order Screen / Functions / Void Entire Check

Say that you need to void everything that has been ordered on a customer's check. Rather than
do this item by item, you can do it all at once by using this function.

A  Void  Reasons  window  displays  when  you  select  this  function  (as  shown  in  the  screenshot),
asking you to give a reason why you want to void the whole bill. Select the appropriate reason.
You may need management authorization to use this function.

You will remain in the check, but all ordered items will be voided out.

Note:  Any items on the check that have not yet been sent will NOT be voided.
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Product Search
Order Screen / Functions / Product Search

Your system may be configured with a [Label CC Name] function button on your Order Screen.

This function allows users to find and order products by description in the POS.
 

To use Product Search:
1. Open Product Search from the Functions menu.
2. Select the [Search] button to open the onscreen keypad.
3. Enter a search phrase and then select [OK].

Products that match the search phrase will be shown at the top of the Product Search window and
can be chosen from there.
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Label CC Name
Order Screen / Functions / Label CC Name
 

Your system may be configured with a [Label CC Name] function button on your Order Screen.

This  function  automatically  labels  the  transaction  with  the  name stored  on  a  credit  card.  When
you select this function, the system prompts you to swipe the card.

The Label CC Name function may be in other places on your system, instead. For example, it may
have been added to the Functions Menu. In addition, some versions of the Keyboard Screen also
have the [Label CC Name] function button on them.
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Keep CC
Order Screen / Functions / Keep CC

Your  system  may  be  configured  with  a  [Keep  CC]  function  button  on  your  Order  Screen.  This
feature enables you to do things like keep a tab with a customer's credit card.

To use Keep CC:
1. Select [Keep CC].

2. Swipe the customer's card when prompted.

The button's label changes to [Apply CC] and the credit card type's logo appears on it.

The transaction is automatically labeled with the name on the credit card.

You can now use the button to apply payment to the transaction directly. To settle the transaction
to the customer's credit card, simply select this button.

When you select [Apply CC], a prompt appears asking you to confirm what you want to do.
 

OK: Settles the transaction to the kept charge card, and changes the button back to [Keep CC] so
you can keep another charge card for a new order.

No: Returns you to the Order Screen, with the credit card still kept on the system, so you can
apply payment to the order later, when you do want to.

Remove  On  Trans:  Removes  the  card  from  the  transaction.  When  you  do  this,  you  will  get
another prompt asking for confirmation that you do indeed want to remove the charge card.

If you go to the Finish Screen after you select [Keep CC] and swipe a card, you will see that the
credit  card has been added to the available list  of  payment methods on the right,  and that  the
credit card is already selected for you as the payment method.

You can then settle the transaction to this credit card through the Finish Screen using the [Apply
CC On Trans] button immediately. Of course, you can also select another payment method if you
want to close the transaction to something else (or if you are working on another transaction for a
different customer.)
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Service Modes

This  chapter  contains  information  that  applies  to  individual  types  of  service  (such  as  Table
service, Quick service, etc.). Information contained in one section may not be applicable to other
kinds  of  operations.  However,  if  your  establishment  offers  more  than  one  kind  of  service  (For
example, it may have dine-in seating but may also do take-out), you will find that information in
more than one section is useful to you. This chapter has the following sections:
 

Table Service

Quick Service

Bar Service

Cashier Service

Delivery and Pickup Service

Hostess Service
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Table Service

The definition of a Table Service establishment is one where the customer dines at the restaurant
and  is  served  at  a  table.  Though  there  are  many  variations,  the  general  concept  of  a  Table
Service establishment is one that involves a server opening a guest check and leaving it open for
the duration of the meal. The customer pays for the meal only when finished dining.

This  section  addresses  features  and  functions  that  are  important  to  Table  Service  operations.
Topics here explain things such as starting a table and how to take a basic order in Table Service.
The section is broken down as follows:
 

Starting A Table

Table Orders

Hold and Fire

Hold Order

Bussing
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Starting A Table

Every table has a graphic representation on the Table Layout Screen. You work with these images
to  handle  tables'  checks.  As  you  open,  add  to  and  close  checks,  the  color  coding  of  the  table
images  will  change  automatically  (See  the  Table  Layout  Screen  for  what  the  different  colors
mean). Table icons come in three general shapes—circles, squares and diamonds—though these
shapes can be altered slightly. The nodules on each table represent the number of seats the table
has.

 
In the above image, Table 5 has a seating capacity of six, yet only three seats are occupied. Table
8 also has a capacity of six, but all seats are occupied. Tables 4 and 34 have seating capacities of
two; there is no one seated at Table 4, but Table 34 is full (it has two people seated at it).

To Start a Table:
1. Select the table icon that represents the actual table you want to work on. The icon should

be blue if you want to start a new table.
If  you  do  not  see  the  table  icon  on  the  screen,  you  may  need  to  change  the  dining
section.  Select  the  name  of  the  desired  dining  section  on  the  top  right  corner  of  the
screen. The Table Layout screen display will change to that dining section. The system
will continue to return you to that section until you choose another section.

2. Enter the number of people seated at the table when the numeric keypad displays. If there
are more than nine people at the table, select [>9] (which enables you to enter a two digit
number), enter the number, and then select [OK].

Your establishment may not need you to enter the number of customers.

3. Place the order when the system displays the Order Screen.

 

When  you  return  to  the  Table  Layout  Screen,  note  that  the  table  icon  has  changed  so  the
corresponding number of seats are highlighted (as in the above image).
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Table Orders

There  are  many  different  ways  you  can  place  an  order,  as  there  are  many  different  kinds  of
operations. The Order Screen should be designed to best suit your kind of operation. This section
takes  you through a  very  basic  order.  See  the  Order  Screen  for  an  explanation  of  the  screen’s
contents.
 

If your establishment uses a Hold and Fire method of placing and sending orders, see "Hold and
Fire" for instructions, instead of this section.
 

Say  there  is  a  customer  who  has  just  sat  down  at  Table  31.  Start  the  table,  as  outlined  in
"Starting A Table", selecting Table 31 and entering "1" for the number of customers. When you
ask for the customer's order, she says that she wants the soup of the day and a cup of tea.

To Enter an Order:
1. Select [Soup & Salad] from the order page grid.
2. Select [Soup of the Day] from the product grid.
3. Select [Non Alcohol] from the order page grid.

4. Select [Tea] from the product grid.
5. Select the logout button in the lower-left corner of the screen to log out. The system sends

the food order to the kitchen and the beverage order to the bar.
If you select [Leave Table] instead, the system sends the order, but returns you to the
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floor layout instead of logging you out.

Note:  Your menu will not be the same as that in the images here. Your establishment may
not even sell these products. What follows below is just an example.

The customer may order a dessert at a later time.

To add to an order:
1. Log in.
2. Select  the Table 8 icon from the Table Layout  screen (the icon should be red).  The order

screen displays.
3. Select [Dessert] from the order page grid.
4. Select [Pecan Pie] from the product grid.

5. Select  the  logout  button  to  log  out.  The  system  sends  the  order  for  the  dessert  to  the
kitchen and logs you out.
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Hold and Fire

Your system may be configured to be what is usually called a Hold & fire operation. This means
that a number of items, usually for different courses of the meal, are entered into the system at
the same time, but not sent to the kitchen at the same time.
 

The server will fire some items and 'hold' the rest of the order until an appropriate time (usually
in time for the kitchen to start making the next course). For example, you may be trained to fire
the appetizers right away and hold the rest of the order. After a certain period of time, you will
then fire the entrées for the main course and hold the desserts. When the customers have eaten
the main course, you fire the desserts.
 

Your system may be configured for this in one of several ways. For example, it may be configured
such  that  you,  the  server,  add  "Hold  and  Fire"  commands  between  the  courses  on  the  order
receipt window.
 

It could also be configured to use course bands, which make it very easy to tell  what has been
ordered for what course. These course bands also enable you to set what course a product is a
part of; simply add the product to that course's section. This makes it easy to handle situations,
say, where a customer wants additional appetizers as their main course.

Hold and Fire Indicators

Your  system  can  be  configured  to  indicate  that  a  table  has  a  hold  and  fire  item  on  it.  If  your
system is  set  to  do this,  then you will  see  a  white  pause  symbol  on  the  table's  icon  when you
return to the Table Layout Screen after you apply a hold and fire command.

Systems that are set to show the white pause symbols can also be configured to show that a long
time has passed since the hold and fire was applied and that the next part of the order should be
fired. After a period of inactivity, the pause symbol will do one of the following:

Turn yellow.
Turn yellow and flash on and off.
Alternate between white and yellow.

A  guide  to  these  indicators  is  available  in  the  software  itself;  you  can  get  a  reminder  of  what
these indicators mean by selecting [Table Info] and then [Legend]. (See "Table Legend")

Using Hold and Fire

The instructions below take you step by step through the process of placing and firing an order in
a number of situations. Your establishment will only use one of the following methods, and, even
for that method, it may train you to process the order a little differently. What is given below is
intended as an example of  the functionality of  your software and the recommended process for
using it.

To place an order using manual hold and fire:
1. Open a table.
2. Order drinks.
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3. Order appetizers.
4. Insert a Hold and Fire command.
5. Order main courses.
6. Insert a Hold and Fire command.
7. Order desserts.

8. Leave the check.
9. Open the check again when it is time to fire the next course.

10. Select the first Hold and Fire command.
11. Select [Void Item].

12. Leave the check.
13. Repeat steps 9 to 12 until all of the Hold and Fire items have been voided.

Note:  You cannot print a receipt with a Hold & Fire item on it. The system checks for these
items and will not print the receipt if it finds one. In addition, you cannot use Hold & Fire with
rated items. The system will automatically remove any Hold & Fire feature it finds when you
order a rated product.

If your establishment uses the following type of Hold and Fire, then you will  have course bands
and section labels on your menu, and a [Fire Order] button on your Order Screen. You cannot use
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this method if you do not have [Fire Order].

To place an order using course bands:

1. Open a table.
2. Insert the "Drinks" section label.
3. Order drinks.
4. Insert the "Appetizers" course band.

 

 
5. Order appetizers.
6. Insert the "Main Course" course band.
7. Order main courses.
8. Insert the "Desserts" course band.
9. Order desserts.

 

 
10. Select [Fire Order].
11. Select the first course to fire ("1 - Appetizer", for example).

 

 
12. Select [OK].

The system automatically adds a "Hold and Fire" command after the course.
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13. Leave the check.
14. Open the check again when it is time to fire the next course.

 

 
15. Select [Fire Order].
16. Select the next course to fire.
17. Select [OK].

The system again highlights the items that will be fired.
18. Leave the check.
19. Repeat steps 14 - 18 until all of the courses are fired.

Note:  You cannot print a receipt with a Hold & Fire item on it. The system checks for these
items and will not print the receipt if it finds one. In addition, you cannot use Hold & Fire with
rated items. The system will automatically remove any Hold & Fire feature it finds when you
order a rated product.

Seating Positions

Course-based Hold and Fire also works with seats — if  your establishment is configured so that
you  can  add seating  positions  to  a  check  to  separate  orders,  you  can  add  course  bands  within
each seat. When you fire a course, the products for that course in each seat will be fired at the
same time and the products for other courses in each seat will  be held.  When you are creating
orders on the system, make sure you add the seating position band to the check first and then
add course bands within each seat.
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To add to an order:
1. Select the course band or a product in the section you want to add the product to.
2. Add the product.

For example, if you want to add additional drinks to an order with course bands, select the drinks
at the top of the check and then add the new drinks from the menu.

Send Order Preview

Your system may be programmed to have a [Send Order Preview] option when you select [Fire
Order]  for  the  first  time  on  a  check.  You  can  use  this  function  to  send  a  preview  of  all  of  the
course items to the kitchen. Once you have fired a course, however, this option will no longer be
available.
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Hold Order

Your system may be configured with a [Hold Order] function button on your Order Screen.

This  feature  logs  you  out  of  the  station  but  holds  the  entire  order  — no  items  are  sent  to  the
kitchen or any other printer. This enables you to leave a station without sending any items and
without tying up the station. Other servers can use the station to place orders without having to
wait for you to come back and without making any changes to your order.

You can use this feature for situations where you need to clarify the details of an order and you
need to return to the guests to check with them. Instead of making sure that all  of  your fellow
servers do not touch the station while you are gone, you can simply select [Hold Order] and then
go speak with the guests. When you return, simply log back in to the station and select the table
again.

Your Table Layout Screen can be configured to indicate that a table has a held older. If it is, you
will  see a white hand icon on the table when you log back into the station after selecting [Hold
Order]. You will also normally see these icons on tables that are not your own and that have held
orders.

If a table has an order that has been held for a long time, the white hand icon will do one of the
following, depending on how your system is configured:

Turn yellow.
Turn yellow and flash on and off.
Alternate between white and yellow.

The length of time it takes before the icon's behavior changes also depends on how your system
is configured. Your management can specify how long the icon stays white.

A  guide  to  these  indicators  is  available  in  the  software  itself;  you  can  get  a  reminder  of  what
these indicators mean by selecting [Table Info] and then [Legend]. (See "Table Legend")
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Bussing

The  Table  Layout  Screen  has  a  [Send  Command]  button  that  enables  you  to  initiate  bussing
commands.

Bussing commands are programmable and can include instructions such as:

Clear Table
Replace Cutlery
Replenish Water

To Send a Bussing Command:
1. Select [Send Command] from the Table Layout screen.
2. Select the table you want to send the command to.
3. Select a bussing command from the list the system displays.

The  bussing  command  prints  in  the  kitchen  (or  wherever  the  establishment  has  set  them  to
print).

PixelPoint can be programmed to put tables into bussing mode when you close the check (your
establishment may or may not have done this). When a table is in bussing mode, the table icon
on the table layout screen will change to a flashing trash can.
 

 
When the table is in bussing mode, anyone on the Table Layout screen can select the icon. The
system will ask if the table is cleared. If you select [Yes], the icon will change to the original blue
table graphic, and new customers can be seated at the table. If you select [No], the icon will stay
the trash can.
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Quick Service

A Quick Service establishment is one where customers pay at the same time (or just before) they
get their order. This form of service includes not only fast food establishments, but also places as
different as cafeterias and retail shops.

This section addresses important functions in Quick Service operations. It includes how to place
quick orders, how to manage pick ups and deliveries, and much more.

This  mode of  operation is  for  users  such as  fast  food order  takers,  cashiers  and bartenders.  In
fact,  service  modes  such  as  Delivery  and  Pickup  Service  (and  often  Bar  Service  and  Cashier
Service) are kinds of Quick Service. So, topics in this section apply to those modes too. However,
because each of these has its own specialized and exclusive topics, it is presented as a separate
service mode in its own section.

You do not work with tables in Quick Service; you work only with the check itself. There are two
ways to work in Quick Service mode. In the first way (and the default way), the system presents
you with a blank check on the Order Screen when you log in and every time you close a check. In
the second way, you use the Transaction View Screen, which enables you to choose between the
option of creating a new check or selecting a saved one.

The contents of this section are:
 

Quick Orders

Drive Thru Service

Combos

Size Up/Down 
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Placing Quick Service Orders

Because there are so many different kinds of  Quick Service establishments,  the way orders are
placed  in  each  one  can  be  quite  different  too.  However,  the  following  basic  process  applies  to
most types.

To place an order for a Quick Service check:
1. Enter the order on the Order Screen when the customer approaches and tells you the order.

If in a cafeteria, enter the order as presented on the tray.

2. Tell the customer the check total.
3. Select [Finish].
4. Settle the check using the method of payment the customer gives you (To learn how, see

the various subsections of "Settling A Check").

 
The  system  returns  you  to  the  Order  Screen  so  you  can  process  the  next  order.  See  "Table
Orders" for further details about placing orders.
 

 
Depending on which buttons your establishment chooses to apply  to  your  order  form, you may
have a [Print Receipt] button on the Order Screen, as in the image above. This button prints the
receipt  so it  can be given to the customer,  placed on a tray  so  other  employees  can make the
order, or a variety of other things.

If your establishment settles most transactions to cash, your order template may also have [Close
Cash].  This  button  eliminates  the  need  to  go  to  the  Finish  Screen  to  close  a  cash  transaction.
[Close Cash] assumes exact change and immediately settles the check.

You can find descriptions of the other buttons on the sample Order Screen above in the "Order
Screen" section (See here).
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Drive-Thru Service

This sections describes some of the most common types of Drive-Thru Services.

Single Window Drive-Thru

In this  type of  service,  the establishment  has one window for  managing drive-thru orders.  This
window is used for taking payment and giving customers their orders. The image below shows the
process for customers.
 

 
You can take orders either at the Drive-Thru window station itself, or at another station within the
establishment (any of the stations at the front counter, for example). In fact, your establishment
can use multiple stations to process and save these orders. Customers get their orders using the
same window they used to pay for them - the Drive-Thru window 2 shown in the image above.

To process an order in a single window Drive-Thru environment:
1. Enter the order on a blank check on the Order Screen. (The basic order process is outlined

in detail in "Table Orders").
2. Select [Save Check].

The order prints in the kitchen or displays on the video display system there.
You can take another order at this point, even though the first order is not completely
finished.

9. When the customer arrives at the first window, select [Get Check]. The system retrieves the
check and displays it for you.

3. Settle the transaction. The order disappears from the screen and the system brings you to a
new blank check.

4. Present the order to the customer when it is ready.
If  you are using a video display system, use the bump-bar  to remove the order from
the screen.

Double Window Drive-Thru

In this type of service, the establishment has two windows for managing drive-thru orders. The
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process is the same as in a single window drive-through environment, except that customers get
their orders at the second window indicated by a 3 in the image below.

 
Although the second window is generally used for order pick up, you can take orders at it as well.
Additionally,  if  both  stations  are  busy,  establishments  can  use  front-counter  stations  to  take
drive-thru orders.

To process an order in a double window Drive-Thru environment:
1. Enter the order on a blank check on the Order Screen. (The basic order process is outlined

in detail in "Table Orders").
2. Select [Save Check].

The order prints in the kitchen or displays on the video display system there.
You can take another order at this point, even though the first order is not completely

finished.

3. When the customer arrives at the first window, select [Get Check]. The system retrieves the
check and displays it for you.

4. Settle the transaction. The order disappears from the screen and the system brings you to a
new blank check.

5. Ask the customer to advance to the second window.
6. Present the order to the customer when it is ready and when the customer has arrived at

the pick up window.
If  you are using a video display system, use the bump-bar  to remove the order from
the screen. Although the check is already closed, the order will still appear on the video
display system (so you know which orders have yet to be prepared and/or given out.)
The order will not disappear until you use the bump-bar.

Dual Drive-Thru Systems

Some establishments  have more  than  one drive-thru  lane;  these  lanes  may  be  identical,  or,  in
establishments  that  have more than one kind of  dining,  they  may be different  (in  terms of  the
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products they offer, or in other ways). These systems generally operate in the same way as the
drive-thru systems described above, even if they differ in their physical layout. Each lane has its
own drive-thru window(s)  and station(s)  for  taking orders.  These stations  have the appropriate
menu for the lane they service and are programmed NOT to see saved checks from other lanes.

If the drive-thru lanes all have the same menu, your establishment can still program stations NOT
to  see  saved  checks  from  other  lanes.  So,  if  an  order  is  placed  in  Lane  1,  only  the  stations
programmed for  Lane  1  can  retrieve  that  order.  The  stations  programmed  for  Lane  2  can  only
retrieve Lane 2 orders.
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Combos

When ordering a combo, you simply select the combo product (e.g., [Big Burger Combo] and the
system  adds  all  items  within  that  combo.  The  individual  items  appear  as  modifiers  within  the
combo product.
 

 
Say  that  a  server  ordered  [Big  Burger  Combo]  from the  menu  in  the  above  image.  When  [Big
Burger Combo] was selected, the system added a banquet burger, large fries and a large soda to
the check. Though each individual item can be ordered separately, with its own price, the price of
the combo overrides the price of the components.
 
Combo ordering can be programmed simply as a variation of forced questions. However they are
programmed,  combos  often  involve  forced  questions.  For  instance,  there  may  be  a  forced
question asking what kind of  soda the customer wants,  or whether the customer wants fries or
onion rings. See "Forced Questions" for more details.

Auto Combo Recognition

Your system may be programmed to automatically display the combos that contain the individual
items  you  have  added  to  the  check  already.  For  example,  say  a  customer  orders  an  "Original
Bacon Cheeseburger" and then orders fries.
 
If  your establishment uses auto combo recognition and has a combo with these two items in  it
(and,  say,  a drink),  the combo will  display in  the Combo Grid  on the Order  Screen,  letting you
know that there is a combo available that the customer can order if  they want to. How much it
will  cost the customer to upgrade to the combo will  be displayed on the combo's button on the
button grid.

Your system can be configured to display items in the Combo Grid in a number of ways. However
it is configured, you will not see any buttons for the Combo grid until you add items to the order
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that are available in combos.

Your system may be configured to display the Combo Grid  as  a grid  just  like the Menu Grid  or
Product Grid, as in the image below.

Your system might also be configured for auto combo recognition in another way. It might be set
to automatically convert individual combo items into a combo product if all the individual parts of
that combo are added to the check.
 
For  example,  say  your  system  is  configured  for  this  and  that  it  has  an  Original  Bacon
Cheeseburger  Combo  (which  includes  an  Original  Bacon  Cheeseburger,  fries,  and  a  drink.)  You
would be able to touch all the individual buttons, [Original Bacon Cheeseburger], [Fries], [Drink],
and  the  system  would  automatically  convert  these  three  items  on  the  Item  List  into  the  one
combo product for you.
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Size Up/Down 

Combos (See here) work well with the [Size Up] and [Size Down] function buttons. All quick order
templates  generally  have  these  buttons,  but  PixelPoint  enables  you  to  add  them  to  any  order
template.

Should you wish to "Super Size" or "Kid Size" a combo, you can do so by selecting one of these
buttons. Super-sizing involves increasing the size of an item. So, for example, pressing [Size Up]
would change a medium pizza to a large pizza. Kid-sizing involves decreasing the size of an item.
Following the example above,  pressing [Size Down] would change the medium pizza to a small
one.
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Bar Service

It  is  hard  to  classify  Bar  Service  as  a  Table  Service  operation  or  a  Quick  Service  operation
because  it  can  be  either.  In  many  establishments,  Bar  Service  is  a  hybrid  of  the  two;  you  can
either acquire your drink from the bartender or order it from a Table Service representative.

The contents of this section address Bar Service functions that are used in all  of  these types of
operation. Probably the most important concept to Bar Service is running a tab; that concept is
explained in detail here (See here).

There are two functions on the Functions Menu that are used frequently in Bar Service. See "Re
Order" and "Stop All Timers" for detailed information about them.
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Running a Tab

Sometimes you may want  to  save the Quick  Service  check  rather  than  close  it  right  away.  For
example, you usually do this at service bars, when the customer requests a ‘tab’ so they can pay

for all of their quick orders at the end of the evening.

To Save a Check:
1. Enter the order on the Order Screen.

When you select the first item, [Get Check] changes to [Save Check].

You can optionally  select  [Functions]  and then [Label]  to  apply  a  name to  the  check.
This will make the tab easier to identify and retrieve later on.

2. Select [Save Check].

 
The check disappears from the screen, the items are sent and the open check is retained within
the system.
 

To Get a Check:
1. Select [Get Check] on the Order Screen. A list of all saved checks displays, and the check

number displays in the bottom left corner. This can be replaced with a label using the Label
function.

2. Select the desired check by touching its blue title bar at the top. The order screen displays
with the retrieved check.

 
You can now add to the order, save or close the check.
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Tab Cards

Tab cards enable market  style restaurants to easily  access a transaction by swiping a card into
Pixel POS. To use a tab card, simply swipe it through when you are on the Floor Layout screen
(See "Table Layout Screen" for a similar kind of screen), and it will bring up the transaction linked
to that card. You can then add more items or close out the check.

The way tab cards work is that each card has a table # stored on it. This table # functions as the
tab #. Swiping the card will bring up the table that is stored on it. You can have any table # from
5000-29999, so there is  practically no limit  to the number of  open tabs you can have. You can
also split tab checks, in the same way you split other checks (See "Split Checks").
 

Note:   You can secure a tab either by holding the customer's credit  card or by asking for  a
deposit. Give the customer their credit card or their deposit back when you close the tab.
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Cashier Service

Cashier  service  can  apply  to  both  Table  Service  and  Quick  Service  environments.  See  "Table
Service"  and  "Quick  Service"  for  more  information  about  these  modes  of  operation  without
cashiers.

In  a  Table  Service  environment,  the server  opens  the  check,  tends  to  the  order  and  prints  the
check upon completion. At this point,  however, the customer takes the check to the cashier for
payment. The cashier retrieves the check on the system and settles it.

In  a  Quick  Service  environment,  Cashier  Service  typically  applies  to  a  cafeteria-type
establishment,  in  which  the  customers  assemble  their  own  orders  and  then  take  them  to  the
cashier for payment.

This  section  addresses  how to  close  checks  in  these  situations  and  what  happens  when  closing
another person's check. It has two main subsections—one for Cashiers in Table Service and one
for Cashiers in Quick Service.

Note that when cashiers are handling the final part of orders, the person who opens the check is
not  the  one  who  closes  it,  as  they  usually  are  in  environments  where  servers  close  their  own
checks.
 
A general PixelPoint rule is that the person who closes the check is the person who gets credit for
the sale. This person is also responsible for the payment received. Because of this rule, cashiers,
by  default,  get  the  credit  for  the  sales  they  complete.  (Your  establishment  can  change  this,
however, to make sure it can keep track of the transactions each server handles.)
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Cashiers in Table Service

There are two methods for retrieving and closing checks that a cashier working in a Table Service
environment may use.

Method 1 - Standard Check Retrieval

When using this method, the cashier's system interface is set to Restaurant Seating.

To retrieve a standard check:
1. Select  the  table  indicated  on  the  check  when  the  customer  approaches  and  presents  the

check to you. The system retrieves the check.
2. Select [Finish] and close the check. (See "Settling A Check".)

Method 2: Retrieval by Check Scan

When  using  this  method,  the  cashier's  system  interface  is  set  to  Quick  Order  (although  the
cashier is working in a Table Service environment).

To retrieve a check by scanning it:
1. Scan the barcode on the check when the customer approaches and presents the check. The

system retrieves the check automatically.
2. Select [Finish] and close the check. (See "Settling A Check".)

 
With this  method,  it  is  essential  that  the system be equipped with  barcode readers  and receipt
printers  capable  of  printing  barcodes.  The  barcode  on  each  receipt  represents  the  transaction
number.

This  method,  though initially  a  little  costlier,  is  considerably  faster  and  more  accurate  than  the
manual retrieval method above. This solution also gives you the tools to retrieve credit-card slip
reference numbers for faster and more accurate application of charge tips.

No matter which method is used, when the cashier retrieves the check for settlement, ownership
of  that  check  is  transferred  from  the  server  to  the  cashier.  It  is  now  the  responsibility  of  the
cashier to ensure that the check has been properly tendered and that any charge tips have been
applied.
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The Employee Cash Out Report for servers should be set to reflect sales based on the employee
who  started  the  transaction.  Otherwise,  no  sales  transactions  will  show  on  servers'  cash  out
reports, because the default cash report includes only those transactions an employee closes. In
cashier service, servers do not close transactions. PixelPoint has a report you can use in this case.
It  is  called  "SQLPOSEmpCashOutByWhoStart"  and  is  applied  in  the  BackOffice  system  (an
example of it is shown on the right above).
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Cashiers in Quick Service

When  cashiers  are  working  in  a  Quick  Service  environment,  the  customer  typically  assembles
their own order and then presents it  to the cashier for payment. Though this is usually called a
cafeteria environment, many newer establishments are applying this to places like food courts.

Unlike  in  a  Table  Service  environment,  there  is  no  transfer  of  the  check  from  one  person  to
another (and thus the default Cash Out Report is suitable for this situation). The cashier is set up
just like a regular Quick Service employee (like in a fast food establishment). The only difference
between this and full Quick Service is that it is the customer and not the employee who retrieves
the order.

Closing a Quick Service check in this situation usually involves the cashier reviewing the contents
of the order, entering it all on a blank check, and settling the check with the customer.

Till Management

It  is  likely  that  you  would  want  to  have  Till  Assignment  applied  to  your  system in  this  kind  of
environment.  You  would  probably  benefit  from  it  if  your  establishment  meets  the  following
criteria:
 

Multiple cashiers are working at the same time.
Cashiers are fully responsible for their drawer inserts.
Cashiers move among the stations with their inserts.

 
For further information on till management, see "Till Assignment".
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Delivery And Pickup Service

There are two key people involved in managing delivery orders. The first is the order taker. This is
the  person  who  takes  the  order  and  closes  the  check  (if  paid  up  front)  or  saves  the  check  for
payment later on. The order taker also monitors deliveries, in case anyone asks about the status
of an order or delivery run.

The  other  key  person  is  the  delivery  driver.  This  is  the  person  who  picks  up  the  orders  for
delivery, brings them to customers in other locations, presents the check, collects payment at the
customer's door (be it cash or credit card) and finalizes the transaction upon returning (by either
settling it to cash or applying a charge tip before closing.

Pick Up orders (sometimes referred to as Take Out or Take Away orders) are processed similarly
to delivery orders, except that a delivery driver is not involved in the process. Instead, customers
come to pick up their own orders. The order taker creates the take out order and saves it on the
system. When the customer arrives, the order taker retrieves the order and closes it.

This chapter has the following topics:
 

Delivery Scenarios

Order Taker Screen

Placing Delivery Orders

Driver Screen

Delivery Dispatch

Pick Up Orders

Delivery Features
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Delivery Scenarios

This section addresses some situations and features that you may come across when working in a
Delivery Service environment. Understanding the concepts in this section may make the rest of
this chapter easier to understand.

COD Orders

In  this  case,  the  customer  calls  in  the  order,  indicating  that  it  is  COD (which  means  that  they
want to pay when they actually get the order, and not before.)
 

1. After placing the order, the order taker selects [Save Check], leaving it open to be settled
after delivery.

2. The driver signs in and selects the order when it is ready.
3. The driver selects [Driver Out]. A Driver Out Report prints with delivery information for each

selected transaction.
4. The driver selects [Driver In] upon returning. A Driver In Report prints.

Driver Out Report

The  Driver  Out  Report  shows  member  information,  directions  to  the  location,  the  time  of
departure,  the  cost  of  the  order,  and  what  to  do  when  the  delivery  location  is  reached.  In  the
example below, the driver is to collect $70.34 from the customer.

Driver In Report

 
The Driver In Report shows how long the delivery was on the road for, details about the method
of payment used, and the fact that it was completely settled.
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Prepaid Orders

Sometimes customers prefer to pay for  delivery orders at  the same time they place them. This
frequently involves them giving you credit card information over the phone.

Say,  for  example,  that  an  order  was  paid  for  before  delivery  and  that  you  have  settled  the
transaction  to  credit  (On  Account  in  this  case).  When  the  transaction  is  pre-authorized,  the
charge  slip(s)  print  and  the  driver  takes  it  with  the  order  for  signing.  When  the  driver  selects
[Driver Out], a Driver Out Report is generated.
 

 
The  report  above  shows  that  the  total  of  $50.45  was  settled  to  On  Account.  The  driver  simply
needs  the  customer  to  sign  the  charge  slip.  The  driver  then  returns  with  the  signed  copy  and
applies the charge tip before selecting [Driver In].
 

 
The Driver In Report for this example confirms that the amount of $50.45 was paid On Account.

Split Tendering

It  is  also  possible  to  split  the  tendering  of  a  delivery.  For  example,  say  that  someone  places  a
large order and the establishment wants a credit card deposit before processing it. You can apply
this partial payment to a credit card. You would process this portion in exactly the same way as in
the Prepaid Order section above. You could then settle the remaining amount to cash in exactly
the same way as described in the COD Order section (above.)

Pay Later

A  [Pay  Later]  button  appears  on  the  Finish  Screen  when  placing  a  future  order.  [Pay  Later]
automatically saves the check to the Future Orders tab on the Delivery Order Taker Screen and
stores it as a non-credit payment until the processing time/date of the order.
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Order Taker Screen

This screen is primarily used to take quick orders placed over the phone. To start a delivery order
when a customer calls, you first need to open a check and establish a member record. You then
apply  this  record  to  a  check.  Employees  responsible  for  doing  this  are  generally  called  order
takers, and so this screen is called the Order Taker Screen.

 
The Order Taker’s screen is divided into three general sections.

Order Taker Screen Layout

1. Order Chart
Lists  delivery  orders.  Each  line  in  this  section  represents  a  different  order  and  is  color-coded
according  to  the  order's  status.  Yellow  lines  represent  orders  that  are  being  made  and/or  are
waiting to be taken by a driver.  Green lines represent orders that are being delivered (that are
already en route).

2. Order Detail Window
Contains details about the order selected in the Order Chart (1). The window on the left contains
information about the member for that order. It shows the member's name, address, telephone
number  and  delivery  instructions.  The  window on  the  right  contains  information  specific  to  this
order—who  took  it,  who  is  delivering  it,  when  it  was  placed,  when  the  driver  left  with  it,  how
many minutes have passed since each, and the total amount.

3. Order Filter Window
Enables the order taker to isolate orders by viewing only those of a certain type or status, or only
those with specific delivery drivers. Selecting one of the titles in this window affects what shows
up in the Order Chart (1) window, the History Tab and the Future Orders Tab.
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Order Taker Screen Tabs

Current Tab: Displays orders currently being made and delivered.

History Tab: Displays all delivery orders placed during the current shift.

Future Orders Tab: Displays all delivery orders scheduled to be filled at a later time or date.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

New Check: Creates a new check.

Quick Order: Takes you to the Quick Order Screen to process an order for immediate settlement.

Show Transaction: Displays the contents of the highlighted order.

Inquire: Enables you to isolate and locate a member's order without having to open a check.

System: Takes you to the Table Layout Screen. It is equivalent to [Leave] on other screens.
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Placing Delivery Orders

This section discusses how to place delivery orders. The process is different depending on when

the delivery is scheduled for—immediately or some point in the future.

To place a Delivery Order:
1. Select [New Check] on the Order Taker Screen.
2. Select [New Member] and create a new record if the member is not already on file; enter

the necessary information into the member record.

OR
Select  [Last  Name  Find]  to  view  the  full  list  of  members,  or  type  in  (a  part  of)  the
member's last name in the text box and then select [Last Name Find] to display only those
members matching the text you entered.

If the customer is placing the order for some point in the future, follow the steps in the

"To place a Future Order" section below, instead of continuing on here.

3. Select [Use Member] to apply the member to the check.
4. Enter the customer's order when the order screen displays.
5. Make sure that the sales type is set to "Delivery". If it is not, the order will not show up on

the driver's screen.
6. Select  [Save Check]  if  the order  is  to  be paid  at  the time of  delivery  (this  is  often  called

COD.) The system returns you to the Order Taker Screen and adds the order to the Order
Chart, with its line colored yellow.

If the order is prepaid, close the check to the appropriate method of payment instead of
selecting [Save Check]. The system will print a charge slip. Make sure this accompanies
the order for signing.

To place a Future Order:
1. Select [New Check] on the Order Taker Screen.
2. Select [New Member] and create a new record if the member is not already on file; enter

the necessary information into the member record.
OR

Select  [Last  Name  Find]  to  view  the  full  list  of  members,  or  type  in  (a  part  of)  the
member's last name in the text box and then select [Last Name Find] to display only those
members matching the text you entered. Highlight the member's name and select [OK].

2. Switch to the Future Orders tab.
3. Select [Schedule] and specify the chosen ready time.
4. Select [Use Member] to apply the member to the check.
5. Enter the customer's order when the order screen displays.
6. Make sure that the sales type is set to "Delivery".
7. Select [Finish]. At this point, you can do one of the following:

Settle immediately (usually done, for example, when a credit card number is provided
over the phone). In this case, the transaction is settled but still retained on the system.
When the  chosen  order  time arrives,  the  system prints  the  order  and  posts  it  on  the
Delivery screen for retrieval and processing.

Take partial  payment  (done when a  customer  pays  a  deposit  using  a  credit  card).  In
this case, a pre-authorized deposit is posted to the transaction with the remainder still
owing. When delivered, make sure the charge slips are signed.

Select  a  non-credit  method  of  payment  and  then  select  [Pay  Later].  This  saves  the
check without tendering.
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Future Order Credit Transactions

Though  credit  authorization  slips  print  immediately  when  transactions  are  pre-authorized,  they
will also re-print for future orders on the processing day of the order.

Non-credit  future  orders  are  closed  when  the  driver  returns  from a  delivery  and  has  confirmed
that the product was delivered. Pre-authorized credit transactions however, will remain open until
the Add Tip process has been completed (See "Tips").
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Driver Screen

When the delivery driver logs into the system, the screen below appears and displays a list of all
orders to be delivered.

The large white section with order names is the "Order Chart".  It  is  similar to the order taker’s
Order Chart (See "Order Taker Screen"), except that it does not show delivery orders that are en
route (that is, it does not show orders that are color-coded green). Notice that this display only
shows information about orders that you, as a driver, would need to know—how long the order
has been active, the geographic location the order needs to go to, etc.
 

 
In  Delivery  Service,  the  role  of  the  driver  is  almost  like  that  of  the  server  in  a  Table  Service
environment; the driver takes possession of the check, interacts with the customer and closes the
check when back at the establishment and when the delivery is made.

The exception to this is when the delivery order is paid up front. It is then the order taker and not
the driver who closes the check. Also, it is the order taker who monitors order and delivery times,
should a customer inquire as to the status of an order.

To leave on a delivery run:
1. Sign in to the Driver Screen.
2. Select all orders to be taken on the trip. Once selected, they are highlighted and tallied in

the bottom left corner of the screen.
3. Select  [Driver  Out]  after  picking  the  orders  you  are  going  to  take.  This  logs  you  out  and

prints  a  Driver  Out  Report  to  accompany  you  on  the  trip.  This  report  includes  all  names,
addresses and amounts owing for each delivery. (See "Delivery Scenarios".)

After  you  have  delivered  all  of  the  orders  and  collected  payments  or  signatures  for  them,  you
return  to  the  establishment.  When  you  log  back  in  to  the  system,  a  screen  like  the  one  below
displays.
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Toolbar Icons

Driver Out: Displays when you log in to the system to leave on a delivery run. This button flags

you as being out and therefore unavailable to take additional orders until you return. This button
allocates all selected orders to you and flags them as being en route. When you select this button,
the en route timer also starts.

Driver In: Displays when you log back into the system after having left on a delivery run. This
button marks all orders in your delivery as settled and flags you as being ready to accept orders
for  the  next  delivery  run.  It  is  recommended  that  you  add  all  applicable  charge  tips  before
selecting [Driver In].

Cancel  Delivery:  Displays a list  of  the current  delivery  orders,  enabling  you to  select  one and
remove  it  from  the  driver's  list.  The  system  puts  the  canceled  order  back  in  the  order  taker's
delivery queue.

Map:  Generates  delivery  maps  for  orders  and  charts  directions  between  the  establishment's
address and the member's address. You need Internet access and a Microsoft MapPoint account in
order to use this function.

Available: Lists all of the delivery orders that have not been selected by a driver. This enables
you to add additional orders to your delivery run; to do so, just select them from the list.

Your Deliveries: Lists all of the deliveries you currently have assigned to you.

Add All Tips: Processes charge tips for any deliveries that were paid on credit. It is necessary to
apply a charge tip for all credit deliveries, regardless of the amount of the tip (even if there was a
zero tip). The process for this is exactly the same as for table servers applying charge tips. You
can retrieve orders for tipping either by selecting the transaction from the tip screen or by using a
barcode  scanner  on  the  transaction  slip.  You  can  apply  a  charge  tip  to  the  delivery  order  no
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matter who settled it. (See "Tips" for more information.)
 
Your Settings:  Provides access to all  shift-operations functions (like cashing out,  clocking out
and going on breaks). (See "Your Settings Screen".)

Billboard:  Takes  you  to  the  Billboard  screen  to  view  billboard  messages.  Provides  information
about employee notices, daily specials, desserts and sold out items. (See "Billboard Screen".)

Sort by Time: Sorts all of the displayed delivery orders by the time of the order. Those waiting
the  longest  (that  is,  those  that  were  ordered  first)  will  be  at  the  top  of  the  list.  Selecting  this
button changes the button label to [Sort By Zone]; when this is showing, the displayed delivery
orders are listed in order of the zones they are due to be delivered to.
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Delivery Dispatch

Delivery order  dispatching is  an option that  can be used if  the establishment  does not  want  its
drivers  to  interact  with  the  system.  In  this  situation  order  takers  take  on  the  added  role  of
dispatcher. This means that they assign orders to drivers and settle their checks upon return.

To manage a delivery trip as a dispatcher:
1. Place the delivery order as normal (See "Placing Delivery Orders" to learn how).
2. Swipe in as the driver and select the orders to be taken when a delivery trip is ready.
3. Select [Driver Out]. The delivery manifest prints and the driver leaves with the orders.
4. Log back in to the system.
5. Select the driver's name in the Order Filter Window (on the right-hand side of the screen)

when the driver returns.
6. Select [Driver In].
7. Settle the orders (See the various subsections of "Settling A Check" to learn how).

Make  sure  you  apply  charge  tips  when  settling  the  orders,  and  make  sure  you  are
logged in as the driver when doing this.
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Pick Up Orders

A pick up order is one in which the customer calls ahead to place the order and then comes to
pick it up. Orders like this are often also called take out orders. Pick up orders are processed via
the Order Taker Screen.
 

To place a pick up order:
1. Select [New Check] on the Order Taker Screen when the customer calls in the order.

If  you  are  not  working  from  the  Order  Taker  Screen  and  need  to  process  a  pick  up
order,  go  to  the  Table  Layout  Screen  and  select  [Manager]  and  then  [Show  Delivery
Status Form].

2. Select [New Member] and create a new record if the member is not already on file; enter
the necessary information into the member record.

OR
Select [Last Name Find] to view the full list of members or type the member's last name in
the text box and then select [Last Name Find] to locate them in the database.

If the customer does not want the order to be processed as soon as possible, switch to
the  Future  Orders  tab  and  then  select  [Schedule]  to  apply  the  desired  ready  time
(provided this function is available on your system).

2. Select [Use Member] when you have the member record on the screen.
3. Enter the customer's order when the order screen displays. Make sure that the sales type is

set to "Pick Up". If it is not, you will not be able to retrieve the order through the Pick Up
screen.

4. Select [Save Check].

 
The system returns you to the Order Taker Screen and sends the order to be prepared.
 
When the customer comes to the establishment to pick up their Pick Up order, the order will need
to  be completed by  handing it  over  to  the customer  and marking the order  as  complete  in  the
system.
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To complete a pick up order:
1. Select [Pick Ups] from the Order Filter window on the Order Taker Screen.
2. Select the customer's order from the list of pick up orders that appears in the Order Chart

window.
If the order does not appear in the list, select the Future Orders tab. It may have been
scheduled  for  a  specific  time  that  has  not  arrived  yet.  You  can  still  close  the  check,
before the scheduled time, by continuing with the next step.

3. Select [Process Pick Up] to retrieve the order.
4. Close the check and give the order to the customer.

 

Note:  If the order does not appear on either of the lists mentioned above, it is likely that Pick
Up was not selected as the sales type when the order was placed. The order can be retrieved
as  a  saved  check  with  the  station's  default  sales  type  (which  is  likely  Dine-In).  To  retrieve
saved Dine-In checks, go to the Table Layout Screen and select [Transaction View].
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Delivery Features

PixelPoint POS has many features that can further enhance the delivery process. Some of these
features  may  need  another  module  or  agent,  or  further  configuration.  Consult  your  PixelPoint
dealer for more information.

Delivery features include:

Member Lookup Auto-prompts
When the order taker goes to the Member Screen to retrieve an order,  PixelPoint can be set to
automatically prompt for a member phone number, swipe card, or name. That is, you can specify
one  of  these  as  the  default  lookup  method.  However,  you  can  still  override  the  default  lookup
method if the situation calls for it.

Tip:   To  prevent  unauthorized  member  telephone  lookups  in  environments  where  the
QuickMember  policy  is  configured  to  prompt  for  member  telephone  numbers,  enable  the
AskForMemberPin policy in BackOffice Policy Setup. The user will then be prompted to enter a
PIN number if one has been set up.

Call Display
Another  method  for  quick  member  retrieval  is  using  a  call  display  system  that  can  work  with
PixelPoint.  Using  such  a  system,  a  call  display  window  appears  on  the  screen,  enabling  you  to
view the identity  of  callers  and retrieve their  member record simply by selecting their  name on
the display.

Bar-coded Order Selection
Using a barcode reader, drivers can select orders by scanning the barcode on the order slip rather
than by  selecting  it  on  the screen.  This  makes  the process  faster  and reduces  the  likelihood  of
selecting the wrong order.

Delivery Zones
Delivery zones are geographic areas which help to locate where a member lives. Located within
the member record is a zone field, which the order taker can use to specify what delivery zone
the member is in. When assigning orders to delivery drivers, the zone field helps the order taker
decide which orders should go on which trip. For example, if a driver is traveling to the East end
of town, it would not make sense to give an order in the West end to that driver (if there was a
driver  available  for  West  end  deliveries,  that  is).  Zones  help  the  delivery  team  distribute  their
orders on each trip in a way that minimizes the time and cost involved.

Operational Toggle Button
There  is  a  button  called  [Show  Delivery  Status  Form]  on  the  Manager  Functions  Menu.  This
enables a server working in either Table Service or Quick Service to quickly flip over to the Order
Taker  Screen  to  process  a  take  out  or  delivery  order.  Upon  completing  the  transaction,  the
system returns the user to their regular mode of operation.

Surcharge
A surcharge is an additional charge you wish to apply to the check. It is a percentage calculation
based on either the Net Total (total before taxes) or Final Total (total after taxes).
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Not only can PixelPoint POS apply this surcharge, but it can also be set to work with a minimum
and/or maximum charge. A minimum charge is the smallest amount that will ever be applied to a
check,  no  matter  if  what  the  system  calculates  as  the  surcharge  is  less  (For  example,  if  the
minimum  charge  is  $1.00  and  the  system  calculates  the  surcharge  should  be  $0.80,  the
surcharge on the check will  be $1.)  A maximum charge is  the largest  amount  that  will  ever  be
applied to a check, even if what the system calculates as the surcharge is larger (For example, if
the maximum amount is $20.00 and the system calculates the surcharge should be $22.00, the
surcharge on the check will be $20.)

You  can  set  the  calculation  of  surcharge  to  vary  with  the  price  level  being  used  (See  "Price
Levels").  So if  a  discounted price  level  is  applied,  you may want  the  surcharge  to  be  higher  to
make  up  for  the  lost  revenue.  For  example,  say  that  "Happy  Hour"  is  in  effect.  Your  normal
surcharge  is  10%  of  the  order  price.  However,  because  it  is  "Happy  Hour",  you  want  that
surcharge to be 15%. PixelPoint POS can have a different surcharge for each of up to eight price
levels.

You can also set surcharges to apply to a specific sales type. For example, you may want to add a
surcharge  to  delivery  orders  in  order  to  take  the  additional  cost  to  your  establishment  into
account.
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Host(ess) Service

Hostess Service refers to a kind of operation in establishments that have Dine-in service. Hostess
Service mainly has to do with seating management; this means managing line ups at the door,
accommodating  reservations  and  coordinating  bussing.  This  section  contains  topics  like  how  to
work with the hostess screen, create reservations and send bussing commands. It is organized as
follows:
 

Host(ess) Screen

Adding Reservations

Reservation Indicators

Seating Customers

Pagers

To set yourself up as a host or hostess:
1. Log in.
2. Select [Your Settings].
3. Select [System Interface].
4. Select [Host/Hostess] and then [OK].
5. Select [Save].

You may need management authorization to make this change.

6. Log out.
7. Log back in.
8. Select [Reservations] (in the bottom right-hand corner of the screen).
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Host(ess) Screen

With PixelPoint POS, you can manage reservations and waiting lines from a station. You do this on
the Host(ess) Screen, which is shown and explained in detail below.
 

 

Host(ess) Screen Layout

1. Reservation Details
Contains  detailed  information  about  the  reservation  selected  in  the  Reservation  List  (2).  This
includes the name of the guest, their phone number, the reserved table, the dining section it is in,
the  type  of  reservation  and  when  the  reservation  is  scheduled  to  begin.  If  a  photograph  is
included in the member record, it will also be displayed here.

2. Reservation List
Contains a list of all guests waiting for a table, as well as reservations scheduled for the current
day.  When  you  place  a  reservation,  it  shows  up  here.  Information  contained  in  this  window
includes the name of the guest, the number of people in the party, the requested table number,
the time the entry was made and the number of minutes the guests have been waiting. When you
select a reservation entry in this window, the Reservation Details section (1) shows further details
about it.

3. Tables List
Contains table-related information. When a reservation record is selected, this window displays all
of  the tables  that  are available  for  it.  The table records are color  coded to  mark  how well  they
match the criteria for the reservation. If the line is:

Green, then the table is an exact match (for both dining section and seating capacity).

Olive, then the table is a partial match (for either dining section or seating capacity).

Gray, then the table matches neither criteria but is still available for selection.
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Host(ess) Screen Buttons

Arrived: Indicates to other hosts that the guest has arrived and is waiting for a table. When you
select this button the arrived symbol displays next to the guest's name in the Reservation List.

Remove:  Cancels  the  selected  reservation.  The  four  buttons  under  the  Tables  List  (3)  control
which tables you see in the list.

Available: Shows all of the tables at which you can seat the reservation. This button is selected
by default.

Bussing:  Shows  all  tables  that  are  currently  in  bussing  mode  (indicated  on  the  Table  Layout
Screen as pulsating trash cans). These tables will be ready very soon. Select this when there are
no tables available for seating and you want to know which tables will be ready next.

Printed:  Shows  all  tables  that  have  had  their  checks  printed  (indicated  on  the  Table  Layout
Screen as green tables). These tables will be ready in a few minutes. You would select this in the
event you are looking for a table to seat guests at  and there are no tables shown under either
[Available] or [Bussing].

Locked:  Shows  all  tables  that  have  been  locked  by  a  host.  You  typically  lock  a  table  to  warn
others  not  to  seat  anyone  there  (usually  when  the  table  has  been  reserved  and  there  is
insufficient time to seat another party there before the reservation arrives).

Seat: Seats the guest entry displayed in the Reservation Details window at the highlighted table
in the Tables List window. The system removes the entry from the Reservation List and shows the
table entry as unavailable. The table icon on the Table Layout screen flashes white, telling servers
that  someone  is  seated  at  that  table  and  needs  service.  If  the  table  has  not  been  attended  to
after a certain length of time, the icon will start flashing yellow with an exclamation symbol.

View Layout: Shows you where the selected table is  on the floor layout.  The table has a faint
circle around it.
 

Clear Selection: Removes the highlight from the selected Table Window entry, enabling you to
select another table.
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Lock Table: Locks the selected table in the Table Window (locked tables have a lock icon to the
left of the table number). The purpose of doing this is to prevent anyone from accidentally seating
guests at a table that you want to keep available. For example, say that a reservation for Table 4
is expected to arrive in 10 minutes.  Right now, the table is  now available.  You select  this  table
and  press  [Lock  Table]  to  display  the  lock  icon.  This  tells  everyone  not  to  seat  people  at  that
table. When the reservation arrives, you can then unlock the table and seat them.

Unlock Table: Unlocks the selected table in the Table Window (that is, it removes the lock icon
from the selected table entry).

Unlock All: Unlocks all tables that are currently flagged as locked.

Up / Down: Enable you to scroll up and down the table list.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Add  Reservation:  Enables  you  to  add  a  reservation  to  the  system.  A  wizard  will  walk  you
through the process of recording a name, the number of guests, table preferences and when they
want to make the reservation for. See "Adding Reservations" for details.

Add  To  Waiting  List:  Enables  you  to  add  a  guest  to  the  list  of  people  waiting  for  a  table.  A
wizard  will  walk  you  through  the  process  of  recording  their  name,  number  of  guests  and  table
preferences. When you complete this, they are added to the list in the Guest Window.

Reservations: Enables you to view and edit the reservations for any given day.

Setup:  Enables  you  to  configure  the  reservation  system;  displays  the  "Reservation  Setup"
window  (shown  below).  Adding  or  removing  check  marks  in  the  Sections  area  controls  what
dining  sections  you  can  add  reservations  for.  Pressing  the  [+]  or  [-]  buttons  in  the  Forward
Reservation Visibility area changes the length of time before a reservation that it is included in the
Reservations List. The [On] and [Off] buttons in the Paging Enabled section turn the interface for
guest pagers on and off (See "Pagers").
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Adding Reservations

You add reservations by using [Add Reservation] on the Host(ess) Screen. Say that a client calls
and wishes to place a reservation. Follow the steps below.

To Add a Reservation:
1.Select [Add Reservation] on the Hostess Screen. The following screen displays.

The remaining steps follow the numbers on the image below.

 

 
2. Select the year for the reservation by using the arrow keys.
3. Select the month.
4. Select the calendar day.
5. Select the time when the reservation will start. Select [AM] or [PM] to change from one to

the other.
6. Select the number of guests who are expected.
7. Select the estimated duration of the reservation.
8. Select [Next]. A screen displays, listing all of the tables and prompting you to specify where

the guest wants to dine.
The guest  can  request  a  specific  dining  section,  specific  table  or  group  of  tables.  You
can reserve an entire dining section or the entire restaurant for the guest, if necessary.
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9. Select a table or tables.
10.Select [Reserve].
11.Choose the member  from the Member  Screen when it  displays.  If  the  guest  is  not  in  the

system already, create a new member record.
If a member has already been applied to this reservation, the member screen will not
display. Proceed to step 13 if this is the case.

12.Select [Use Member] to finish the member selection process. The system returns you to the
table list screen.

13.Select either [Next] or [OK]. If you select [Next], you can then identify the reason for the
reservation  (such  as  an  anniversary  or  birthday)  and  also  add  a  comment.  Selecting
[Finish] brings you back to the Host(ess) screen.

 
You can view and edit all of the current reservations by selecting [Reservations] on the Host(ess)
Screen. When you select that button, a window displays (see the image below), listing all of the
reservations for the current day. If you want to view reservations for another day, use either the
arrow keys or specify a date by using [Change Date].
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To Edit a Reservation:
1. Select the reservation you wish to edit from the list on the left of the screen.
2. Select [Remove Table].
3. Select [Edit] (or [Edit By Reference] if you know the reservation's reference number). The

add reservation screens display, enabling you to change any of the reservation's details.

 
The reason for first unreserving the table is to ensure that the selected tables are appropriate for
the revised reservation. For example, if you reserved Table 3 for 6:00 and later needed to move
the reservation to 7:00, it may conflict with another reservation on Table 3. Or, if the number of
customers changes from 4 people to 6 people, the 4-seat table originally selected would not be
big enough for the new number of guests.
 

Note:  PixelPoint's TableTime module is required for this function to work.
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Reservation Indicators

In addition to being able to see reservations on the Host(ess) Screen, your Table Layout Screen
may be enhanced with reservation indicators on the table icons, enabling you to see what tables
are booked for reservations on that screen too.

If your establishment has programmed these indicators, and a table is reserved for a reservation
later on, you will see a white clock icon on the table.
 

 
By default, these indicators are programmed to turn yellow if the reservation is coming up in the
next 15 minutes.
 

 
This makes it easy for hosts/hostesses to know not to seat guests at that table because someone
will  be using it soon. Your establishment can program these indicators to turn yellow sooner, in
order to make sure that tables do not get opened if  there is  not enough time for the guests to
finish  their  dining  experience  before  an  upcoming  reservation  is  scheduled  to  arrive.  Your
establishment  may  set  these  indicators  to  turn  yellow,  say,  45  minutes  or  an  hour  before  a
reservation is  scheduled. In this case, you could be trained such that  you can open tables with
reservation indicators on them, as long as they are not yellow.

If  a  table  is  booked for  a  reservation  that  is  scheduled  for  a  time that  is  already  past,  but  the
guests did not arrive on time for the reservation, the reservation indicator on the table icon will
be orange, indicating that the reservation is overdue.
 

 
A  guide  to  these  indicators  is  available  in  the  software  itself;  you  can  get  a  reminder  of  what
these indicators mean by selecting [Table Info] and then [Legend]. (See "Table Legend")
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Seating Customers

The main function of a host or hostess is to seat customers. Customers who need to be seated
can be divided into two main types—those who have a reservation and those who do not.

This second group is often called Walk-In Traffic, and the way you seat them depends on how full
the establishment is. If the restaurant is not full and there are tables available for the next guest
(s), you would use the permanent entry in the Reservation List section called "WALKIN" (See the
image below).
 

 

To seat walk-in traffic:
1. Select  [WALKIN]  from  the  Reservation  List.  The  Tables  List  shows  all  tables  that  are

available.
2. Select the desired table from the Tables List.
3. Select [Seat].

 
The table is  now flagged as occupied. On the Table Layout Screen,  the table's  icon will  start  to
flash,  indicating  that  someone  is  seated  there,  but  their  order  has  not  been  taken  yet.  It  will
remain this way until someone selects the table and enters an order.

If, on the other hand, you cannot seat the next guest(s) immediately, because the restaurant is

getting full or is completely full, the process is a little different.
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To seat walk-in traffic when busy or full:
1. Select [Add To Waiting List]. The following window appears.

 

 
2. Enter the name of the party in the name field.

If  any  of  the  guests  is  a  member,  you  can  apply  them  using  either  [Swipe  Member
Card] or [From Database].

3. Select  the  desired  dining  section.  You  may  leave  the  selection  as  "Any  Section"  if  the
customer does not care which dining section they are placed in.

4. Select a table from the list that appears, if you selected a specific dining section. You may
keep  the  default  selection  of  "Any"  if  the  customer  does  not  care  which  table  they  are
seated at.

5. Select the number of people in the party.

If there are more than 25 people, select [Other].

6. Select [OK]. The waiting list entry is added to the Reservation List and the system starts a
time clock to keep track of how long the party has been waiting.

 
Seating  guests  who  have  a  reservation  is  quite  different.  For  information  about  how  to  add
reservations,  see  "Adding  Reservations".  The  remainder  of  this  section  explains  how  to  seat

guests who have a reservation.

To seat reservations:
1. Select the table the reservation is for and then select [Lock Table] just before the customer

arrives, if you have a chance to do so when the table is available. This tells your coworkers
not to seat anyone at that table.

2. Select  the  table  and  then  select  [Unlock  Table],  if  the  table  is  locked  when  the  customer

arrives.

If  the table is not ready yet, select the reservation entry and then select  [Arrived].  A
tiny symbol displays next to the reservation indicating that the reservation has arrived
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and is waiting.

3. Select the reservation in the Reservation List.
4. Select the reserved table.
5. Select [Seat]. The reservation is placed at its table.

 

Note:  If the guests for the reservation arrive at different times, you can always locate where
the guests already at the establishment are by going to the Table Layout screen and selecting
[Who Is Here]. It lists all members currently seated and which table they are seated at.

Also note:  PixelPoint's TableTime module is required for this function to work.
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Pagers

Some establishments often have many guests waiting at the front of the store for a table. So that
these guests do not have to stay in one location or crowd around a hostess podium waiting for
their names to be called out, you can interface PixelPoint POS with different kinds of devices, like
guest papers. These pagers are given to guests who are waiting for a table; the guests know to
come forward to the podium to be seated when the pager  starts  to  blink (or  activates  in  some
other way).

If your system is interfaced with a guest pager system, there will be an [Assign Pager] button on
the Waiting List Screen (as shown below).
 

 
A keypad displays when you press this button, asking you to assign a pager to the guest. Pick a
pager and enter the number that is displayed on it.
 

 
In addition, the Reservation Details section will now include a [Page Guest] button and the pager
number for that guest's record (see below). To activate the pager, select [Page Guest].
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Part II: Manager Functions

This  section addresses front-end features and functions that  have to  do with  management-only
operations.

It contains information about how to start the system at the beginning of the day, how to shut
down the system at the end of the day, and gives detailed explanations of each function on the
Manager Functions Menu.

There is also a troubleshooting section that provides help with common operational mistakes and
discusses diagnosing system-related problems and taking preventative measures.

Specifically, the contents of this section are:

Daily Processes

Manager Functions Menu

Training Mode

Security

Troubleshooting
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Daily Processes

This section contains information about processes that happen once (and only once) every day—
they are called Start of Day and End of Day.
 
The  way  these  processes  happen  and  what  takes  place  during  them  is  different  if  your
establishment  is  open  for  24  hours  a  day  or  has  a  period  when  it  is  closed.  In  addition,  these
processes can also be set to run automatically, or be done manually.
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Start of Day

The Start of Day process begins the day's sales after the End of Day process is run. Its function is
to get the system up and running again (if it closed down at all). The process happens once every
24 hours, but is a little different depending on whether the establishment is open for business for
all 24 hours or whether it closes for a period.

24 Hour Operation

If the establishment is a 24 hour operation, it never closes down. Therefore the only thing that is
needed  in  a  Start  of  Day  process  is  to  tell  the  system  that  the  beginning  of  the  day  starts
immediately  after  the  End  of  Day  process  is  run.  During  Start  of  Day,  the  manager  can  also
retrieve the End of Day reports for the previous day.

Non-24 Hour Operation

In a non-24 hour operation however, the process is different, since the End of Day process shuts
the system down in some way. Part of the Start of Day process, then, is getting the system back
up again. It is important that this be done as follows.

To run Start of Day:
1. Start up the PC designated as POSSERVER.
2. Ensure  that  the  PixelPoint  License  Manager  and  SQL  Database  Engine  are  running.  They

should have started automatically when the user logged in to Windows.

3. Start up Station 1.
4. Select [Start Point of Sale] when the startup window displays.

 

 
5. Confirm or change the date and time when the screen displays asking you to.
6. Start up any other stations. They will each display the login screen.
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End of Day

End of  Day refers to the process of  collating all  of  the day's  sales and operational  data.  This  is
usually done after the establishment has closed; it  is  the last  process before shutting down the
system and leaving the establishment for  the night.  However,  because some establishments  do
not close for the night at all, there are two types of End of Day processes.

One  type  of  End  of  Day  process  applies  to  establishments  that  have  a  set  opening  time  and
closing  time.  These  establishments  have  non-24  hour  operations.  The  other  type  applies  to
establishments that never close. They have 24 hour operations.

This  section  describes  what  happens  during  End  of  Day  and  how  24-hour  and  non-24  hour
processes differ from one another. This section also guides you through how to run End of Day for
both kinds of operations.

Automatic End of Day 

You can program PixelPoint to run the End of Day automatically at a scheduled time. This method
can be particularly useful for establishments that want to have their sales reflect an exact 24-hour
period. It is also useful in the sense that management never has to worry about running the End
of Day process. You can schedule End of Day to be run automatically whether your establishment
is  open  for  24  hours  a  day  or  not.  In  addition,  there  are  several  policies  (configured  in  Policy
Setup  in  BackOffice)  that  can  help  with  automatic  End  of  Day.  They  enable  the  system  to  do
things  like  attempt  to  automatically  clock  out  employees  or  settle  the  batch  of  charge
transactions.

24 Hour Operation

In this kind of operation, the establishment never closes. Because of this, there may never be a
time when there are no open checks and when all staff are cashed out and clocked out. So, the
requirements for End of Day that had to be met in the above section cannot be met.

To accommodate 24-hour operations, the End of Day process changes so that there can be open
checks  and  clocked-in  staff.  PixelPoint  moves  all  open  checks  to  the  current  day  and  changes
currently working staff's time clocks over to the new day as well. In this case, PixelPoint runs End
of Day "in the background". This means that it does not affect front end operations at all; people
using the system cannot tell that End of Day is running. With this kind of End of Day process, you
have access to the End of Day reports through the external Report Viewer application; the Sales
Summary report will contain all of the End of Day information.

There  are  two  ways  End  of  Day  can  be  run  within  a  24  hour  operation:  automatically  and
manually. Automatic End of Day in a 24-hour operation is fully automated — you do not need to
do anything in order to run it.

If you do not program PixelPoint to run End of Day automatically, you can do it yourself by just
selecting a few buttons. You should choose a time when the establishment is not very busy to run
the End of Day process. This will give you the opportunity to ensure that all charge tips have been
applied.  It  also  means  that  you  can  co-ordinate  the  settlement  of  charge  transactions  with  the
End of Day process. However, running End of Day manually means that it is your responsibility to
ensure that End of Day is run every day.

To run End of Day manually:
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1. Log in to Station 1.
2. Select [Manager].
3. Select [Sales Functions].
4. Select [Day: Finish Sales].
5. Select [Yes].
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Non-24 Hour Operation

In this kind of operation, the establishment opens for business at a certain time. It also closes for
business at a certain time. In an operation such as this, the requirements for End of Day are quite
clear:

All checks must be closed.
All charge tips must be applied (if using Authorization Manager).
All staff must be cashed out and clocked out (this does not include the manager).

When  these  requirements  are  met,  you  (the  manager)  are  the  only  person  logged  into  the
system. You run the End of Day process from the main station (Station 1). During the process,
PixelPoint  collates  sales  and  time  clock  data  from  every  station  and  generates  all  necessary
reports  on  the  station's  printer.  It  also  cashes  and  clocks  you  out,  and  places  all  stations  into
shutdown  mode.  When  the  system  is  finished,  you  simply  touch  [Turn  Station  Off]  on  each
station's screen and the station shuts down.

To run End of Day: 
1. Ensure all checks are closed.
2. Ensure all charge tips have been applied (if using Authorization Manager).
3. Ensure all staff have cashed out and clocked out. You should be the only one remaining on

the system.

 
If your system is set to run End of Day automatically, you do not need to do anything else. The
system will take care of the rest. If you are running End of Day manually, then follow the steps
below:
 

4. Log in, if you are not logged in already.
5. Select [Manager].
6. Select [Sales Functions].
7. Select [Day: Finish Sales].
8. Select [Yes]. The PixelPoint Finish Day Assistant appears, informing you of any open tables,

unsettled charges and clocked in employees. (See "Finish Day Sales Assistant".)
If  there  are  any  of  these,  you  will  not  be  able  to  proceed.  [Continue]  will  be
unavailable. Close all tables, settle all charges, and clock out all employees. [Continue]
will then become active.

9. Select [Continue]. PixelPoint carries out the remainder of the End of Day process, the last
part of which sets all stations to shutdown mode.

10.Select [Turn Station Off] on each station to shut the station down.
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Manager Functions Menu

The  Manager  Functions  menu  is  available  from  the  Table  Layout  Screen.  Select  [Manager]  to
retrieve the menu (shown below). The following sections provide a detailed overview of each of
the functions available  on this  menu.  To reach and use each function,  select  the corresponding
button on the menu.
 

 
The bottom of  the Manager Functions  menu has  important  information  about  your  system.  The
version  number  of  your  PixelPoint  system is  in  the bottom of  the screen;  you  may need this  if
corresponding with a software support representative.

In  the  bottom  left  of  the  window  is  the  Open  Date.  This  indicates  the  date  to  which  your
transactions are being posted. In the event the End of Day process was not run last night (See
"End of Day"), you may notice that the Open Date is set to the day before, even though the prints
and receipts show the current  date.  To fix  the date,  you need to run End of  Day.  However,  be
aware that your sales information might not be accurate because of the difference from when you
usually run End of Day.

The station number in the bottom right corner identifies which station you are currently on.

By default, the Manager's Function Menu contains the following buttons:

Manager Functions Menu Buttons

Sales Functions: Brings you to the Sales Functions menu, which enables you to access several
sales-related  functions.  See  "Sales  Functions"  for  information  about  each  of  the  functions
available on this menu.

Set Weather: Enables you to record the day's weather—this is often useful for monitoring sales,
as activity in venues with outdoor dining areas is often greatly dependent on the weather. (See
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"Set Weather".)

BackOffice: Opens PixelPoint BackOffice. (See "BackOffice".)

Transaction  Viewer:  Displays  the  Manager's  version  of  the  Your  Trans  Screen.  (See
"Transaction Viewer".)

Employee  Time Clock:  Takes  you  to  the  employee  time  clock  function,  which  enables  you  to
control all aspects of employee shifts. (See "Employee Time Clock".)

Authorization Manager: Takes you to the Authorization Manager function, which enables you to
view and process all pre-authorized charge transactions. (See "Authorization Manager".)

Employee Functions: Brings you to the Employee Functions menu, which enables you to access
several  sales-related  functions.  See  "Employee  Functions"  for  information  about  each  of  the
functions available on this menu.

Product  Functions:  Brings  you  to  the  Product  Functions  menu,  which  enables  you  to  access
several  product-related  functions.  See  "Product  Functions"  for  information  about  each  of  the
functions available on this menu.

Special  Functions:  Brings  you  to  the  Special  Functions  menu,  which  enables  you  to  access
functions  that  end  POS  operations.  See  "Special  Functions"  for  information  about  each  of  the
functions available on this menu.

Printer Manager: Takes you to the Printer Manager function, which enables you to manage all of
the printers on the system. More specifically, it deals with routing print jobs to different printers
and clearing them when problems arise. (See "Printer Manager".)

Reservations:  Takes  you  to  the  Host(ess)  Screen,  which  enables  you  to  perform  host  and
hostess functions.

Show  Delivery  Status  Form:  Takes  you  to  the  Order  Taker  Screen,  which  enables  you  to
perform order taker functions.

Pay Expenses: Takes you to the Pay Expenses function, which enables you to record pay-outs
 to suppliers. (See "Pay Expenses".)

End  User  License  Agreement:  Displays  the  same  End  User  License  Agreement  (EULA)  that
shows after each POS software update. Use this button at any time to review the EULA.  

Help: Launches PixelPoint POS help.

Cancel: Closes the menu and returns you to the previous screen.

Tip:   When  new  value-adding  features  or  major  bug  fixes  have  been  introduced  into  new
releases of PixelPoint software, a [New Features Are Available] button will  appear beside the
EULA  button  automatically.  Select  this  button  to  learn  about  new  features  as  they  become
available.
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Sales Functions
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Sales Functions
 
Selecting [Sales Functions] on the Manager Functions menu presents the following window.
 

Sales Functions Menu Buttons

[Day: View Reports]
Presents  management  reports  for  quick  viewing.  The  reports  presented  are  the  same  type  as
those generated through Report Viewer. You can change the list of reports that are displayed here
in BackOffice.

[View Current Sales]
Presents  a  screen report  of  sales,  statistics  and  employee-related  data  (shown below).  It  is  for
viewing only.
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[Day: Print Sales]
Generates a printed report summarizing the View Current Sales information.

[Day: Finish Sales]
Executes the End of Day process (See "End of Day"). Displays the Finish Day Sales Assistant, to
help you with this process (See "Finish Day Sales Assistant").

[Tender Balancing]
Presents the tender balance screen (See "Tender Balancing"); used if tender balancing has been
programmed and set to run as part of the End of Day process. The manager enters the amounts
collected for each method of payment on the screen that displays. The system then compares this
information to what it calculates there should be; the difference is reflected as an over or short
within the End of Day report (See "Tender Balancing" for more information).
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Finish Day Sales Assistant
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Sales Functions / Day: Finish Sales
 
This screen displays when you select [Day: Finish Sales] on the Sales Functions Menu. It does not
appear, however, if your establishment is open 24-hours a day. This topic explains the different
components on this screen and what it enables you to do.
 

 
Open Tables
Lists all tables that are still open and the total dollar amount of the check on each of them.

Open Charges
Lists all charges that have not been settled or had tips added to them.

Clocked In Employees
Lists all  employees currently clocked in the system. If  an employee has closed any transactions
and has not yet cashed out, their button will read "Cashout Required" after their name.

View
Displays information about the selected table in the 'Open Tables' pane. The screen that appears
shows the current items on the table's order receipt as well as the transaction totals. This screen
also  has  a  [Use Check]  button that  brings  you  right  to  the  check,  so  you  can  close  it  or  make
changes to it.

Close All Empty
Closes all tables that are open but have no unpaid items on them. (These tables will therefore be
listed as having "$0.00" totals on them.)

Settle Charges
Brings you to the Authorization Manager screen so you can settle  the listed open charges  (See
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"Authorization Manager").

Settle Batch
Enables you to settle the batch of transactions, if there are no transactions that need charge tips
to be added to them (and if there is a batch to be settled).

Clock Out All
Clocks out all employees (as long as they do not need to cash out).

Cash Out
Cashes out the selected employee.

Continue
Continues with the End of Day process. This button will  not be available until  the three window
panes  here  are  empty.  That  is,  you  cannot  continue  until  all  tables  are  closed,  all  charges  are
have tips added to them, and all employees are clocked out.
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Set Weather
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Set Weather
 
This function is especially useful for establishments with outdoor seating areas (such as a patio.)
Sales in these areas are very much affected by the weather.
 
When  reviewing  the  sales  figures  for  past  days,  it  is  helpful  if  you  know  what  the  weather
conditions were for that day, as this can help to explain why sales were up or down. You can use
this function to record weather conditions for the current day, as an aid for reviewing data later
on.

After you select [Set Weather], select the weather conditions from the list and select [OK]. Then
select the temperature and press [OK] to finish the function. This information is appended to the
Sales Summary Report.
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BackOffice
Table Layout Screen / Manager / BackOffice
 
Selecting [BackOffice] takes you to the PixelPoint POS System Setup program (called BackOffice).
From there you can make all sorts of adjustments to the programming of the POS system.
 

You can  also  program BackOffice  to  open  a  company  intranet  site,  or  your  PAR Partner  Center
account, thus getting access to the latest news and other important information.
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Transaction Viewer
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Transaction Viewer
 
Transaction  Viewer  shares  many  of  the  same  features  as  the  [Your  Trans]  function  (see  "Your
Trans Screen") but also adds the ability to display transactions from any or all employees.

 
For a full explanation of this screen, see "Your Trans Screen".
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Employee Time Clock
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Employee Time Clock
 
The  employee  time  clock  function  enables  you  to  control  all  aspects  of  employee  shifts.  It  is
typically  used  in  establishments  where  many  employees  are  not  granted  the  ability  to  clock
themselves in/out or do much within the Your Settings Screen.
 

 
The  pane  on  the  left  contains  a  list  of  all  employees  who  are  not  currently  clocked  into  the
system. The pane on the right contains a list of all employees who are currently clocked into the
system. This pane lists when the employee started working, their status, whether they will need
to cash out, which drawer they are assigned to, and which station, if any, their drawer is locked
at.

Employee Time Clock Buttons

Print Time Ticket: Prints the last time ticket of the highlighted employee.

Help: Launches PixelPoint POS help.

Refresh  View:  Updates  the  lists  of  who  is  working  and  who  is  not  working  to  show  every
employee's status at that exact point in time.

Cash Drawer: Assigns the employee a cash drawer.  Choose which cash drawer to assign after
selecting this button.

Lock Drawer: Locks the employee's drawer at a specified station.

Shift Rules: Takes you to the Shift Rules screen, which identifies who is on (or should be on)
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breaks, overtime, etc. See "Shift Rules" for more information.

Employee Settings: Takes you to the highlighted employee's Your Settings Screen, from which
you can change any of the employee's settings (depending on your security clearance). See "Your
Settings Screen" for further information.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Clock IN Employee: Clocks in an employee who is not currently clocked in. Select the employee
name from the list on the left of the screen and then select this button.

Clock Out Emp: Clocks out an employee who is currently clocked in. Select the employee name
from the list on the right of the screen and then select this button.

Break Start: Puts the highlighted employee on break.

Cash Out: Cashes out the highlighted employee.

Change Times: Enables you to change the clock in/out  times of  the current  shift's  employees.
See "Change Times" for more information.

Leave: Exits the screen, returning you to the Table Layout Screen.
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Shift Rules

Table Layout Screen / Manager / Employee Time Clock / Shift Rules
 
This screen enables you to view the status of, and alerts about, employee breaks and overtime.
The buttons on the left of the screen provide different views of the shift rules and control what is
displayed in the screen's main window.

View At A Glance
Shows you which employees are due for breaks, meal breaks and who is on overtime.
 

All Shifts
Displays  the  full  status  of  each  employee,  including  their  current  working  job  position,  hours,
breaks and overtime.
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Break Due
Displays information about scheduled employee breaks that are not meal breaks.
 

Meal Due
Focuses  on  employee  meal  breaks  and  when  they  are  due;  tells  you  when  employees  are
supposed to have their meals.
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On Overtime
Shows you employees who are currently working overtime.
 

Weekly Review
Reviews the weekly scheduling of  employees. It  examines each employee's  hours worked up to
this  point,  compares that  to  the remaining hours  scheduled for  the week,  and alerts  you about
any overtime hours.
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Change Times
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Employee Time Clock / Change Times
 
There may be times when the clock in or clock out time for an employee has to be adjusted. You
can adjust these times by using the [Change Times] button on the Employee Time Clock screen.
Selecting it displays the following screen.
 

 
This screen has a list of all employees who are currently clocked in and those who have clocked in
and out within the last 48 hours.
 

Toolbar Icons

Reprint CashOut: Prints a copy of the employee's cash out report.

Change Start Time: Changes the time that an employee started their shift; you can use this to
adjust when the shift should have started. When you finish, PixelPoint applies the adjusted start
time to the employee's time clock. Selecting this button presents a calendar screen on which you
can set the date and time you want to change the beginning of the shift  to. The date and time
displayed below the calendar identifies your selection.
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Change End Time: Works like [Change Start Time], except that you use it to change the time
when an employee's  shift  ended.  As above,  the adjusted end time is  applied to  the employee's
time clock.

View Change Log: Lists previous changes made to shift times; this information is taken from the
system log.

Leave: Exits the Change Times screen and returns you to the Employee Time Clock screen.
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Authorization Manager
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Authorization Manager
 
The  Authorization  Manager  function  enables  you  to  view  and  process  all  pre-authorized  charge
transactions.  It  works  through  the  use  of  a  credit  authorization  module  called  PixelPoint
Authorization Manager. This program, in conjunction with a CCVS, enables you to process credit
transactions directly through the POS without the aid of an external banking system.
 

This section first explains the Authorization Manager screen and then illustrates how the process
of credit authorization works.
 

Authorization Manager Buttons

List Forced (Add Tips):  Shows all  charge transactions that  have had a tip  applied.  All  charge
transactions MUST have a tip applied (at some point), even if the amount of the tip is zero.

List  Pre-Authorized:  Shows  all  charge  transactions  that  have  not  had  a  tip  applied.  Once  a
charge  transaction  has  the  tip  applied,  the  record  is  moved  from  the  "Pre-Authorized"  to  the
"Forced" list.

Voided: Shows all charge transactions that have been voided.

Pending: Shows all pending charge transactions. Transactions can be removed via the [Remove
Pending] button at the bottom of the window if the user's security level meets the requirements.

All Charges: Shows all charge transactions.

Reprint Slip: Reprints the charge slip for the highlighted charge transaction.
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Settle History: Shows previous Settle History reports.

Settle  All  Charges/End  of  Day:  Settles  all  charge  transactions.  All  charge  transactions  must
have a tip applied before using this button. The button's function will  not work if  there are any
transactions that do not have a tip applied. It  is  at  this time, when you select  this button, that
funds are actually transferred from the customer to the establishment.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Help: Provides on-line help.

Show All Employees: Displays all charge transactions.

Select  Employee:  Enables  you  to  restrict  the  charge  transactions  listed  on  the  screen  to  only
those belonging to a specific employee.

Void:  Voids  a  pre-authorization.  Upon  selecting  this  button,  the  system  asks  if  you  wish  to
unclose the check.

Add Tips: Applies tips to charge transactions.

Leave: Exits the screen, returning you to the Table Layout screen.

Credit Transactions: A Walk-through

The following example scenario illustrates what happens during a typical credit transaction:
 

1. You present the customer with the check and the customer in turn gives you a Visa® credit
card.

2. Opening the table, you go to the Finish Screen, enter the amount of the check and select
[Visa].

3. The  system  closes  the  table,  it  turns  green,  and  you  wait  for  the  transaction  to  be
approved.

4. The transaction information is sent through PixelPoint Authorization Manager to the CCVS.
5. The CCVS contacts the credit service/bank and requests approval.
6. The  credit  service/bank  checks  the  information  and,  if  there  are  sufficient  funds,  sends  a

message back saying that it has been approved. It does not remove the funds at this point,
however. The transaction is simply pre-authorized.

7. The pre-authorization  message comes  back  to  the  CCVS,  which  relays  this  information  to
PixelPoint Authorization Manager.

8. The message "Approved" or "Declined" displays on the screen and the charge slip prints.
9. You present the credit card, with the charge slip, to the customer.
10.The customer signs the store copy (labeled "Merchant Copy") and keeps their copy.
11.You take your signed copy to the station.
12.Within  [Your  Settings]  you  select  [Add  Tips]  and  apply  the  tip  to  the  transaction  (See

"Tips").
13.PixelPoint applies the charge tip to your Cash Out Report.
14.You settle all charges, which now include the charge tips. This is done on the Authorization

Manager screen.
15.When the Pre-Authorization screen is clear, you select [Settle All Charges / End of Day] to
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settle the charges.
16.All charge transactions (with a tip amount applied) are sent to the CCVS, which relays them

to the credit service/bank. The bank then transfers funds to the establishment.
 

Note:  You may need management authorization for some steps.
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Employee Functions
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Employee Functions
 
The  Employee  Functions  menu  enables  you  to  carry  out  employee-related  functions  such  as
assigning  swipe  cards,  applying  performance  points,  transferring  checks  and  adjusting  an
employee's schedule.
 

Employee Functions Buttons

Set Employee Access Card: Enables you to assign a swipe card to any employee. This button
prompts you to select the employee you want to assign a card to and then to swipe the card. You
can also use this function to assign an employee a manual entry number instead of a card.

Good Performance: Enables you to give an employee points for good performance. The system
prompts  you  to  select  a  reason  from  the  list  for  why  the  employee  is  getting  these  points.
Employees  who  get  good  performance  points  are  sent  a  message  like  the  one  shown  below
indicating that they have done well.

Note:    Performance  points  are  summarized  in  the  Employee  Ranking  report  in  PixelPoint
Report Viewer.

Poor Performance: Works exactly the same way as [Good Performance], except that the points,
and the reasons for them, are negative. The message sent to employees is shown below.
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Transfer  All  Checks:  Controls  the  transfer  of  employees'  open  checks  to  other  servers.  It  is
commonly used during a shift change, when one server takes over another server's tables. Unlike
the  version  on  the  Your  Settings  Screen,  which  is  restricted  to  checks  applying  to  the  current
user,  this  manager's  version  enables  you  to  control  the  transfer  of  all  checks  between  all
employees.

Employee Schedule: Enables you to review employee schedules. See "Employee Schedule" for
full details about this particular function.
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Employee Schedule
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Employee Functions / Employee Schedule
 
This is a manager's function that enables you to view staff schedules for any given day. It works
in conjunction with PixelPoint's Employee Scheduler module.

 
The window on the left  enables you to filter the display by department or job position. You can
also  filter  the  list  to  show  only  employees  who  are  currently  clocked  in  (Present)  or  currently
clocked  out  (Not  Present).  The  [Select  Date]  button  enables  you  to  choose  the  beginning  and
ending date of the schedule.
 

Employee Schedule Window Layout

1. Filter Window
Enables you to filter the display in the Detail Window (2).

All: Shows all employees with schedule information (regardless of the schedule type).

Present: Shows the schedule records for all employees who are currently clocked in.

Not Present:  Shows the schedule records for all  employees who are not  currently  clocked
in.

By  Department:  Contains  a  list  of  each  department.  Select  a  department  to  filter  the
display on the right and view the schedule records for all employees in that department.

By  Job  Position:  Contains  a  list  of  each  job  position.  Select  a  job  position  to  filter  the
display on the right and view the schedule records for all employees with that job position.

2. Detail Window
Lists all employees who have schedule information for that day.

3. Shift Info
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Provides contact information and shift information for the selected individual.

4. Summary Info
Provides  general  information  based  on  the  display  above.  The  line  "#  of  Shifts"  identifies  how
many people are scheduled. The "Duration" line indicates how long all of the shifts in the Detail
Window (2) are put together.

Toolbar Icons

Logout: Logs you out of the system.

Select Employee: Enables you to restrict the display to one specific employee.

Show All Employees: Removes all filtering and so shows all employee schedules.

Leave: Returns you to the previous screen.
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Product Functions
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Product Functions
 
The  Product  Functions  menu  contains  functions  that  deal  with  the  availability  of  products  and
orders.
 

Product Functions Buttons

[Sold OUT Item]
Sets an item as sold out. Selecting this button brings up a list of all products. Select the product
that has sold out and then press [OK].
 

 
When you select this button, PixelPoint:

1.Sends a message to all users, telling them that the item is now sold out.

2.Places a large red X across the product's button on the Order Screen, preventing users from
ordering the item.
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If the item record contains How To Make information (See "How to Make Item"), this will
be displayed if the sold out product's order button is selected. The purpose of this is to
enable you to view the contents of the item and to suggest alternative dishes based on
the ingredients.

3.Adds the item to the Sold Out section of the Billboard.

[Sold IN Item]
Marks an item as Sold In and so makes it available for ordering again. Selecting this button brings
up a list of products which are currently not available. Select the product to put back on the menu
and then click [OK].
 

When you select this button, PixelPoint does the following:
1.Sends a message to all users, telling them that the item is now available.

2.Removes the red X from the ordering button, enabling you to order the item.

3.Removes the item from the Sold Out section of the Billboard.

[Set Countdown on Item]
Associates a quantity with an item, indicating how many are left. Select the item from the list that
appears and then click [OK].
 

Upon doing this, a number of things happen:
1.The number appears in the bottom right corner of the button.

2.Every time the item is ordered the number decreases by one.

3.When the number reaches zero, the item is flagged as Sold Out (see [Sold OUT Item] in this
section).

[Bar Interface]
Opens a function that monitors and controls bar information and usage. See "Bar Interface" for
details.
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Bar Interface
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Product Functions / Bar Interface
 
This function works in conjunction with a Liquor Dispensing System. The interface enables you to
compare  the  amounts  of  liquor  poured  that  PixelPoint  has  calculated  to  those  that  the  liquor
dispensing system reports, to make sure that all of the liquor used has been paid for.
 

Stations Lists

Each  bar  works  with  orders  from  specific  stations.  In  the  example  above,  the  bar  takes  drink
orders from stations 3, 5 and 11. Highlight the desired station number in the "Stations" window
on the left and select [Add] to include it.

[Add All] includes all stations.

[Remove] removes the highlighted station from the "Included Stations" window.

[Remove All] removes all stations from the "Included Stations" window.

Report Type Area

Enables you to isolate what Summary Group types you want to review. For example, if Liquor is
selected, it will review liquor items only.

Bar Interface Buttons

Print Variance: Prints a comparative report showing the difference between PixelPoint's and the
LDS's calculations.

Print Inventory Usage: Prints a report of inventory (stock item) usage.

Print Product Usage: Prints a report of product usage.
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Bar: An establishment can have several bars, each with a liquor dispensing system. Select [Bar]
to  set  up  interface  comparisons  on  multiple  bars.  The  display  Bar:1  (in  the  top-right  of  the
screen) will change to Bar:2 and so on, representing each of the bars.

Keyboard: Enables you to type text information where needed. It is present because most touch
screen stations do not have a keyboard attached.

Employee: Isolates orders placed and handled by a specific employee.

Period:  Enables  you  to  choose  between  the  current  day's  sales  or  sales  during  a  specific  date
range.  Selecting  [Date  Range]  enables  you  to  review  transactions  that  took  place  between  a
certain beginning and ending date.

Calculate  Values:  Calculates  sales/usage  data.  Select  this  after  you  have  selected  your
reviewing criteria, using the other buttons on the screen.

Close: Exits you from this screen.
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Special Functions
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Special Functions
 
The special functions menu enables you to carry out a few tasks that most users should never be
given permission to do.
 

Special Functions Menu Buttons

Shut  Down  System:  Shuts  the  station  down.  When  you  select  it,  the  system  exits  the  POS
software and shuts Windows® down. It is not recommended that you do this for Station 1.

Note:  Selecting this button also disables printers connected to the unit.

Exit POS Software: Exits from the PixelPoint POS software.
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Printer Manager
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Printer Manager
 
This  function  enables  you  to  manage  various  operations  that  have  to  do  with  printing.  More
specifically, it deals with routing print jobs to different printers and clearing them when problems
arise.
 

Toolbar Icons

Help: Launches PixelPoint POS help.

Redirect Printer: Re-routes all print jobs from one printer to another printer. If a printer is not
printing,  see  "Troubleshooting"  to  ensure  that  you  have  checked  all  possible  causes  of  the
problem before you redirect the printer.

To redirect a printer:
1. Select the problem printer from the list of printers.
2. Select [Redirect Printer]. A window appears, asking you to "Select Where to Redirect" the

selected printer's printing to.
3. Select the printer where you would like to redirect printing to.
4. Select [OK]. Above the list of printers, it will state that the selected printer ‘Is Redirected.'

Any printing to the old printer will now be directed to the new selected printer.

 
PixelPoint  can be set  to automatically  redirect  print  jobs.  If  the system does auto-redirect  a
print job, it will broadcast a message notifying you of this. The system is also capable of auto-
canceling the redirection once the printer is back on line.

Reset All Redirects: Resets all print redirection, routing all print jobs to their default printers.

Clear  All  Print  Jobs:  Deletes  all  pending  print  jobs  from the  selected  printer.  If  a  printer  has
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been down for a while and people have been sending print jobs to that printer, all of those print
jobs will  begin to print once that printer is back on-line. If  you want to cancel these print  jobs,
select the printer from the list and then select this button.

Leave Printers: Exits you from the Printer Manager screen and returns you to the Table Layout
Screen.
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Reservations Function
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Reservations
 
The Reservations function enables you to access and work with all host/hostess functions without
changing your system interface in the "Your Settings Screen". This function brings you to the Host
(ess) Screen, which enables you to do things like:
 

Take a reservation
Seat a reservation
Seat walk-in customers
Manage a line up at the door

 

 
For a detailed explanation of this screen and its uses, see "Host(ess) Screen".

Note:  PixelPoint's TableTime module is required for this function to work.
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Show Delivery Status Form
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Show Delivery Status Form
 
This function toggles between regular front-end operations and those of a delivery order taker. It
takes you to the Order Taker Screen, which you can use to do things like:
 

Take a pick up or delivery order.
Check the status of a pick up or delivery order.
Process a pick up or delivery order.

 
For a detailed explanation of this screen and its uses, see "Order Taker Screen".
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Pay Expenses
Table Layout Screen / Manager / Pay Expenses
 
This function enables you to record expenses you want to schedule to be paid at a later date. It
can be used for things like staff parking and phone bills.
 

 
Select the date you want the expense to be paid by selecting the blue date bar at the top of the
window.
 
This function uses information about suppliers programmed into BackOffice; you need to select a
supplier before you can select [OK].

To finish recording an expense, select [OK] to return to the Manager's Function Menu, or [Ok &
Next] to start recording a new expense.
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Training Mode

Employees who are new to the establishment, and/or PixelPoint, can be put on training mode to
give them an opportunity to learn and try things out without causing problems if something goes
wrong.

When an employee is  in  training  mode they  can  do  everything  that  other  employees  can  do  in
terms of opening checks, ordering items and settling checks. However, there are some things that
are different for employees in training mode. The differences are:
 

Nothing prints (kitchen prints, bar prints, receipts, etc., do not print).
Cash drawers do not open.
The word "TRAINING" is displayed on the blue toolbar (as shown).
Items cannot be transferred to or from checks.
Tables and/or items cannot be moved to a table that belongs to the employee.
Checks cannot be transferred to the employee.
Transactions cannot be closed to a payment method that needs authorization.
Transactions that belong to someone else cannot be closed.
Sales are not included in the day's sales numbers.

 

Note:  Because of the various changes for Training Mode (listed above), it should not be used
with either credit authorization or till management.
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Security

PixelPoint  contains  extensive  security  features  to  ensure  reliable  reporting,  controlled  user
operations and monitored activities. Listed below are some key points to be aware of and some
safeguards that should be considered when managing the system.

Authorization

Security levels, based on job position, are in effect all throughout the system; a manager can do
more on the system than a server, and a server can do more on the system than a cook.

When you encounter a function that your job position does not have sufficient security clearance
for,  PixelPoint  tells  you  by  presenting  a  window  indicating  the  need  for  management
authorization.
 

 
The message displayed identifies the attempted function and indicates that a manager must swipe
an access card to authorize it.

When doing something that needs management authorization, the best approach is to do as much
as you can yourself; keep going until you get the security message telling you that you can go no
further. Then ask the manager to give you access to continue.

Swipe Card vs. Manual Entry

You do not necessarily need a swipe card to access secured functions. Pressing [Manual Enter] on
the message box that displays will enable you to enter a number on a numeric keypad.

However,  in  addition  to  the  advantage  of  faster  access,  magnetic  swipe  cards  are  much  more
secure than manual entry numbers. Banking machines cover their keypad so prying eyes cannot
see the numbers being entered.  However this  is  not  so simple to do on a POS station and it  is
possible that your manual entry number could be seen by someone else. This could be very bad,
especially if it should happen to be a manager's number.

You  never  need  to  know  the  number  contained  on  your  swipe  card,  but  all  employees  must
memorize  their  manual  entry  number.  Sharing  this  information  could  lead  to  false  time  clock
entries. It is best to avoid these and other potential security problems by ensuring that everyone
is using a swipe card.

Receipts

Once a customer's check has been printed, all additional prints (for that transaction) will include
the word REPRINT in large letters, regardless of whether the contents of the check have changed.
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Receipts can be set to print automatically upon closing a check.

Charge Tips

Charge  tips  (See  "Tips")  can  be  applied  either  by  the  server  (through  [Your  Settings]  /  [Add
Tips]) or by the manager ([Manager] / [Authorization Manager] / [Add Tips]). If possible, make
adding charge tips a management function rather than an employee function. Doing so makes it
easier for the manager to:
 

Account for each and every charge slip.
Check that the tip amounts are clearly marked and unaltered.
Ensure that the tips are entered correctly.
Easily co-ordinate the entry of tips with the batch settlement of the credit cards.

 
You  can  program  PixelPoint's  security  levels  to  prevent  servers  from  using  [Add  Tips]  without
management authorization. You can also set the system to prevent re-tipping.

If,  at  your  establishment,  servers  do  enter  charge  tips,  run  the  Cash  Out  Report  for  each
employee in detailed format and then cross-reference each charge slip with the cash out reports.
Detailed cash out reports indicate the transaction number, tendered amount, tip applied and total
amount  for  each  credit  card  and  on-account  transaction.  By  using  this  method  you  can  still  do
everything listed above; it simply takes longer and greater attention to detail.

Voids & Coupons

The  employee  cash  out  report  tracks  and  reports  all  actions  involving  negative  values  (voids/
refunds, coupons/discounts and returns). It is recommended that all coupons be submitted with
the cash out report for cross-referencing, so the manager can ensure transactions were processed
properly and that everything adds up.

PixelPoint has the ability to set security levels for coupons and discounts, so that fewer employees
are able to apply bigger discounts. For example, you could program the system so that a server
can apply a 10% discount for students, but not the 50% Manager's discount.

Voids Reasons

Every time you void or refund an item, you need to provide a reason for it. The system contains a
set list of reasons for voids. All voids and the reasons for them are included in Cash Out Reports.
Security  levels  can  also  be  applied  to  the  individual  reasons,  preventing  servers  from selecting
certain reasons but allowing them to select others.

Pre-Voids

A pre-void is  a void made before sending the item. Pre-voids can also be tracked and reported
within Cash Out Reports. Consider activating this feature if you suspect an employee is ordering
an item, collecting payment and then voiding it before sending it.
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Cash Drawers

There is no reason why a cash drawer should be open while entering an order or after the check
has been closed. If you find, however, that this is happening, an employee could be abusing the
pre-void function (see above).

Blind Tender Balancing

In  an  environment  where  each  employee  is  responsible  for  their  own  money,  tender  balancing
should be done as part of each employee's cash out process (See "Tender Balancing").  Tender-
balancing forces the employee to enter totals for each method of payment before cashing out.

The tender  balance screen can be set  to  either  show or  hide the amounts  that  the system has
calculated.  When these amounts are hidden,  it  is  called a blind tender  balance.  In  the example

below, Amex® has been set as blind and Cash and MasterCard® have not.
 

 
Note that, for methods of payment set for blind tender balance, the window also does not indicate
whether you are over or short from the calculated amount. You will only be able to see this on the
Cash Out Report (See "Cash Out Report").

Since  the  MasterCard®  line  in  this  example,  however,  does  show  the  amount  the  system  has
calculated, it also points out that the amount submitted is short by $1.28.

This  tendered  information  is  included  in  the  employee  cash  out  report  at  the  bottom  of  each
method of payment's section. The MasterCard® section for this example would show as follows:
 

POS Calculated 201.28

Employee Declared 200.00

Over/Short (-)1.28

Sequential Transaction Numbers

Every check is assigned a sequential transaction number. All transactions are sorted sequentially
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(within  each  method of  payment)  on  cash  out  reports  and  should  be  cross-referenced  with  the
actual slips (which are also numbered), to make sure that what was reported matches the actual
orders. It is a good practice to ensure that all order slips are sequentially sorted before submitting
them with the cash out report.

Transactions such as $0 orders, split checks and joined tables are sequentially recorded within the
system in the same way as other orders. Another security feature in PixelPoint is the ability to set
security levels for these kinds of transactions, such that some employees can do them and others
cannot.
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Troubleshooting

This section contains information intended to help with common operational mistakes.
 
There  is  also  a  section  devoted  to  diagnosing  system-related  problems,  and  another  one  about
taking  preventative  measures  to  ensure  the  safety  and  health  of  your  system.  Specifically,  the
contents of this section are:
 

Correcting Mistakes

System Problems

Preventative Maintenance
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Correcting Mistakes

This section discusses ways to correct a few common mistakes that employees make. There is
often more than one way to resolve these kinds of problems; what are offered below are working
suggestions.

Unclosing a Check

Say  an  order  was  accidentally  closed  when  the  customer  was  not  finished  dining.  Now  the
customer wants to order something else. You need to unclose the check.

The server and manager solutions presented below differ only in that the manager has access to
the  Transaction  Viewer,  which  enables  you  to  find  transactions  based  on  the  employee  who
started them. Of course, managers can also use the server solution.

Server Solution:
1. Select [Your Settings] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Your Trans].
3. Select [Show Closed Transactions].
4. Select the closed transaction from the list. If you know the transaction number, you can use

[Unclose by #] to retrieve the check.
5. Select [Unclose]. A window appears, asking if you would like to unclose this transaction.
6. Select [Yes]. A window appears, asking if you would like to use the transaction now.
7. Select [Yes] to use it or [No] to remain in Your Trans.

Manager Solution:
1. Select [Manager] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Transaction Viewer].
3. Select [Show Closed Transactions].
4. Select the closed transaction from the list. You can use [Select Employee] to narrow the list

down to transactions by a specific employee or you can jump directly to the transaction by
using [Unclose by #], if you know the transaction number.

5. Select [Unclose]. A window appears, asking if you would like to unclose this transaction.
6. Select [Yes]. A window appears, asking if you would like to use the transaction now.
7. Select [Yes] to use it or [No] to remain in the Transaction Viewer.

Unclosing an Approved Credit Transaction

If a check was accidentally closed on another customer's credit card, and if the pre-authorization
has gone through, you will need to remove the charge from the other customer's credit card.

To unclose an approved credit transaction:
1. Select [Manager] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Authorization Manager].
3. Select the transaction you want to unclose.
4. Select [Void].
5. Select [Yes] when asked whether you want to unclose the check.

This cancels the pre-authorization and uncloses the table, enabling you to close the check to the
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right credit card.

Note:  You will need a manager's security clearance to do this.

Credit Returns

Say you want to reverse a credit transaction that has been settled. There are two ways to do this,
the easiest of which is to simply refund the customer in cash. If the cash is removed from a till, it
can be recorded as a Pay Out (See "Pay Out").

To perform a cash refund:
1. Select [Your Settings] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Pay Out].
3. Enter the amount of the pay-out on the numeric keypad that displays.
4. Select [OK]. A confirmation window displays: You entered __. Is this correct?
5. Select  [Yes]  to  continue.  Select  [No]  to  return  to  the  keypad,  if  you  want  to  change  the

amount.
6. Select the best pay-out reason from the list in the window that displays. Ideally a pay-out

reason called something like "Credit Return" will be programmed into your system.
7. Type a brief description about this pay-out on the keyboard that displays.
8. Select [OK].
9. The system prints a pay-out slip providing all necessary information. It needs a manager’s

signature for validation. Place this in the till to explain the lack of money.

The other method is to perform a credit adjustment. This solution involves creating another check
with  negative  values,  which  you  then  charge  to  the  same  card.  This,  in  effect,  gives  back  the
money  that  was  taken  during  the  first  transaction.  This  solution  needs  the  [Return/Exchange]
function button to be present on the Order Screen (See "Order Screen"). It may also need a copy
of the customer receipt.

To perform a credit adjustment:
1. Open a new check.
2. Order the item to be refunded.
3. Select [Return/Exchange Item]. The item appears on the check with a negative price.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 for each item to be refunded.
5. Close the transaction to the same credit payment that you used before.

Tender Balance Entry Errors

Say an incorrect total was entered into the Tender Balance screen during employee cash out (See
"Tender Balancing"). Since cash out has already been done, [Cash Out] is now unavailable to the
server.

Server Solution:
1. Open a new check.
2. Close the check (it can be a $0 transaction).
3. Select [Your Settings].
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4. Select [Cash Out], now that it is available again.
5. Enter  the  correct  totals  when  the  Tender  Balance  screen  displays;  the  new  totals  will

overwrite the old ones.

Manager Solution:
1. Select [Manager] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Employee Time Clock].
3. Select the employee's record.
4. Select [Cash Out].
5. Enter  the  correct  totals  when  the  Tender  Balance  screen  displays;  the  new  totals  will

overwrite the old ones.

Credit Tip Entry Errors

If an incorrect amount was entered into the Add Tips screen (which uses PixelPoint Authorization
Manager), you will need to "re-tip" the transaction (See "Tips").
 

To re-tip a transaction:
1. Select [Your Settings] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Add Tips].
3. Select  the  transaction  from  the  list  on  the  left  of  the  screen,  or  search  for  it  by  using

[Search by Ref].
4. Enter the correct tip amount. This new tip amount will overwrite the old one.

 
Re-tipping is only available for credit cards (which are processed during End of Day). Other credit
methods of payment, such as debit, on account and gift cards, are settled immediately, making
re-tipping impossible. If you need to re-tip any of these other transactions, you have to void the
entire transaction and redo it, applying the correct tip.

Correcting Shift Times

An employee forgets to clock in or out on time and the recorded time needs to be adjusted.
 

To adjust the recorded time:
1. Select [Manager] from the Table Layout Screen.
2. Select [Employee Time Clock].
3. Select [Change Times].
4. Select the employee record.
5. Select one of the buttons at the bottom of the screen.

 
6. Select [Change Start Time] to change the Clock In time.
7. Select [Change End Time] to change the Clock Out time.

Note:  You will need a manager's security clearance to fix this problem.
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System Problems

If you run into a problem with your system, or a part of your system, there are many things you
can do yourself to fix or identify the problem. Below are several problems you may come across
and some suggestions as to what you can do about them.

If a printer is not printing:
Look to see if the printer is on-line. There may be a light on the front or top of the printer to
indicate this.
Turn the printer off and back on.
Check the power cable to ensure that it is properly plugged in at both ends.
Check the network cable connection at  both the printer and the station it  is  connected to.
Ensure it is properly connected at both ends.
Check if the printer is out of paper.
Feed paper through the printer to ensure nothing is blocking its path.
Make sure the printer ribbon is secure and has ink, or, if the printer uses ink cartridges, that
they have ink.
Go  into  the  Printer  Manager  to  see  if  the  printer  has  been  redirected  (See  "Printer
Manager").
Run a self-test on the printer. To do this:

1.Turn it off.
2.Hold down the printer buttons.
3.Turn it on while holding the buttons.
4.Turn it off to discontinue.

Check the station the printer is connected to. Ensure that the station is functioning.
 
If  you  have  checked  all  of  the  above,  redirect  printing  to  another  printer  (Using  the  "Printer
Manager") and call your PixelPoint Dealer for support.

If a station is not starting up:
Check that the station has power and is turned on.
If you have a UPS, make sure it is on.
Make sure the monitor is on.
Make sure all cables are connected properly.
Check the brightness level on the monitor.
Try plugging the station into another power source.

If  you have checked all  of  the above, call  your PixelPoint Dealer for support.  You may find that
printers connected to this station are not functioning either.

If a station is not responding:
1. Attach a keyboard to the station that is not responding.
2. Press [NumLock] a few times to ensure the system is reading the keyboard. If the NumLock

light goes on or off when you press [NumLock], then it is reading the keyboard.
3. If it is reading the keyboard, press [Ctrl] [Alt] [Delete] all at the same time.
4. Select [Shut Down] (this step may vary, depending on the operating system you are using

—you may need to press another button first).
5. After Windows shuts down, power off the station.
6. Wait several seconds, then turn it back on.
7. Disconnect the keyboard and resume operation.

If you are unable to cash out an employee:
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It is possible that there is an open transaction that needs to be closed before you can cash this
person out...

Check for red tables on the floor layouts (See "Table Layout Screen").
Select  [Transaction  View]  on  the  Table  Layout  Screen  to  see  if  there  are  any  saved  quick
order checks.
Select [Your Settings] and then [Your Trans]. Look for any open transactions listed there.
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Preventative Maintenance

Here are some tips that will help you to maintain your PixelPoint POS system and help keep your
establishment running as smoothly as possible if something goes wrong.
 
Though  this  section  covers  several  of  the  more  common  applications  of  preventative
maintenance,  there  may  be  others  you  think  of  that  could  apply  to  your  establishment.  Write
them down and document a plan of action for each one. Should anything go wrong, your staff will
be able to refer to them and have an emergency plan of action ready for use.

Backup

A  backup  is  your  safety  net  against  losing  all  of  your  data  and  programming.  Back  up  your
database  often  and  keep  at  least  one  copy  off-site.  An  off-site  copy  will  come  in  handy  if
something, such as a fire, destroys the on-site backups.

You  can  back  up  your  database  through  BackOffice  simply  by  selecting  Backup  Now!  on  the
General Setup pull-down menu and then selecting [OK].

Contact Information

Say that  the system goes down and you need assistance.  Who do you call?  What  is  the phone
number?  Do  you  have  a  support  contract?  Do  you  need  to  provide  an  account  number?  You
should make sure you know all of this information, as you may need it sometime.

After you have checked the Troubleshooting section of this guide and are still  unable to resolve
your problem, the next step is to call your PixelPoint Dealer for help. Make sure you know all of
your  dealer's  contact  information  and  that  you  know  what  information  to  provide.  Post  this
information somewhere it can easily be found.

Manual Contingency Plan

Today's  hospitality  operations  rely  so  heavily  on  electrical  devices  that  the  establishment
essentially grinds to a halt when the electricity fails or the system goes down for some reason. To
prepare for such an emergency, it is a good idea to have a manual ordering system ready.

You should consider acquiring and storing the following emergency supplies:

Note pads & pencils
A calculator
A credit card swipe unit
An order wheel
A cash drawer that can be opened manually
Written instructions on how to take and process orders using this system

When the power goes down, your system should be able to function long enough for you to print
all checks, switch to a manual system and properly shut down the system. To make sure that this
is possible, every station and printer should be plugged into a UPS.

Remote Support
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Arranging to have a support technician on-site is the best possible solution to system problems,
but there are two disadvantages to this option. Firstly, it can be a costly solution for something
that may turn out to be only a minor problem. Secondly, it takes time for the technician to get to
your establishment and your problem will continue until they arrive.

One excellent alternative is to make sure that the support technician can connect to your system
remotely.  This  can be accomplished by connecting your server into a data line (like an internet
connection). Two programs commonly used for remote access are PCAnywhere™ and VNC™. By
using either of them, the technician will  be able to connect into your system from their own PC
and troubleshoot your problem right away.

Of  course,  if  the  problem  is  related  to  your  system  hardware  and  not  your  software,  the
technician will have to go to your establishment. However, by using remote support first, they can
properly  diagnose  the  problem  before  their  arrival.  This  will  help  make  sure  that  they  know
exactly what is wrong and will have the necessary parts and supplies with them.

In most cases, remote support will  lessen the impact of a problem by greatly reducing the cost
and time needed to fix it.

Server Failure

In  case  the  POSSERVER  fails  for  any  reason,  and  it  is  critical  that  the  establishment  continues
operating without interruption, you should consider investing in either a mirrored hard drive or a
mirrored server.

A mirrored hard drive is a backup hard drive you can quickly switch to if the main hard drive fails.
While this is a cost-effective solution, it only guards against hard drive failures. It will not prevent
down-time if the server fails for any other reason.

A mirrored server,  on the other hand,  is  a backup server you can quickly  switch to if  the main
server PC fails. While investing in this solution may be a little more costly, you should weigh this
cost against the cost of lost revenue due to down time. In most cases, the cost of a server will be
a lot less than the lost revenue.

Contact your PixelPoint Dealer for further information about configuring these solutions.

Station Failure

Stations  are  generally  touch-screen  units  (meaning  that  you  operate  them  by  touching  the
screen).  However,  it  is  possible  for  a  station  to  fail  to  respond  to  screen  input.  If  one  does,  a
computer  keyboard may give you the  capability  to  unlock  the  station  and properly  restart  it  or
shut it down. You should therefore make sure that you have a plug-in keyboard on hand and that
you know where to plug it in, if you have to.

System Supplies

Always make sure that you have a stock of spare rolls of printer paper and printer ink cartridges.
If a printer stops working because it is out of paper or ink, you will not be able to use that printer
until it is reloaded.
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Part III: Peripherals and Useful Tools

This chapter is about system components, both hardware and software, that are not part of the
core POS.  You can run PixelPoint  POS without  making use of  content  in  this  chapter.  However,
everything  included  in  this  chapter  will  greatly  increase  the  functionality  of  your  system.  For
example, this chapter talks about things like peripheral hardware devices (such as cash drawers
and pole/customer displays), credit authorization, reporting and inventory control.

Specifically, this chapter has the following topics:

Peripherals
Integrated Credit Authorization
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Peripherals

For  detailed  instructions  on  how  to  use  any  of  the  following  devices  or  for  specific  information
about particular makes and models, see the Certified Device List (CDL) on the PAR Partner Center
website. This section gives simple descriptions of each type of device and its general function(s).
Some sections include very brief notes about what installing each type of device usually includes,
but  you  will  need  to  read  the  actual  installation  document  included  on  the  CDL  in  order  to
successfully install any specific device.

Cash Drawers

PixelPoint can accommodate up to three cash drawers per station. They can be connected either
through the station printer  or  by being plugged directly  into the station.  Many drawers  use the
first kind of connection. They are activated through the printer. Setup for this requires little more
than plugging the drawer in and applying the drawer's code in Printer Code Setup. Plugging the
drawer into the station requires installing OPOS drivers. Though PixelPoint will work with OPOS-
compliant devices, it is recommended that you select drawers that run off the printers.

Pagers

Pagers can be used in conjunction with the Host/Reservation function in PixelPoint POS to page
customers  when  their  table  is  ready.  Installation  involves  enabling  the  PagerSystem  policy  in
BackOffice  Policy  Setup  (or  adding  "PagerSystem=Y"  to  "Pixel32.ini")  and  setting  up
"PixelPointPageAgent.exe" (attainable through the Certified Device List on the PAR Partner Center
website).

Pole Displays

A pole display is a hardware device that shows the customer the price of each ordered item and
the  total  amount  owing.  Configuration  essentially  involves  installing  the  manufacturer  OPOS
drivers on the station running the display. Further setup may be needed depending on the type of
pole display.

Weight Scales

PixelPoint can interface with a scale to weigh items such as food (for when it is sold by weight) or
liquor  bottles  (for  checking  a  bar's  inventory).  The  scale  must  be  configured  for  ECR  serial
communication protocol.

Configuration  involves  specifying  a  DLL  and  other  settings  in  "Pixel32.ini"  and  then  setting  up
products in Product Setup. Weighed products must have the "Weighed Item On Scale" checkbox
(on  the  Advanced  tab)  enabled.  Make  sure  that  weighed  items  have  prices  based  on  a  single
weight unit. The weight of the item will be treated as quantity and will be multiplied by the price
accordingly (weight - tare weight x price).

Barcode Scanners

PixelPoint  can  read  UPC  barcodes  for  quick  retrieval  of  transactions,  products  and  coupons.  In
particular, PixelPoint works with EAN-13 barcodes. If you intend to print barcodes, make sure that
the printer make/model supports barcode printing. There is a field in Printer Code Setup (from the
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Administrator pull-down menu in BackOffice) that tells the printer to print barcodes. Additionally,
PixelPoint requires that barcodes include a carriage return to mark the end of each barcode scan.

Order Confirmation Displays / Customer Displays

An Order Confirmation Display (OCD) visually confirms customer orders at the point of purchase
while showing advertisements at the same time. OCD devices are becoming increasingly popular
as more and more advertising is done digitally.

OCDs  can  now  be  anything  that  shows  multimedia,  including  all  LCD  monitors  or  TV  screens.
PixelPoint's Form Designer enables you to fully customize the content that appears on all of your
customer displays.

Kitchen Display System

A  kitchen  display  system  (KDS)  is  an  alternative  to  using  printers  in  the  kitchen.  Printers  are
replaced with video screens which display the orders to be made. When an order is completed, it
can  be  removed  from  the  KDS  using  a  device  called  a  bump  bar.  Kitchen  display  systems  are
typically used in quick service and drive-thru environments.

PixelPoint's  PixelKDS  program  interfaces  PixelPoint  POS  software  to  third-party  kitchen  display
systems.  KDS  software  can  be  installed  and  run  in  the  background  on  any  system  in  the
restaurant, from single terminal to dedicated server. PixelPoint client (station) software has to be
installed on the machine running PixelKDS.

Liquor Dispensing System

Liquor  dispensing  systems  control  the  pouring  of  liquor  at  bars.  They  provide  complete  control
and  accountability  for  each  drink.  PixelPoint  interfaces  with  numerous  LDS  systems,  including
Berg, FreePour and Sprint.  Installation varies with the type of  LDS. See the individual  technical
information document for each system for more information.

Coin Dispensers

Coin dispensers dispense whatever amount and type of coins are needed to give a customer exact
change for a transaction. These devices eliminate the problem of giving out incorrect change and
can reduce  transaction  length  by  an  average of  3  to  7  seconds.  When PixelPoint  calculates  the
exact  change  of  a  transaction,  it  sends  that  information  to  the  coin  dispenser,  which  then
dispenses the correct money into a coin tray. Installation involves using a particular DLL for the
device, and specifying the file name and the com port the device is plugged into in "Pixel32.ini".

Caller ID

This function is an incredible time saver in order-taking environments involving members (namely
pickup and delivery situations). When a phone call comes in at the order desk, the caller's name
and  phone  number  appear  on  a  digital  readout.  When  you  select  that  caller,  PixelPoint
automatically displays their member record. If there is no existing member record for that phone
number,  PixelPoint  displays  a  blank  member  record  so  member  information  can  be  entered
quickly.

Installation  involves  running  and  configuring  "Whozz.exe"  (attainable  through  the  PAR  Partner
Center  website)  and  modifying  the  QuickMember  policy  or  option  so  it  has  the  value  "1"  (this
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ordinarily sets the system to automatically  prompt for  the member's  phone number).  Note that
the  establishment  itself  must  have  caller  ID  service  in  order  to  be  able  to  use  PixelPoint  POS's
caller ID feature.
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Integrated Credit Authorization

PixelPoint  has  an  integrated  credit  authorization  program  called  Authorization  Manager
(CreditCheck). This program, in conjunction with a credit card verification system (CCVS), enables
the  processing  of  credit  transactions  directly  through  the  POS  without  the  aid  of  an  external
banking system. Two steps are required in order to process credit cards - Pre-Authorization and
Settlement.

Step 1: Pre-Authorization

This  is  the  first  of  two  steps  involved  in  processing  credit  cards.  As  an  example  of  a  pre-auth
transaction,  let's  say  that  the  check  total  is  $100.00  and  the  customer  hands  you  their  credit
card.

1. You open the check, go to the Finish screen, and swipe the card.
2. PixelPoint recognizes it as a MasterCard. The transaction total and card information is sent

to  the  CCVS.  The  CCVS  connects  to  the  credit  processor  (via  Internet  or  dial-in)  and
transmits this information, requesting authorization for the amount. Included in this total is
an  allowance  (generally  20%)  for  the  expectation  of  a  charge  tip  (the  request  in  this
example then, would be for authorizing $120).

3. The processor company verifies that there are enough funds. If there are, it authorizes the
transaction and sends back a confirmation.  Those funds will  be held in  reserve,  reducing
the  card‘s  available  credit  by  the  transaction  amount.  No  money  changes  hands  at  this
point.

4. The  confirmation  of  authorization  for  $100  +  tip  is  received  by  the  CCVS  which  in  turn
sends that back to PixelPoint.

5. Upon receiving the confirmation,  PixelPoint  flags it  as  approved and prints  the credit  slip
(s).

6. At this point,  from the user's perspective, the table (or quick order check) is  closed. The
customer  signs  the  credit  slip  and  leaves,  keeping  their  copy.  You  keep  the  house  copy
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with the customer signature and charge tip.
7. You apply the charge tip in PixelPoint. This is done through either Your Settings or Manager

Functions (by a manager). In either case, the transaction is retrieved through its reference
number, which is printed on the credit slip.

8. With the charge tip applied, the transaction record is flagged as being ready for settlement
with the processor. Even if the transaction had a $0 tip, you would still need to apply the
charge tip (that is, "0.00") in order to process the transaction record. For the sake of this
example, we will assume the customer gave a $20 tip. 

Step 2: Settlement

The  second  step  is  the  settlement,  or  "Close  Batch"  process.  Pre-authorized  transactions  (with
tips  applied)  are  sent  to  the  processor  as  a  batch.  It  is  at  this  time  that  the  transactions  are
actually settled and funds transferred.

PixelPoint  submits  all  of  the  approved  transactions  within  the  batch  for  settlement.  When  this
happens, it gets approval from the processor and then transfers the settled transactions from the
open batch to the history files. The money (minus any service fees) then gets transferred to the
establishment‘s account. Settlement can be done at any time, and at multiple times, within a day,
so long as ALL pre-authorized transactions have had a charge tip applied.

Most  merchants  go  through  a  single  settlement  procedure  at  the  end  of  each  day.  When  a
settlement occurs, the software automatically processes all credit cards authorized since the last
settled batch. Once settlement has been completed the funds will be deposited in the merchant‘s
account at a time determined by the merchant‘s agreement with the bank or card company.

Most  credit  processing  companies  will  retain  pre-authorizations  for  up  to  3  days  without
settlement.  Failure to settle within that time may result  in cancellation of  the transaction's  pre-
authorization. Check with the processor company to determine how long a batch can stay open.
Make  sure  that  the  batch  is  being  closed  long  before  the  required  period  so  that  in  case  of
problems you will have enough time to resolve any issues.
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PCI PA-DSS Compliance

PixelPoint POS is fully PCI DSS and PA-DSS compliant. There are, however, steps that still need to
be taken to ensure that  the POS system as a whole is  compliant,  as  other  third-party  software
may  be  in  violation  of  these  regulations.  Refer  to  the  PixelPoint  PCI  PA-DSS  Implementation
Guide found on the PAR Partner Center for more information.

Authorization Manager Configuration

For  detailed  information  on  how to  configure  PixelPoint  Authorization  Manager  to  interface  to  a
specific  CCVS,  refer  to  documentation  on  the  PAR  Partner  Center  website.  If  this  is  your  first
credit installation, download and read all of the documentation (include the Technical Information
document on the PAR Partner Center website) before starting anything. Do not practice this at
a live site. You should buy the CCVS well in advance so you can stage it in your office using your
NFR copy of PixelPoint.

1. In  the  startup  folder  of  the  PC  that  is  running  the  CCVS,  create  a  shortcut  with  the
following in the "Target" line:
\\posserver\pixelpos\pixelauthorizemanager.exe
Make sure that the "Start in" folder is "\\posserver\pixelpos". The Authorization Manager
EXE is an agent that should only run on the one PC. All other stations will access it through
here.

2. Run "pixelauthorizemanager.exe".
3. Double-click on the spinning coin in the system tray.
4. Click on [Setup].

The main screen shows you what authorizations are in use and what they are set for. Each line
represents one of the methods of authorization that can be applied to the system.

5. Click  the  drop-down arrow under  "Credit  Card  Payment  System"  to  select  the  CCVS you
are using.
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6. Click  [Configure]  next  to  your  selection  to  apply  additional  configuration  settings.
Configuration  information  for  specific  interfaces  is  available  in  the  Technical  Information
documents posted on the PAR Partner Center site.

7. Click [OK] when completed.
8. Restart Authorization Manager.

BackOffice Configuration

The  final  step  is  configuring  BackOffice  to  use  the  settings  you  applied  in  the  Authorization
Manager.

1. Select Payment Method Setup from the Administrator pull-down menu.
2. Choose  the  appropriate  authorization  for  each  method  of  payment  by  using  the  radio

buttons in the "Select" box.
Cash & foreign currencies - No Authorization.
Member accounts & gift cards - Member/VIP Auth.
Credit cards - Credit Card Auth.
Room charges - Front Desk Auth.
Debit cards - Debit Card.
Forms of payment requiring specially programmed authorization - Custom.
Gift cards through 3rd party software - Gift Card (third party).

3. Select System Setup from the Administrator pull-down menu.
4. Check the "Use Authorization Manager" box.
5. Save your changes.
6. Restart the POS system.

Testing Authorization Manager Configuration

It is critical that you run a test transaction and batch settlement before going live. Do not go live
only to find out that credit card transactions have not gone through or are lost.
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Begin by making sure you know how to process credit  card transactions in PixelPoint POS. This
information  is  detailed  in  the  PixelPoint  POS  User's  Guide.  A  good  exercise  would  be  running
through the following procedure:

1. Start a new day.
2. Process CC transactions.
3. Add tips.
4. Do a batch settlement.
5. Cash out and clock out.
6. Run End of Day.

Verify  that  the  above  works  properly  by  running  reports  in  Report  Viewer.  Confirm  your  test
transactions and make sure that you receive a batch report when you settle the batch. Also cross-
reference this information with the End of Day report. They must match up.

Once the installation at  the customer's  site is  complete,  perform a test  transaction using a real
credit card, and process a transaction for $1. Do not let the customer use the system until  you
have verified that every part of the installation has been completed successfully. We recommend
that you set up the system during regular working hours. This will make sure that CCVS support
or the processing center will be accessible if it is needed.

Make sure that the customer notifies you if the batch report is not printed, as that suggests that
the batch has not been closed.

If you experience any problems or anomalies, see "Troubleshooting".

Note:  Several of the authorization fields in the Authorization Manager have a DEMO MODE in
which  PixelPoint  will  automatically  approve  any  card  number  applied.  This  is  very  useful  for
demonstration and training purposes.
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Glossary

A
All at once: An option that presents multiple questions on the screen at the same time, instead
of one at a time.

Ask at once: Another term for All At Once.

Authorization  Manager:  PixelPoint's  credit  authorization  program;  an  add-on  module  that
enables you to process credit transactions directly through the POS system. 

B
Back-end: That part of the system that is not exposed to customers and does not deal with them
directly.  The back-end is  behind closed doors.  In  the software,  back-end operations are usually
restricted to managers and have a direct effect on the front-end part of the software. 

Bar  Service:  A type  of  hospitality  service  that  involves  pouring,  making  and  serving  drinks  to
customers. 

Barcode:  A  printed  horizontal  strip  of  vertical  bars  used  for  identifying  products.  The  codes,
which represent numerical data, are read by a barcode reader and interpreted as the equivalent
of a manually entered number. 

Biometrics:  Methods for  uniquely  identifying people  based on some feature  or  trait  they  alone
have.  Currently  in  the hospitality  industry  this  usually  means fingerprint  scanning,  but  can also
refer to things like iris recognition/scanning. 

Blind tender balance: A tender balance in which the totals  the system has calculated are not
visible to the user. 

Buffet:  A  type  of  dining  in  which  large  quantities  of  food  are  placed  on  a  long  table  and  the
guests serve themselves. Buffets usually allow the guests to return for more food as often as they
like. 

Bump-bar: A hardware device used to indicate that orders have been filled and to remove them
from a VDS (Video Display System). 

Bussing:  A  job  position  with  duties  that  generally  involve  helping  servers.  Bussers  are  usually
responsible for clearing and setting the tables. 

Bussing command: A message that prints to a remote printer and is intended for bussing staff,
so they know what needs to be done at what table. It has no price and does not print on receipts.
E.g.: [Clear Table]. 

C
Call display: A feature that enables you to identify the person calling on the phone. 

Cash  Out:  A  function  that  collects  and  summarizes  all  of  an  employee's  sales  data.  Typically,
employees  who work  with  money during their  shift  need to  cash  out  before  they  can  end their
shift. 
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Cashback:  A feature  where  a  customer  asks  that  a  specified  amount  of  money  be  added  to  a
transaction total, with the understanding that the customer will pay with an EFT payment method
and will be given back cash equal to that specified amount added to the total. 

Cashier: An employee whose duty it is to settle checks and help customers pay for their orders. 

Cashier  Service:  A  type  of  Table  Service  that  has  at  least  one  employee  whose  duty  it  is  to
settle checks and help customers pay for their orders (this employee is called a cashier). 

CCVS: An acronym for Credit Card Verification System. 

Charge: A credit transaction. 

Charge slip: A printout for a charge transaction that gives information about the card being used
and the transaction being performed, and has a blank space for the customer to write down a tip
amount  and/or  the  final  total.  Charge  slips  (except  for  customer  copies  printed  on  single-ply
paper) also include a line for the customer to sign to authorize the withdrawal of funds from the
card. 

Charge tip: A tip added to a check that is paid for by credit card or debit card. 

Check: A printout detailing the customer's order and how much he or she owes the establishment
for it. 

Chit: A slip that prints at a remote printer, usually in the kitchen, summarizing the items on the
order, in order to give staff a heads-up and time to prepare the items. Aka 'order chit' or 'kitchen
chit'. 

COD: An acronym for Cash On Delivery, which refers to paying for orders at the time when they
are delivered. Traditionally this was always done by using cash. 

Combo:  A  specific  combination  of  products  that  are  offered,  as  a  single  unit,  at  a  discounted
price. 

Comp: To give something free or complimentary. 

Consolidation: Combining similar items into a summary format. 

Coupon: A printed form entitling the customer to a specific discount or incentive program. 

Cover charge: An admission fee. 

Cover  charge  (product  type):  An  admission  ticket.  Represents  payment  for  entry  to  certain
establishments and venues. When this item is ordered, it generates and prints a ticket slip, which
is then given to the customer. E.g., buying a ticket to see a movie. 

CreditCheck:  PixelPoint's  credit  authorization  program;  an  add-on  module  that  enables  you  to
process credit transactions directly through the POS system. 

D
Data: Information contained within a database record. 
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Database: An organized body of related information. Comprises database tables, which contain
database  records.  A  database  can  be  thought  of  as  a  computer  filing  cabinet,  which  contains
drawers (database tables) and file folders (database records). 

Database record: A single row of data in a database table. It usually has multiple columns, with
each cell of the row giving a different kind of information about the one entity. For example, the
record for 'John Smith' would contain data pertaining to that one person, but there would be a cell
for his name, address, phone number, etc. A database record can be thought of as a filing folder
in one of the drawers of a computer filing cabinet. 

Database table:  A file  comprised of  related database records,  such as  all  employees,  taxes or
products. A database table can be thought of as a drawer inside a computer filing cabinet. This
drawer itself contains file folders (database records). 

Delay print command: A command that pauses remote printing. Used when you want to delay
the printing of certain items to the kitchen. For example, when placing an order, you select the
appetizers,  select  [Delay]  (which  for  example,  is  set  to  delay  10  minutes),  then  select  the
entrees.  In  the  kitchen,  an  order  will  print  containing  just  the  appetizers.  Ten  minutes  later,
another order will print containing the entrees. 

Delivery  driver:  An  employee  who  takes  delivery  orders  to  the  addresses  given  by  the
customers who placed them. 

Delivery  order:  An  order  the  customer  wants  to  be  brought  to  his  or  her  own  address,  or
another specified address. 

Delivery Service: A type of hospitality service in which customers call  in orders or place them
on-line and request that the establishment bring them to a specified address. 

Department: A group of job positions performing a similar role or working in a similar area, such
as the Kitchen. 

Deposit:  An  amount  of  money  a  guest  gives  the  establishment  at  the  start  of  the  transaction
(before they order anything). In terms of Cash Management, a deposit  is when money is taken
out of a safe and transported to the bank. 

Driver:  An employee whose duty it  is  to transport  products from one place to another.  Drivers
are often delivery drivers, in the hospitality industry. 

E
End  of  Day:  The  process  of  tallying  the  day's  sales  and  time  clock  information,  reporting  the
totals and resetting the system for use the next day. 

F
Float:  Money put  in  a  till  at  the beginning of  a  shift,  used so  change can be given to  the  first
customers. 

Forced  question:  A question  that  forces  you  to  apply  a  modifier  (or  several  modifiers)  to  the
product being ordered. For example, in order to place an order for a steak, you are usually asked
how it should be cooked (well-done, medium, rare, etc.). 
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Front-end: That part of the system, and operations using it, that deals directly with customers,
at the actual point-of-sale. The front-end of the establishment is that part out on the floor. This is
also known as the front-of-house. This part of the system is where stations are located and used. 

G
Gift card: A magnetic swipe card with pre-purchased funds on it. The balance can be replenished
at any time. 

Gratuity: A tip with a set amount, usually used with large parties. 

H
Happy hour: A designated time when bar prices are reduced to encourage sales. 

Hardware:  The  part(s)  of  your  system  that  you  can  physically  touch.  The  computers,  the
printers, the cabling are hardware. See Software for related information. 

Hold & Fire: A method of ordering in which the server controls when certain courses print in the
kitchen. 

Hold  order:  A  function  that  pauses  the  whole  order  and  lets  you  log  out  in  order  to  confirm
details with a customer and to do so while also letting other servers use the station. 

Host:  An employee  who  seats  customers,  takes  reservations,  and  does  other  tasks  to  manage
the tables at the establishment. A female employee with this position is often called a hostess. 

Hostess Service: A type of Table Service that has at least one employee whose duty it is to seat
customers,  take  reservations,  and  generally  manage  the  tables  on  the  floor  (this  employee  is
called a host or hostess). 

House account: A type of house credit in which a member is given a set amount of funds they
can use for ordering at the establishment, and which they do not need to pay at the end of their
visit,  but are instead billed for on a monthly basis (or on some other regular schedule).  To use
these funds, the member requests that checks be settled "On Account". 

House credit:  Credit  given to a customer by the establishment.  There are two forms of  house
credit, both of which can be applied to a member record. They are gift cards and house accounts. 

I
Incentive  program:  A  program where  prizes  are  awarded  to  members  to  encourage  them to
continue  their  patronage.  Incentive  programs  usually  involve  accumulating  points  through
purchases.  For  example,  if  a  member  collects  100  points,  they  may  be  awarded  a  discount  or
promotional item. 

Inherit: To automatically receive settings from a preceding function or element. 

Interface:  Something  designed  to  act  as  the  connection  between  two  independent  systems,
allowing  them  to  share  or  exchange  information.  Also  used  a  verb,  with  the  meaning  "to
communicate or exchange information". 
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Intranet: A group of computers that are networked together, and which access the internet via a
single through-point.  Intranets  can be thought  of  as  localized versions of  the internet,  with  the
common  connection  point  to  the  bigger  network  (the  internet)  providing  added  security  to  the
intranet computers. An intranet site is a website that usually requires a username and password
to access and contains things like company-related bulletins, documentation and schedules. 

Inventory  Manager:  PixelPoint's  inventory  management  system;  an  add-on  module  that
enables you to monitor and control your inventory with great detail and precision. 

J
Job position: The role that an employee is paid to fill, such as waiter, busser, dishwasher, chef. 

K
Kitchen chit: See 'chit'. 

Kitchen  command:  A  message  that  prints  to  a  remote  printer,  providing  information  to
employees in another location. It has no price and does not print on the receipt.

L
Label:  A name given to a check in order to identify it  more easily than it  could be if  using the
transaction number. Customers' names are most commonly used as labels. 

LDS: An acronym for Liquor Dispensing System, an automated system for bars that controls and
monitors liquor pouring. 

License Manager: PixelPoint's program for managing authorization of the software and its add-
on components. License Manager must be running in order for the PixelPoint system to work. 

Local printing: Printing done on the printer next to the station. 

M
Manual keyboard product: A product type that enables you to type in a name or description,
creating  a  kind  of  custom  product  type  that  does  not  have  a  price.  Often  used  for  sending
messages  to  certain  locations  in  an  establishment,  since  "ordering"  this  product  sends  what  is
typed in to a remote printer. E.g.: [Message To Chef]. 

Member group: A group of people with member accounts at the establishment and who share
some  characteristic  that  distinguishes  them  from  other  members.  This  characteristic  can  be
anything, but is commonly things like age, sex, income level, etc. 

Merchandise: Retail items. They are selected using a bar code scanner rather than on a touch
screen.  When you  scan  the  bar  code on  a  merchandise  item,  it  gets  added  to  the  check.  E.g.:
[Large Polo Shirt]. 

Minimum  charge:  A  product  that  adjusts  its  price  to  ensure  that  the  check  total  meets  a
minimum allowable amount. The price decreases as the total amount of the check increases, and
will appear on the receipt until the minimum allowable amount is reached (i.e., until the "price" of
the minimum charge reaches $0). 
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Modifier:  An  item  or  description  that  modifies  an  ordering  product,  telling  those  making  and
preparing the product  exactly  what the customer wants.  "No cheese",  "Extra tomato",  "Medium
Rare" and "On the side" are common examples of modifiers. 

Modify price:  A special price level that applies when an ordering product is used as an option.
For  example,  say  a  Salad  is  regularly  $4,  but  if  you  order  the  Steak  Dinner,  you  can  add  that
Salad  for  $1.  $1  is  the  salad's  modify  price.  This  pricing  level  is  applied  through  the  use  of  a
forced question. 

Multiple tendering: Settling a check by using more than one method of payment. E.g., putting
half of the total on a credit card and using a gift card for the rest of it. 

N
Nested Recipe: See 'sub-recipe'. 

NSF:  An  acronym  for  Non-Sufficient  Funds,  an  error  message  returned  in  settling  charge
transactions, indicating that the customer does not have enough money in that particular account
for the payment to be pre-authorized. 

O
Option: A product modifier that enables customers to customize the product they have ordered.
For  example,  salads  usually  have  an  option  for  salad  dressing,  in  that  customers  choose  what
kind they want. Options may or may not carry a price. 

Order chit: See 'chit'. 

Order number: The number of the order. Numbering orders gives each one a unique ID that can
be used for a number of things in the POS. 

Order taker: An employee who enters delivery and pickup orders into the system. 

Ordering product: Any item that is listed on an establishment's menu. Every ordering product
has a price and is printed on a receipt. E.g.: [Ham Sandwich]. 

Over:  An  amount  of  money  by  which  a  reported  total  is  greater  than  what  the  system  has
calculated it should be. 

P
Pay-in: Money put into a till or safe from something other than regular sales transactions. 

Pay-out: Money taken out of a till or safe for something outside of regular sales transactions. 

PDA: An acronym for Personal Digital Assistant, a hand-held computer device. 

Pick up: A withdrawal of money from a till when it is overly full. Money is usually moved to a safe
to make more room. 

Pickup Service: A type of hospitality service in which customers call in orders or place them on-
line, and then go to the establishment to pick them up and then bring them elsewhere. 
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PIN pad: Hardware with a numeric keyboard used for entering PINs or other security information
for charge transactions. 

PLU: An acronym for Price Look Up, which is a method of ordering in which items are assigned a
number.  Upon  entering  the  number,  the  corresponding  item  is  added  to  the  check.  These
numbers themselves are PLUs. 

PO: An acronym for Purchase Order (see below). 

POS Server:  The default name given to the server computer that holds the PixelPoint software
and database. 

Pre-authorized: An adjective describing that state in the processing of credit cards in which the
bank has authorized an eventual transaction in the amount of the check total (plus an allowance
for  tips),  but  no  funds  have  yet  been  transferred,  and  will  not  be  transferred  until  the  final
amount (including the tip) is determined and the establishment sends it through to be settled. 

Pre-void: A cancellation of an item that has not been sent to the kitchen or bar. Pre-voids are
often used to correct immediate mistakes. 

Price level:  A set price for a product or group of products; products and report  categories can
have multiple price levels, and each one may be higher or lower than others. They can be set to
change from one price level to another based on a particular schedule, or on other criteria. 

Printer channel: A figurative channel or lane of traffic that orders of a specific type take to get
to their printing destination(s). Systems generally have a printer channel for each kind of printing
destination, and the channels are named after these destinations. "Local", "Kitchen" and "Bar" are
examples of printer channel names. 

Product:  A  menu  item,  usually.  However,  products  can  also  be  things  like  rentals,  minimum
charges and commands. 13 different types of products can be programmed into PixelPoint. 

Punch index: A reference number for an individual employee shift. 

Purchase order: A record of a request to buy or order something. 

Q
Quick Service:  A  type of  hospitality  service  where customers  place,  get  and pay  for  orders  at
stations at the beginning of their stay at the establishment. Orders may be "to go", in which case
customers take their orders out of the establishment, or, if there is a seating area, they may be
"for  here",  in  which  case  customers  take  their  orders  and  sit  down  but  are  not  waited  on  by
anyone. 

R
Rated product: A rental; a kind of product with a price that increases as time passes. E.g.: [Pool
Table]. 

Receipt: A printout detailing the customer's order and how he or she paid the establishment for
it. A receipt is almost the same as a check, except it includes the method of payment(s) used. 
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Recipe item: Food products that are not purchased by themselves, but which are components of
items that are ordered, such as a hamburger, or a buffet lunch. Recipe items are used to post raw
inventory  usage.  The  [Post  Inv  Usage]  function  presents  a  list  of  all  recipe  item products,  and
someone, such as a chef, selects the items and quantities that were used. 

Reference  number:  A  number  printed  on  charge  slips  so  tips  can  be  applied  to  the  right
transaction after the charge slip has been signed and picked up. 

Remote print: A piece of paper printed on a printer not next to the station. 

Remote printing: Printing done on a printer that is not next to the station. 

Rental: An item that is rented for a period of time, and the price of which increases the longer
the item is rented. 

Report category: A group of similar products. For example, soups, salads, pizzas, etc. 

Report Viewer: PixelPoint's reporting tool. Creates reports using Crystal Reports. 

Reservation: An arrangement, or a record of an arrangement, for a customer (or customers) to
dine or stay at the establishment at a set time or date; usually involves the holding of a table or
room for the said customer(s), to ensure that there will be space at the reserved time. 

S
Sales type: The way an item is sold; for example, some orders are to be delivered, others are
sold on-site. 

Seating:  A system for  keeping track of  what  items were ordered by each seat  at  a  table.  This
makes for easy splitting of checks, so each customer can pay for only what he or she ordered. 

Seating position: An order marker allowing you to separate one person's order from another's
on the same check. A seating position product has no price and does not show up on the receipt. 

Sent: Sent to the bar or kitchen, etc., to be prepared. 

Shift:  The  time  an  employee  works  within  a  given  day.  Also  refers  to  a  range  of  days  when
discussing employee scheduling. 

Short:  An  amount  of  money  by  which  a  reported  total  is  smaller  than  what  the  system  has
calculated it should be. 

Software: Those parts of your system that you cannot physically touch. The PixelPoint program,
your  data  and  the  Windows  operating  system  are  all  software.  See  Hardware  for  related
information. 

Split: To divide a check between customers so each has their own check. You can split individual
products too, so that each customer pays for their share of it. You can also split tenders, in that
you can use one method of payment for part of the total and other methods of payment for the
remainder. 

Split check:  A check on a table that has multiple checks on it;  each of  these checks has been
split from the table's original check. When customers request to have "separate checks", you do
this by splitting the check into several smaller checks. 
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Split modifier: A modifier, or part of a modifier, that has been split into several smaller portions.
For example, for a half-and-half pizza, each modifier (a topping) is split into two. 

Split tendering: Settling a check by using more than one method of payment. E.g., putting half
of the total on a credit card and using a gift card for the rest of it. 

StaffTime:  PixelPoint's  employee  scheduling  program;  an  add-on  module  that  enables  you  to
create and modify employee shifts, forecast labor needs and costs, and take advantage of many
other scheduling features. 

Station:  A  touch-screen  terminal  or  other  computer  used  to  place  orders,  settle  checks,  and
perform other front-end operations. 

Station 1: The master station. It is the first station you start up at the beginning of the day. It is
also the station you perform the End Of Day process on. 

StockBoy:  PixelPoint's  inventory  management  system;  an  add-on  module  that  enables  you  to
monitor and control your inventory with great detail and precision. 

Sub-recipe:  A  recipe  inside  of  a  stock  item.  For  example,  you  may  have  a  stock  item  called
potato salad which is included in several meal products. The recipe for potato salad has its own
ingredients, however, and so this recipe is a sub-recipe. 

Summary  group:  A  group  of  similar  report  categories.  For  example,  all  report  categories
referring to food items are grouped into a Food summary group. 

System interface: A configuration of the software, designed for a particular kind of service mode
or job position. Every POS user has a specified system interface, and this determines what screen
is displayed when the user logs in, as well as what functions are available to him/her. 

T
Tab  card:  A  swipe  card  with  a  table  number  stored  on  it,  enabling  restaurants  to  access  a
particular transaction by swiping the card. Usually used in market style restaurants, in which each
customer is given a tab card. 

Table Service:  A type of  hospitality  service where customers  dine-in  at  the establishment  and
are waited upon by employees throughout their stay. 

TableTime:  PixelPoint's  table  management  program;  an  add-on  module  that  allows  you  to
process reservations and manage guest seating directly through the POS system. 

Take out order: An order of food the customer wishes to be packaged in order that it  may be
taken out of the establishment and eaten elsewhere. 

Tender balance: The process of comparing the amount of money you should have received for
orders to the amount of money you actually received. You balance the predicted amounts and the
actual amounts for each method of payment. 

Ticket number: A kind of product that also has a reference number associated with it. When you
add a ticket number to the check, the system asks for the reference number and prints it on the
receipt  with  the  price  and  product  name.  Ticket  numbers  are  often  expensive  items  with  serial
numbers, such as boxes of cigars or bottles of vintage wine. 

Till: A cash drawer insert. 
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Time Clock Manager: A module that makes changes to employees' time clocks. It can be used
to modify clock-in or clock-out times, rates of pay or job positions. 

Timer: A rental or rated item, such as a pool table or bowling lane, the price of which increases
as time passes (hence 'timer'). 

U
UPC:  An  acronym for  Uninterruptible   Power  Supply.  Refers  to  a  backup  battery  power  supply
that keeps the PC running if the power goes out.

V
VAT:  An acronym for Value Added Tax,  a pricing system which includes applicable taxes in the
listed prices. 
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Buttons
[@1], 62

[Add All Tips], 170

[Add Deposit], 88

[Add Reservation], 179

[Add Tip], 84

[Add Tips],

Auth. Man., 215

Your Settings, 20

[Add To Waiting List], 179

[All Charges], 215

[All Types], 33

[Apply Cash], 65

[Arrived], 179

[Authorization Manager], 198

[Available],

Deliveries, 170

Reservations, 179

[BackOffice], 198

[Bar Interface], 222

[Bar], 224

[Billboard], 25, 170

[Break Start],

Employee Time Clock, 207

Your Settings, 20

[Break], 78

[Bussing], 179

[Calculate Values], 224

[Cancel Delivery], 170

[Cancel], 42, 102

[Card Find], 102

[Cash Drawer], 20, 207

[Cash Out],

Employee Time Clock, 207

Your Settings, 20

[Change End Time], 213

[Change Start Time], 213

[Change Times], 207, 213

[Charge Gratuity], 118

[Clear All Print Jobs], 227

[Clear Selection],

Host(ess) Operations, 179

Split Checks, 82

[Clock In Employee], 207

[Clock Out All], 202

[Clock Out Emp],

Employee Time Clock, 207

Your Settings, 20

[Close All Empty Checks], 82

[Close All Empty], 202

[Combo It], 152

[Contests], 20

[Coupons], 65

[Course], 29

[Create Splits By Seating], 124

[Day- Finish Sales], 200

[Day- Print Sales], 200

[Day- View Reports], 200

[Declare Cash Tips], 20

[Detail Info], 25, 28

[Detailed Order Info], 125

[Detailed], 32

[Divide By], 65

[Driver In], 170

[Driver Out], 170

[Duration], 29

[Easy-Add New Item], 130

[Employee Functions], 198

[Employee Schedule], 218

[Employee Settings], 44, 207

[Employee Time Clock], 198

[Employee], 224

[END OF DAY], 215

[Exit POS Software], 226

[Finish], 62

[Fire Order], 140

[Float], 20

[Functions], 62, 82

[Gift Card], 65

[Good Performance], 218

[Help], 23, 32, 33, 65, 82

[Hold Order], 145

[How to Make Item], 117

[Inquire], 166

[Item Information], 23

[Keyboard], 224

[Label CC Name], 35

[Label], 119

Split Checks, 82

[Last Name Find], 102

[Leave Printers], 227

[Leave Table], 62

[Leave], 23, 32, 33, 65, 82

[Legend], 29

[List Forced (Add Tips)], 215

[List Pre-Authorized], 215

[Lock Drawer], 20, 207

[Lock Table], 179

[Locked], 179

[Logout], 20, 23, 25, 32, 33, 62, 82, 215

[Lookups], 35
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[Manager], 25

[Map], 170

[Member/Delivery], 126

Your Trans, 33

[Money Spent], 29

[Money/Cust], 29

[Money/Time], 29

[More Checks], 82

[Move Items], 123

[Move Table], 122

[New Check],

Delivery Screens, 166

Transaction View, 32

[New Member], 102

[Next $], 65

[No Tax], 65

[Override Schedule], 42

[Pay Expenses], 198

[Pay IN], 20

[Pay Later], 163

[Pay OUT], 20

[Payments], 65

[Period], 224

[Pick Up], 20

[Poor Performance], 218

[Post Inv Usage], 129

[Print All Receipts], 32, 82

[Print Desserts], 23

[Print Inventory Usage], 224

[Print Next 2 Weeks Schedule], 44

[Print Product Usage], 224

[Print Receipt By #], 33

[Print Receipt],

Finish Screen, 65

Split Checks, 82

Your Trans, 33

[Print Report], 20

[Print Sold Out Items], 23

[Print Specials], 23

[Print Time Ticket], 207

[Print Variance], 224

[Printed], 179

[Printer Manager], 198

[Product Functions], 198

[Quick Order],

Delivery Screens, 166

Table Layout, 25

[Redirect Printer], 227

[Refresh View], 207

[Remove], 179

[Re-Order], 128

[Reprint Cash Out], 213

[Reprint Slip], 215

[Request Time Off], 44

[Reservations], 29, 179, 198

[Reset All Redirects], 227

[Sales Functions], 198

[Save Check], 62

[Save], 20

[Schedule], 20

[Search By Ref], 84

[Seat], 179

[Select All], 82

[Select Employee], 33, 215, 220

[Send Command], 25

[Set # of Customers], 120

Split Checks, 82

[Set Countdown on Item], 222

[Set Employee Access Card], 218

[Set Est. Delivery Times], 222

[Set Weather], 198

[Settle All Charges], 215

[Settle Batch], 202

[Settle Charges], 202

[Setup], 179

[Shift Rules], 207

[Show All Employees], 33, 215, 220

[Show Delivery Status Form], 198

[Show Transaction], 166

[Shut Down System], 226

[Since Last], 29

[Sold In Item], 222

[Sold Out Item], 222

[Sort By Time], 170

[Special Functions], 198

[Split Checks], 62

[Split Items], 82

[Split], 78

[Start Point of Sale], 194

[Stations], 224

[Stop All Timers], 127

[System], 62, 166

[Table Info], 29

[Telephone Find], 102

[Tender Balancing], 200

[Total (w/TIP)], 84

[Training Mode], 44

[Transaction View], 25

[Transaction Viewer], 198

[Transfer All Checks],

Employee Functions, 218

Your Settings, 20
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[Transfer Check], 121

[Unclose By #], 33

[Un-Close], 33

[Unlock All], 179

[Unlock Drawer], 20

[Unlock Table], 179

[Up], 179

[Use Check], 32

[Use Member], 102

[Use Scheduled Time], 42

[View By #], 33

[View Change Log], 213

[View Current Sales], 200

[View Layout], 179

[View], 33

[Void Entire Check], 131

[Void Item], 65

[Void], 215

[Voided], 215

[Who Is Here], 29

[Your Deliveries], 170

[Your Settings], 25, 170

[Your Trans], 20

[Zoom In], 25

[Zoom Out], 25

2
24 Hour Operation,

End of Day, 195

Start of Day, 194

A
Adding,

a Reservation, 183

Tips, 84

Adjustments, 20

Advanced Types of Orders, 98

All At Once, 78

Applying Members, 100

Ask At Once, 78

Assigning,

a Pager, 190

a Till, 59

Assigning a Till, 59

Attendance/Time Only Users, 43

Authorization Manager, 215

Auto Combo Recognition, 152

B
BackOffice, 205

Backup, 243

Balancing Tills, 57

Bar,

Interface, 224

Service, 155

Bar-coded Order Selection, 176

Barcodes, 99

Billboard Screen, 23

Blind Tender Balance, 57

Blind Tender Balancing, 233

Breaks, 40

Broadcast Message, 47

Bussing, 146

Commands, 110

C
Call Display, 176

Cash, 71

Tips, 84

Cash Out Report, 55

Cashier Service, 158

Cashiers In,

Quick Service, 161

Table Service, 159

Cashing Out, 54

With A Till, 59

Change Times, 213

Charge,

Gratuity, 118

Slips, 93

Tips, 84

Checks,

Getting, 156

Saving, 156

Checks & Receipts, 93

Client Retention, 100

Clock In/Out,

Authorization, 42

Clocking,

In, 37

Out, 41

COD Orders, 163

Combos, 152

Contests, 46

Correcting,

Mistakes, 238

Shift Times, 238

Course,

Prefixes, 95

Sorting, 95

Cover Charges, 110
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Create Splits By Seating, 124

Credit,

Authorization, 215

Card, 73

House Credit, 100

Returns, 238

Tip Entry Errors, 238

D
Debit, 72

Declaring Cash Tips, 84

Delay Print Commands, 110

Delivery,

And Pickup Service, 162

Dispatch, 173

Features, 176

Orders, 168

Scenarios, 163

Zones, 176

Delivery Orders, 168

Deposits,

Adding, 88

Applying, 88

Order Limit, 88

Desserts, 23

Detail Info, 28

Detailed Order Info, 125

Driver In Report, 163

Driver Out Report, 163

Driver Screen, 170

Drive-Thru Service, 149

E
Easy Add New Item, 130

Employee,

Contests, 46

Functions, 218

Schedule, 220

Time Clock, 207

End of,

24 Hour Operation, 195

Day, 195

Non-24 Hour Operation, 195

Shift, 57

Tender Balancing, 57

Exiting the Software, 226

F
Filter By Sale Type, 95

Finish Day Sales Assistant, 202

Finish Screen, 65

Floats, 50

Forced Questions, 78

Foreign Currency, 71

Functions, 116

Create Splits By Seating, 124

Detailed Order Info, 125

How to Make Item, 117

Join Tables, 122

Member/Delivery, 126

Move Items, 123

Move Table, 122

Post Inventory Usage, 129

Re-Order, 128

Set Number of Customers, 120

Stop All Timers, 127

Till, 48

Transfer Check, 121

Void Entire Check, 131

Functions Menu, 116

Future Orders, 168

Member Screen Tab, 107

Order Taker Tab, 166

G
Getting a Check, 156

Gift Cards, 113

Settling to, 76

Gratuity, 118

H
Happy Hour, 109

History Tab, 166

Hold and Fire, 140

Hold Order, 145

Host(ess),

Screen, 179

Service, 178

House Credit, 100

How to Make Item, 117

I
Incentive Programs, 100

Interfaces, 20

Internal Mail, 47

Item List, 68

J
Join Tables, 122
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K
Keyboard Screen, 35

Kitchen Commands, 110

L
Label, 119

Label CC Name, 133

Local Printing, 93

Logging In and Out, 38

M
Mail,

Message, 47

Manager,

Authorization Manager, 215

BackOffice, 205

Bar Interface, 224

Change Times, 213

Employee, 218

Employee Schedule, 220

Function Buttons, 198

Functions, 218

Printer Manager, 227

Product Functions, 224

Reservations, 229

Sales Functions, 200

Set Countdown On Item, 222

Set Est. Delivery Times, 222

Set Weather, 204

Shift Rules, 209

Show Delivery Status, 230

Sold In Item, 222

Sold Out Item, 222

Special Functions, 226

Time Clock, 207

Transaction Viewer, 206

Manual Keyboard, 110

Member,

Groups, 100

Lookup Auto-prompts, 176

Screen, 102

Member/Delivery, 126

Members, 100

Settling Tables to Member Accounts, 75

Menu Order Screen, 62

Merchandise, 110

Minimum Charges, 110

Mistakes, Correcting, 238

Modifiers, 110

Move,

Items, 123

Table, 122

Multiple Tendering, 77

N
Non-24 Hour Operation,

End of Day, 195

Start of Day, 194

O
On Account, 75

Open Date, 116

Open Transactions, 241

Operational Toggle Button, 176

Options, 110

Order,

History, 108

Overview, 61

Receipt Window, 68

Screen, 62

Taker Screen, 166

Ordering,

in Quick Service, 148

in Table Service, 138

Products, 110

with Members, 100

Overriding Schedules, 42

Overtime, 209

P
Pagers, 190

Pay,

In, 52

Out, 53

Pay Expenses, 231

Pay Later, 163

Pick Up Orders, 174

Pick Ups, 51

Placing,

Delivery Orders, 168

Future Orders, 168

PLUs, 99

Pooling Tips, 84

Post Inventory Usage, 129

Pre-Authorized Credit Void, 73

Prepaid Orders, 163

Preventative Maintenance, 243

Price Levels, 109

Print,
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Print,

Consolidation, 95

Receipt, 97

Schedule, 44

Printer,

Manager, 227

Not Printing, 241

Printing, 92

Receipts, 97

Process Pick Up, 174

Product,

Functions, 222

Types, 110

Q
Quantity Void, 87

Quick,

Overview, 147

Service, 148

Tender Buttons, 65

R
Rated Products, 110, 112

Receipts, 97

Recipe Items, 110

Redirecting Printers, 227

Remote Printing, 95

Remote Support, 243

Rentals, 112

Re-Order, 128

Re-Print Receipt, 97

Request Time Off, 44

Reservations,

Adding, 183

Function, 229

Indicators, 186

Seating, 187

Setup, 179

Response Mail, 47

Retrieving a Check, 159

Running a Tab, 156

S
Sales Functions, 200

Saving a Check, 156

Scanning a Check, 159

Schedule, 44

Override, 42

Seating,

Customers, 187

Positions, 110

Security, 233

Send Order Preview, 140

Set,

Number of Customers, 120

Weather, 204

Settings Screen, 20

Settle To,

Cash, 71

Credit Card, 73

Debit, 72

Foreign Currency, 71

Gift Card, 76

Member Account, 75

Multiple Tenders, 77

Settling a Check, 70

Shift Products, 81

Shift Rules, 209

Shipping Addresses, 104

Show Delivery Status, 230

Size Up/Down, 154

Sort By,

Course, 95

Product Printing Priority, 95

Report Category Printing Priority, 95

Seat, 95

Special Functions, 226

Specials, 23

Split,

Checks, 82

Items, 82

Modifiers, 78

Tendering, 77

Tendering (Delivery Service), 163

Start of Day, 194

Starting Tables, 137

Station Problems,

Not Responding, 241

Not Starting Up, 241

Stop All Timers, 127

Student Discount, 109

Surcharge, 176

System,

Interfaces, 20

Problems, 241

T
Tab Cards, 156

Table,

Layout Screen, 25

Legend, 31
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Table,

Orders, 138

Service, 136

Settling, 70

Starting, 137

Table Info Toolbar, 29

TableTime™, 179, 229

Tabs, 156

Take Out Orders, 174

Tender Balancing, 57

Blind, 233

Entry Errors, 238

Ticket Numbers, 110

Till,

Adjustments, 20

Assignment, 59

Functions, 48

Time and Attendance, 36

Time Off, 44

Time/Attendance Only Users, 43

Tips,

Pooling, 84

Today's Specials, 23

Toolbar Icons,

Authorization Manager, 215

Billboard Screen, 23

Driver Screen, 170

Employee Schedule, 220

Employee Time Clock, 207

Finish Screen, 65

Hostess Screen, 179

Member/Delivery, 102

Order Screen, 62

Order Taker Screen, 166

Split Checks, 82

Table Layout Screen, 25

Transaction View, 32

Your Settings Screen, 20

Your Trans, 33

Training Mode, 232

Trans Screen, 33

Transaction View Mode, 32

Transaction Viewer, 206

Transfer Check, 121

Troubleshooting,

a Check, 238

a Credit Transaction, 238

Balance Entry Errors, 238

Correcting Shift Times, 238

Credit Returns, 238

Not Responding, 241

Not Starting Up, 241

Printer Not Printing, 241

Station, 241

System Problems, 241

Unable to Cash Out, 241

Unclosing, 238

U
Unable to Cash Out, 241

Unassigning a Till, 59

Unclosing,

a Check, 238

a Credit Transaction, 238

V
View Scheduler, 220

Void Entire Check, 131

Voiding Pre-authorization, 238

Voids, 87

W
Waiting Line, 187

Walk-In Traffic, 187

Weighed Items, 115

Y
Your Settings Screen, 20

Your Trans Screen, 33
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